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Uwe Kitzinger CBE (1928 - ) was a British academic and international civil servant with a huge range of interests. After serving from 1951 as economist to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg, in 1956 he was elected a Fellow of Nuffield College, Oxford, in 1976 Dean of INSEAD in Fontainebleau and in 1984 founding President of Templeton College, Oxford. He sat on the governing Councils of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, the European Movement, and Oxfam, and was founding Chair of the Committee on Atlantic Studies and of the Major Projects Association. There are files concerning his books, articles and lectures, his frequent BBC broadcasts and interviews, his travels abroad, his Visiting Professorships in the West Indies, at Paris and at Harvard, and his founding in 1962 of the Journal of Common Market Studies.;

Noel Salter (1929-1975) was a close friend of Uwe Kitzinger from their days together as Scholars of New College, Oxford, and then a colleague, first at the Council of Europe in Strasbourg (where Salter preceded him 1950-55) and, some twenty years later, again at the European Commission in Brussels (1973-75). A man of deep Christian convictions, he worked tirelessly until his early death for their common ideal of a united Europe and of its playing a positive economic and political role for the world at large. He served as Clerk Assistant of the Assembly of the Western European Union in Paris (1955-63) and then worked for the British Council of Churches (1963-68) and the Commonwealth Secretariat (1968-73) in London. Outside his civil service duties he and his wife Elizabeth urged fellow-Christians to social and political activism.

Both men were inspired by their horror of the war in which they had been just too young to fight. Both returned from the continent to work from inside Britain for Britain to join the European Community, and both joined the service of the European Commission after British accession. Comparison of their papers reveals a conscious complementarity in their campaigning styles. While Kitzinger, as a public intellectual, appealed to a broad intelligentsia, Salter, from his official positions, tended to target the key decision-makers of the time individually.

The fonds of 70 boxes was deposited by Uwe Kitzinger in the Historical Archives of the European Union in 2010. Composed as they are of the private papers of two individuals, the fonds treats them separately.

A list of books included in the transfer of this fonds to Florence and catalogued in the EUI library catalogue, is attached to the printed inventory.

ENGLISH/GERMAN/FRENCH
Kitzinger, Uwe
12 April 1928
Nurembourg, Franconia [Germany]

Other form of name:
Kitzinger, Uwe W.
Kitzinger, Uwe CBE

Historical note:
Uwe Kitzinger, a refugee from Germany, arrived in Britain in July 1939 and became a British citizen by his father’s naturalisation in 1948. He was educated at Watford Grammar School 1940-46 and at Balliol and New College Oxford, where he was elected President of the Oxford Union in 1950 and graduated with a 1st class honours degree in Philosophy, Politics and Economics in 1951.

In 1951 Kitzinger was appointed the first British economist of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg, where he became Secretary of the Economic Committee. In 1956 he was elected a Fellow and in 1962 Investment Bursar of Nuffield College, Oxford, posts he held until 1976. He took various sabbaticals during his time at Nuffield: first in 1964/5 to the University of the West Indies as Visiting Professor of International Relations and consultant to the Rockefeller Foundation to advise on training diplomats and economists for the newly independent countries of the Caribbean; in 1969/70 to Harvard as Visiting Professor of Government taking over the seminar on European Politics from Henry Kissinger who had been called to the White House; then in 1970-73 as Visiting Professor at the University of Paris. During these years Kitzinger became a very public champion of British accession to the European Community and when Britain did join in January 1973 he was appointed political Counsellor to the first British Vice-President of the European Commission, Sir Christopher Soames, who carried the chief responsibility for the Community’s external relations.

In 1976 he was appointed Dean of the Management School INSEAD in Fontainebleau, and in 1983 became founding President of Templeton College Oxford. He returned to Harvard as Visiting Scholar from 1993 to 2003.

Uwe Kitzinger was active in various other spheres: in 1967-70 he founded and chaired the Committee on Atlantic Studies; from 1982 to 1987 he was founding Chairman of the Major Projects Association of (now 80) leading international finance and engineering companies engaged on macro-projects like the Channel tunnel; he served on the Council of the Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House) 1973-84, the National Council of the European Movement 1974-76 and the Council of Oxfam 1983-91. He was on the advisory boards of various academic centres and a trustee of the European Foundation for Management Education, Brussels. Kitzinger was also a member of the British University Committee of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the Fondation Jean Monnet in Lausanne and the Tufts Institute for Global Leadership. With his wife Sheila he founded “Lentils for Dubrovnik” in 1991, a charity to deliver essential supplies to refugees in Croatia. In 1998 he was elected President of the Federation Britannique des Alliances Françaises and now serves as Patron of Asylum Welcome and Chairman of GARIWO, a campaign for civil courage in the Balkans.


Sheila and Uwe Kitzinger have five daughters and live in Standlake Manor, Oxfordshire, since 1966.
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Salter, Noël
January 1929 - 10 May 1975
Taunton, Somerset [United Kingdom] - Brussels [Belgium]

Other form of name:
Salter, Noel Howard

Historical note:
Noël Salter (1929-1975) was educated at Taunton school and then at New College, Oxford, where he achieved a 1st class honours degree in Modern History. While a student he became founder President of the Oxford University United Europe Movement and acted as Secretary for European questions to R.W.G. Mackay M.P, then Chairman of the all-party group for European Unity in the House of Commons. He attended both the first Congress of the European Union of Federalists at Montreux and the first Congress of Europe at The Hague, where he voted in favour of the creation of the Council of Europe. In 1948 Salter became a member of the United Kingdom Council of the European Movement and 1949 - 1950 he was Secretary to the Movement’s Federalist Group. Straight from taking his degree in 1950 he joined the Council of Europe. Initially appointed Clerk to the Committee on Legal and Administrative Questions of the Consultative Assembly (which had drafted the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms) he went on to be in charge of the political secretariat of the Consultative Assembly as senior Clerk to the Committee on General Affairs. Among his tasks was drafting a revision of the Statute of the Council of Europe (the “Mackay Protocol”) and he worked closely with Uwe Kitzinger particularly in drafting a European Statute for the Saar.

In 1955 he left Strasbourg for Paris to become Head of the Office of the Clerk of the Assembly of Western European Union, Acting Clerk, and from 1956 Clerk Assistant (Assistant Secretary-General).

In 1963 he returned to Britain to work for the British Council of Churches, where he virtually created his job of International Affairs Secretary, and then in 1968 for the Commonwealth Secretariat in London. In 1973 he joined the European Commission in Brussels in Directorate-General VIII dealing with Developing Countries, where he once again worked with Uwe Kitzinger who was dealing with External Affairs. His time at the Commission was unfortunately short-lived as he died in May 1975, shortly before the national UK Referendum that confirmed Britain’s membership of the Community.

Salter was a man of deep Christian convictions, for whom the ecumenical Taizé community became a spiritual home. He met his wife Elizabeth when she was working at the World Council of Churches in 1955. Their joint commitment was to a united Europe and its service to the developing world. It was left to Elizabeth to carry the baton following her husband’s untimely death.
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Related entries:
- KITZINGER, UWE
- COMMUNAUTE ECONOMIQUE EUROPEENNE ET COMMUNAUTE EUROPEENNE DE L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
The Uwe Kitzinger files are of paramount interest for those who are studying Britain's relationship with the EEC during the period of negotiations between Great Britain and the Six on accession and the later dilemma of deciding whether to remain in the Community. Kitzinger's time working as advisor in the Cabinet of Sir Christopher Soames in the François-Xavier Ortoli Commission is also well documented in his fonds.

Kitzinger was a man with a huge range of interests and was attached to a variety of international organisations and associations such as the European Movement, the Council of Europe and the Committee on Atlantic Studies. Since his background was academic, there are a lot of documents concerning his time in Nuffield College as well as his times abroad as visiting professor. There are files also dealing with Kitzinger's writings and his work as publisher of the JCMS.

Uwe Kitzinger CBE (1928 - ) was a British academic and international civil servant with a huge range of interests. After serving from 1951 as economist to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg, in 1956 he was elected a Fellow of Nuffield College, Oxford, in 1976 Dean of INSEAD in Fontainebleau and in 1984 founding President of Templeton College, Oxford. He sat on the governing Councils of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, the European Movement, and Oxfam, and was founding Chair of the Committee on Atlantic Studies and of the Major Projects Association. There are files concerning his books, articles and lectures, his frequent BBC broadcasts and interviews, his travels abroad, his Visiting Professorships in the West Indies, at Paris and at Harvard, and his founding in 1962 of the Journal of Common Market Studies.

The Uwe Kitzinger files are of paramount interest for those who are studying Britain's relationship with the EEC during the almost twenty years of negotiations between them and the referendum in 1975 to decide whether Britain should remain in the Community. Kitzinger was a very public champion of British accession to the European Community and when Britain did join in January 1973 he was appointed the political Counsellor to the first British Vice-President of the European Commission in Brussels. Kitzinger's time working as advisor in the Cabinet of Sir Christopher Soames in the François-Xavier Ortoli Commission is also well documented in his fonds.

File: UWK-NS-1
1967 - 1973
Britain and Europe - Referendums
List of British M.P.'s who were pro- and anti- Common Market and variables on the cards.
Press articles concerning Common Market propaganda on both sides.
Information on Rt. Hon. John Silkin's early day motion on the EEC and the national interest ‘... that the House believes that entry into the EEC on the terms so far envisaged would be against the interests of the country’.
Letters from Common Market Safeguard's Campaign on their work.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-2
21/07/1970 - 30/07/1971
Summary Records of Conferences between the European Commission and the British Delegation
Minutes of meetings, speaking notes and declarations (British delegation) from 1st conference to 25th Conference, main items discussed: work progress and more specifically: the need for transition period of 12 months, Commonwealth sugar, New Zealand butter, relations with Commonwealth countries, countries outside of the Commonwealth in Asia and Africa but with ties to Britain, relations with structures such as EAMA, procedures for and organization of negotiations, tariff negotiations, 'annual agricultural review', common fisheries policy, agricultural products such as milk, pork and eggs, problems concerning commercial policy, dependent territories, Hong Kong, ECSC, circulation of goods, field of financing of Community policy, freedom of capital movements and Community decisions in the field of tax harmonization, industrial and financial sectors, questions for which the UK required transitional measures. Participation of UK in the European Investment Bank, Gibraltar, EURATOM. Problems in northern Ireland.

Resources propres - UK's contribution to the Community budget, tariff quotas, secondary legislation - animal feeding stuffs and animal health. Transport, Isle of Man.

Drafting of Treaty of Accession.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-3 1959 - 1970

Monetary Implications of Joining EEC
Newspaper clippings, journals, 'Europe' newsletters regarding the 'Snoy Plan' for an economic and monetary Union in three stages.

Language: GERMAN/ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-4 1961 - 1961

Official Documents Relative to Request for Admission to EEC by Great Britain, Denmark and Ireland
For Great Britain includes: declaration by Mr. Macmillan British PM) to the 'Chambre des Communes', 31 July 1961.

Press communiqué by the EEC Commission, 1 August 1961.

Various letters between Macmillan and Mr. Erhard (German Chancellor), Mr. Hallstein (President of the EEC Commission).


Declaration made by Mr. Heath (Lord Privy Seal) to the governments of the EEC member states, Paris 10 Oct 1961.

For Denmark includes: Letters between M. Krag (Danish P.M.) and Erhard and Hallstein.

Statement published 27 September 1961 by the Council of the EEC on the request for admission by Denmark.

Summary of the declaration made by M. Krag to the representatives of the Governments of the Member States of the EEC, 26 October 1961, Brussels.

For Ireland includes: Letters from M. Lemass (Irish P.M.) 25 Oct 1961 to Mr. Mueller-Armack (German economic ministry).

Statement published 27 September 1961 by the Council of the EEC on the request for admission by Ireland.

Declaration by M. Lemass before the Ministers of the member states of the EEC 18 January 1962.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-5 14/01/1963 - 05/05/1971

French Position on British entry to EEC
Letters, memos, press cuttings includes: text of seventh major news conference held by General de Gaulle as President of the French Republic, discussing among other topics, the Common Market and Britain's application for entry.
Verbatim of talk by M. Valery Giscard D'Estaing - 'Towards a European Confederation'.

Reaction to President de Gaulle's press conferences by Noel Salter (report presented by the British Council of Churches 1967).

Article by Guy de la Presle 'L'Angleterre et le Marché Commun'.

Address by M. Couve de Murville to the Foreign Affairs Club, April 1970.

WEU brief from General Affairs Committee on the British Application for Membership of the EC 1963-1968.

Confidential memo on M. Pompidou's plan of action to convince his ministers that British entry into the EEC was in the interests of France.

Speech by M. George Pompidou, President of France at a press conference dealing also with the construction of Europe, 21 January 1971.

Speech by the PM Heath at the Royal Academy Banquet on the idea of a United Europe within the framework of the EEC.

Confidential memo by Salter on the state of UK/EEC negotiations before the ministerial meetings in Brussels, 5 May 1971.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-6

Date: 01/01/1970 - 25/11/1970

Newspaper cuttings

Paper clippings on various aspects of Common Market: common currency, cost of British entry, agreement with the EEC on third world trade, farm policies, EEC/US cooperation, EEC trade, UK keeping EFTA informed on the Six's entry. Signature by Israel and Spain of trade pacts with EEC. Portugal and the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-7

Date: 19/03/1965 - 10/09/1965

Information Memos, Replies to Written Questions and Press Releases - Official spokesman of the Commission

Concerning: joint communiqué issued following meeting of President Lyndon Johnson and Walter Hallstein, President of the EEC in Washington.

Trade relations between the EEC and AASM.

Speech by Robert Marjolin, Vice president of the Commission on monetary matters.

Study of revenue and expenditure of public authorities in the EEC countries.

Wages in the Community in 1962.

European Development Fund: Twelve more schemes.

Social policy and medium-term economic policy - extracts from address by M. Levi Sandri, Vice-President of the Commission (responsibility for Social Affairs).

Harmonised wage statistics in the six Common Market countries.

Competition policy as part of economic policy in the Common market, address by M. von der Groeben, Member of the Commission.

Negotiations between Austria and EEC.

Address by Hallstein 'European Economy and European Policy'.

Negotiations between Tunisia and the EEC (association agreement).

Social developments in the Community in 1964.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-8

Date: 1962 - 1963

Transcripts for TV debates and press purposes on British entry to Common market

Programme IN or Out - Key issues in the Great Debate. Robin Day interview of Kitzinger 17 Nov 1962.

Background to the Common Market: Britain and the Community: problems and opportunities.

Lecture paper by Uwe Kitzinger on the 'Political Evolution of the Treaty of Rome'.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-9 1962 - 1963**

*Article by Kitzinger ‘Aspects of the Community’*

Articles, letters and publications also includes article ‘The Worker and the Common Market’

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-10 1962 - 1970**

*Articles, Papers and Notes on Europe*

Includes: European Communities Press and Information - Background note ‘A step towards political unification: The Davignon Report’.

Report to the Council and the Commission on the realization by stages of economic and monetary union in the Community.

Article ‘Strategy for Europe’ by UWK.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file


*Article entitled ‘Europe of the Six and Ten’*

Various annotated drafts of article by UWK.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-12 1961 - 1985**

*Pro-campaign for British Entry to Europe*

Summary of accounts for European Movement (EM), speakers guide, monthly reports of EM.

Mid-term review and appraisal of the implementation of the international development strategy.

Details of the EM northern Ireland Committee.

Manuscript notes on EM meetings.

Pro-Europe resolutions 1961-70.

Press cuttings on Europe.

Opinion poll results on EEC.

Article entitled ‘Points of the Compass - From the First to the Second Europe.’

Monthly reports.

Speakers guide on basic questions on the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-13 1972 - 1973**

*Commission Newsletter*

Copies of ‘Information’ regarding development aid, statistics of enlarged Community, Japan and the EC, Yugoslavia and the EC, social policy, political affairs, commercial policy.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-14 1969 - 1972**

*Anti-Common Market Campaign*

Bulletins from the Conservative anti-Common Market Information Service.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-15  03/03/1965 - 07/12/1967
Campaign for Europe (Britain in Europe Ltd.)
Minutes of meetings and AGM’s, agendas of the Council of Management (under the Chairmanship of Lord Gladwyn of Britain in Europe Ltd, subscription details, balance sheets and accounts, organization of events and seminars, includes: Address by Lord Gladwyn to the European Movement in Lyon, 8 March 1965 ‘L’Angleterre et L’Europe’ Speech delivered by Lord Gladwyn to Liberal Assembly at Scarborough, 23 September 1965.
Summary of activities in 1965.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

The European Movement and the Common Market
Minutes of meetings of the European Movement with newsletters, working papers, progress reports, also includes: Copies of ‘Topic’ newsletter printed by the United Europe Association concerning Britain. Memos to all European Movement supporters concerning public opinion towards British entry into the Common Market, local press campaign, (providing facts for use in debates when writing letters re. debate in local papers etc) Speakers guide produced by the United Europe Association for candidates during Election Campaign ‘Britain and the Common Market: The Facts’. Note on the role and function of the European Movement in Britain after October’s Parliamentary Vote. Catalogue of booklets and leaflets about Europe and the common market. Notes by UWK. Sample survey of Erith and Crayford Constituency with questionnaire on opinion Organisational Chart of the EM.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-17  1971 - 1972
Conservative Group for Europe
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-18  14/07/1971
Briefing Material for the Parliamentary Debate on the Common Market
Produced by the Conservative Research Dept.: Section 1 - The Case for joining the Common Market, Section 2 - General Economic Effects, Section 3 - Trade and Industry and the EEC, Section 4 - Agriculture, Horticulture, Fisheries, Section 5 - The Commonwealth, Section 6 - Economic and Monetary Unity, Section 7 - Fiscal Harmonisation and Capital Movements, Section 8 - Regional and social policy, Section 9 - EEC’s External Aid and Trade Policy, Section 10...
- Political Aspects of European Unification, Section 11 - European Unity, the USA and the USSR and Section 12, 13 and 14 appendices.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-19** 1971 - 1971
**Pro Europe Campaign `We've Got to Get In to Get On`**
No. 3 Photos of Campaign in Scotland and London.
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-20** 1961 - 1962
**Common Market - Anti-Marketeers**
Pamphlets, leaflets and bulletins from the `Forward Britain Movement` and the `Anti-Common Market League`, includes transcript from a T.V. recording on economic repercussions from entry into Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-21** 1960 - 1972
**British Council of the European Movement**
Material mainly concerning the organization of the European Movement's campaign for Europe, includes: propaganda documents, press releases, copies of `Into Europe` and `The British European` published by European Movements.
Copies of `Topic` newsletter of United Europe Association. Various pro-Europe booklets and publications, includes: organizational chart of the EM. Minutes of meetings of EM and joint meetings with Campaign for Europe.
Memo on public opinion as expressed in local newspapers.
Campaign material from the Labour Committee for Europe.
Copy of Britain in Europe review, March 1967.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-22** 1962 - 1962
**Television Programme on Britain and the Commonmarket**
Contribution of Uwe Kitzinger to BBC programme on key issues in the debate on British negotiations to join the EEC.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-23** 1971 - 1971
**Political parties on Britain and Europe**
Draft article on attitudes of Conservative and Labour Parties expressed in election manifestos.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-37** 1971 - 1972
**Articles on Britain's Entry into EEC and Enlargement**
Britain's move into Europe: The implications for Canada.
Report of the working party examining the problem of the enlargement of the powers of the European Parliament.
Parliamentary Aspects of the Enlarged Communities.
Estimating the income effects of British entry to the EEC.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**Satirical Cartoons**
Cartoons from newspapers on Britain’s entry into the Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**'No' to Common Market**
Brochures, newsletters, leaflets and flyers campaigning for 'no' vote to Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS.A-1.2 Re-negotiation of Accession Treaty**

**Labour Committee for Europe (LCE)**
Material concerning the Labour Committee for Europe (The European Movement (British Council) where UWK was a member of its Executive Council with minutes of meetings and of Annual Congresses and correspondence with members.
Note on the Committee’s political organization and policy review.
Details of financial assistance to the European Movement in other Community Countries.
Note on the role of the movement.
Copies of "Europe Left" published by the Labour Committee for Europe.
Memos and papers on LCE submissions concerning direct elections to the European Parliament and response to Government green paper on direct elections by LCE working party and proposals.
Paper on written evidence to the House of Commons select committee on direct elections to the European Parliament by the LCE.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**The 'Keep Britain In Campaign'**
Minutes of meetings of the Campaign Committee and fact sheets.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**Wales and the Common Market**
Regional Campaign: Wales in Europe campaign material (organized by the European Movement - British Council) pamphlets and letters and press cuttings.
Monthly reports of activities.
Letters to EM headquarters.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**Scotland and the Common Market**
Material from the Scotland in Europe Campaign consisting of letters to editors of various newspapers, newsletters on Campaign’s events and activities, speeches and information on public meetings.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-28 1975 - 1975**
Scotland and the Common Market II
Material concerning referendum campaign in Scotland on Europe includes newspaper clippings, letters on key issues for Scotland.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-29 04/12/1974 - 27/08/1975**
Pro-Europe Campaign in Scotland
Campaign material including posters, pamphlets etc.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-30 1975 - 1975**
Irish Referendum on EEC
Press cuttings on campaign for ‘Yes’ vote.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-31 19/05/1975 - 18/07/1975**
Southampton and Leicester Pro-Europe Campaigns
Campaign material including leaflets, letters, notes of meetings etc.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-32 03/1975 - 04/1975**
British Parliamentary Debates
Debates on membership of EEC and renegotiation - official reports.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-33 1974 - 1974**
Conservative Group for Europe on Renegotiation
Confidential report from the Sub-Committee of the Conservative Group for Europe to the General Purpose Committee concerning the task ahead in dealing with the renegotiation of the Treaty and strategies for the group.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-34 07/04/1975 - 11/04/1975**
Article on British Membership of EEC
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-35 27/03/1975 - 12/09/1975**
**Refendum in Wales**

Material concerning the anti-Europe vote in Wales in the 1975 referendum, with details of work of the Wales Committee for 'Get Britain Out' campaign.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-36  1975 - 1981**

**Pro- and Anti - Common Market Campaigns - Miscellaneous**

Leaflets and newspaper clippings

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**UWK-NS.A-1.3 Enlargement**

**File: UWK-NS-38  04/11/1970 - 10/01/1971**

**Negotiations for the Accession of Denmark to the EEC**

Reports of meetings of the Commission at ministerial level with the Danish delegation (with as annexes notes, letters and declarations), items discussed include: Faroe Islands and Greenland, tariff quotas, agricultural products, transition periods, commercial policy (EEC clause), fisheries policy, IBS, harmonization of direct taxes, harmonization of indirect contributions, economic and monetary union, Nordic work market, iron industry, Euratom, institutional questions, relations with the non-candidate EFTA countries, EIB, community regulations, ECSC, system of generalized preferences, secondary legislation in the transport sector.

Language: FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-39  19/06/1972 - 06/09/1972**

**Association and Trade Agreements with the Enlarged EEC**

Notices of meetings on economic issues arising from the options of Association with the EEC.

Memo on considerations relevant to the Association between the EEC and the associated African and Malagasy States (Yaoundé Convention 1969).

Records of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th and 5th meetings of representatives of the countries listed in Annex IV to the Treaty of Accession to the EC

Paper entitled 'The French Franc Zone' by Sidney Golt.

Report on coffee - the position of Commonwealth countries.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**UWK-NS.A-1.4 Working Papers**

**File: UWK-NS-40  15/06/1973 - 03/10/1973**

**Cabinet Papers - Negotiations for EEC Accession I**

Briefing notes concerning: reserve pooling and short term credit, return to the SNAKE, VAT, proposals for future sugar regime, external competence of the Community, Iranian butter, regional debate in the Commission: press reports, working procedures within the Commission, personnel policy, control of mergers/take-overs, programme of action and of decisions on scientific and technological policy, regional policy, multinational companies, harmonization of food laws, conclusion of long-term contracts for enriched uranium.

Agendas of meetings of the Commission.
Review of the CAP, social fund, sugar - Notes for use by Sir Christopher Soames mainly from Graham Avery.
Lists of Sir Christopher Soames' engagements
Letter from Altiero Spinelli, Member of the Commission of the EC with note concerning the reviews of the CAP.
Note of meeting between Soames and the Foreign Minister of the Federal German Republic on joint declaration of intent for the Asian Commonwealth.
Reports on diplomatic visits to Soames.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-41 06/07/1973 - 14/12/1973
Cabinet Papers - Negotiations for EEC Accession II
Memos, information notes, agendas from the Office of the Cabinet of Sir Christopher Soames on sugar, harmonization of laws, administrative questions, agricultural questions, failure of Common Market states to reach agreement on preferential trade deal to developing countries in Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific, includes: Council document on relations between the EEC, the EAMA and other African states and some Commonwealth countries.
Report of Commission Meeting and what was decided by President Ortoli.
Documents for the negotiations of EEC/ACP countries on financial and technical cooperation.
Reports on visits by officials, diplomats and foreign dignitaries to the Cabinet office.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-42 13/02/1973 - 07/03/1973
Cabinet Papers - Negotiations for EEC Accession III
Memos, information notes, agendas from the Office of the Cabinet of Sir Christopher Soames on Coreper, Education in the EC, Iran/Community negotiations, agriculture and food aid and continuation by the Commission of the Article XXIV:6 (GATT) on trade and tariff negotiations with the US includes: intervention by Sir Christopher Soames, Vice President of European Commission on relations with China.
Draft minutes of meeting of Commission.
Reports on visits by officials, diplomats and foreign dignitaries to the Cabinet office.
Answers to written questions to Cabinet.
Commission memo on elements for Community declaration to the Extraordinary session of the UN general assembly on raw material and development.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Cabinet Papers - Negotiations for EEC Accession IV
Memos, information notes, answers to written questions to the Cabinet agendas from the Office of the Cabinet of Sir Christopher Soames on energy, review of the CAP, harmonization of food laws, transport policy, international sugar agreement, milk production, coordination of state aids European capacity for enriched uranium includes: confidential note on GATT textile arrangements.
Records of meetings, reports on visits by officials and dignitaries to Soames' cabinet office.
Note for the record on multilateral trade negotiations.
Note on meeting with US secretary of Agriculture on the US trade bill, agricultural production prospects.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
File: UWK-NS-44  04/05/1973 - 25/10/1973  
**Cabinet Papers - Negotiations for EEC Accession V**
Briefing notes, reports of Commission meetings, letters concerning, details of diplomatic visits: Canada/EEC relations, review of the CAP, proposed industrial, scientific and technological programme presented by Spinelli and Gundelach.
Agendas and timetables of C. Soames during visits to India, Canada, London, Dublin and details of ordinary engagements, speaking engagements.
Information note on suggestions to be made to the Council on amendments to paper on the GATT negotiations.
Notes to Sir Christopher Soames on shipbuilding, agriculture, mountain areas directive, social policy, enriched uranium.
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**Cabinet Papers - Negotiations for EEC Accession VI**
Briefing notes, Commission meetings reports concerning: Article 115 and French petroleum, British steel prices, negotiations between the Community, the Associated African States, Malagasy and Mauritius, other African States and Certain independent Commonwealth countries regarding the position of the Malawi Government, ECSC levy for 1974, budget procedures, EIB proposals.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH  
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A.1.5 General

File: UWK-NS-237  1975 - 1975  
**Copies of `Europe`**
Produced by Agence Internationale d'Information pour la Presse.
Language: FRENCH  
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-238  1974 - 1974  
**European press articles on matters of European Interest,**
Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-549  01/08/1973  
`The European Scenario, 1975-1985`  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-552  04/12/1959  
**Euratom - The work of the Euratom Commission**
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-553  19/06/1959  
**EEC Commission: Mouvements dans l'industrie et le commerce en vue de Marché Commun européen**
Uwe Kitzinger and Noël Salter Fonds

Language:FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-554  1960**

**EEC Commission Reports on CAP**

- Proposals for a Common Agricultural Policy
- Towards a Common Agricultural Policy

Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-555  1973**

**EEC Commission Reports on Agriculture**

- Development of an Overall Approach to Trade in View of the Coming Multilateral Negotiations in GATT (Memo from the Commission to the Council), COM (73) 556
- Memo from the Commission to the Council on the Future sugar policy of the Community, on imports of sugar from the developing countries specified in particular in Protocol No. 22 to the Act of Accession and on the Community’s position at the 2nd session of the United Nations Sugar Conference.

Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-557  01/03/1976 - 05/10/1978**

**European Elections**


Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS.A-2 Cabinet of Sir Christopher Soames**

The enlargement of the Community in 1973 naturally brought changes in the structure of the European Commission and a reorganisation of its services. The Commission's President was François-Xavier Ortoli. For the first time a Briton, Sir Christopher Soames (later Lord Soames), was appointed as one of the Vice-Presidents and was assigned special responsibility for External Affairs. He appointed David Hannay (later Lord Hannay) as Chef de Cabinet and Uwe Kitzinger as adviser. Kitzinger's main task in the Soames Cabinet was to deal with parliamentary affairs and press and public
relations. The material in this series reflects the work he carried out during his time in Brussels.

**UWK-NS.A-2.1 Office of Sir Christopher Soames**


Office of Sir Christopher Soames - I

Letters, aide-mémoires, briefs and memos by individual members of the Cabinet for the information of Soames concerning: Matters arising from financial control, common transport policy, review of the CAP and British food prices, regional policy, international sugar agreement, implementation of the joint declaration of intent, strengthening of the budgetary powers of the EP, social policy, harmonization of food laws, US energy initiative.

Draft confidential communication of the Commission to the Council on relations of the Community with energy producing countries as well as coordination of actions with other consumer countries, oil - US/Iran agreement, energy - the state of play.

Copy of New York Times magazine 'The idea if Europe runs out of gas'.

List of Soames' engagements.

Confidential memo on preliminary assessment of the situation created by the relaxation of restrictions on the supply of oil and further sharp increase in prices.

First guidelines for the Community budget 1975

Estimates of UK Government contribution to the EC.

Draft paper on the enlarged Community and the third world


Speech by Sir Christopher Soames to the German Society for Foreign Policy, Bonn 21 May 1974, 'Europe in the World'.

Draft speech on relations with India.

Draft speech on multilateral trade negotiations.

European Movement' - opinion survey on the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-47 28/11/1974 - 14/02/1975**

Office of Sir Christopher Soames - II

Includes: report drawn up on behalf of the Joint Committee on the Accounts of the Parliamentary Conference of the Association for the financial year 1973.

Details of agenda of Sir Christopher Soames.

Detail of visit of Soames to the USA 4-8 December 1974.

Briefs for Commission meetings.

Draft speeches.

Communiqué of Sir C. Soames' visit to Lisbon.

Note on meeting between Soames and the Prime Minister of Portugal in Lisbon.

Speech delivered in Berne by Soames 31 Jan 1975 'On being European'.

Note for Chef de Cabinet of the President, regarding attempt at a more dynamic collaboration with the EP.

Paper by Kitzinger 'External Relations'.

Speech by Ambassador Joseph A. Greenwald, US representative to the European Communities before the American Chamber of Commerce, Brussels on 'The international economic situation and the multilateral trade negotiations.

European Parliament documents: Draft opinion on the establishment of a concertation procedure between the Council and the EP, draft report on the powers of the EP.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file
Office of Sir Christopher Soames - III
Includes: material concerning the European Parliament’s business of interest to the Soames Cabinet, includes motions for resolution, speeches and replies to oral questions, includes: speech by Soames in EP regarding the future of a common commercial policy towards China.
Draft reply to oral question 1/73 from Mr. John and colleagues concerning greater economic co-operation between Eastern and Western Europe.
Report drawn up on behalf of the political Committee on the Agreement establishing an Association between the EEC and the Republic of Cyprus.
Questions on Greece.
Economic cooperation agreement between France and Poland and the requirement of consultation with other EEC countries in matters relevant to external commerce.
Relations between Europe and North Africa.
Draft ‘winding up speech’ on the De La Malene report and debate on agreements with EFTA countries.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Office of Sir Christopher Soames - IV
Includes: material concerning areas of competence of Soames Cabinet with briefs from his advisers, Hannay, Avery, Hay and Kitzinger on Greece, East-West relations, the US Trade Reform Bill, agriculture, energy and industry issues, world trade liberalization and the development of the Community’s industrial, social and regional policies, relations with EFTA, includes: Commission information note ‘The European Community and the United States: 1972’.
Notes for Soames by Kitzinger concerning Britain’s financial aid to the Third World and British public opinion on the Common Market.
Text of address delivered by Sir Christopher Soames at a meeting of the Chambers of Commerce of the EC.
Report on visit by the European commissioner for development and cooperation to the world council of churches, Geneva 28 January 1974 by Noel Salter Head of UNCTAD division.
Report of proceedings from European round table in conjunction with the EEC Commission.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Office of Sir Christopher Soames - V
Notes, briefs, memos, reports and letters concerning Commission business with regards to the CAP, GATT, relations with the US, the EC and Greece, minutes of minutes of Commission meetings, agenda of Soames for ordinary activities and official visits for talks on multilateral trade negotiations, preparatory notes for Commission meetings, includes: reflections on the general guidelines for the implementation of the conclusions of the EEC Summit conference.
Memo from the Commission to the Council concerning the development of an overall approach to trade in view of the future multilateral negotiations in the GATT.
Confidential report on a call on Sir C Soames by Mr. Abe, Japanese ambassador.
Info notes from Avery, Hay, UWK on a review of the CAP, regional policy, function of the EEC Cabinets, role of the Commission in discussions on US/EEC relations, on Comecon and at CSCE, German position on EMU, financial control, agricultural prices, social policy, general aid framework, Euro-Arab dialogue, EEC-Portugal relations.
Notes on meetings between Soames and various officials and with diplomats during missions abroad particularly in Australasia and ASEAN countries concerning trade etc (Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia) with Indian Ambassador, Canadian foreign Minister, US Secretary for Agriculture.
Briefing paper on relations with Iran.
Draft paper for External Economic Relations Committee, Rome.
Speech by Soames, Vice-President of the Commission of the EC to the Conservative Party Conference.
Inventory of the CAP, summary of dossier circulated as SEC(74)5241.
Note entitled ’Britain and the CAP’.
Notes on the Commission’s memo ’Stocktaking of the CAP’.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-51  13/03/1974 - 06/03/1975
Office of Sir Christopher Soames - VI
Matters for attention of Soames, notes, memos etc from his advisers.
Re-negotiation of Treaty of accession.
Statement by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mitchell Sharp on the situation with Cyprus.
Food prices, budget, energy policy.
Confidential note on problems relating to the admission of Commonwealth sugar into the EEC.
Preparation for the Finance Council.
Text of message from Denis Healey MP (Chancellor of the Exchequer) to President of the Commission, Ortoli on UK economic measures.
Note approved by Soames on the participation of Commission officials in speaking engagements in the UK on the referendum.
Brief on community - North American issues.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-52  06/04/1973 - 07/04/1975
Office of Sir Christopher Soames - VII
Material concerning business of Soames Cabinet, reports on diplomatic visits and reports on meetings, memos, information briefs, reports of Commission meetings, background notes on issues and events involving Soames Cabinet in particular on development and Britian and the CAP, includes: draft report to the Working Party on Development Co-operation.
Explanatory memo on overall approach with a view to the forthcoming multilateral negotiations.
Press release on visit of Henry Kissinger  (Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs) regarding the White House Conference on the ’Year of Europe’.
Statement by the President of the Council of the European Communities at the Ministerial Conference concerning negotiations for an overall agreement on the basis of a single model set out in Protocol No. 22 to the Treaty of Brussels.
Exposé give at OCIPE’s symposium - ’Present Situation and Future Outlook of the EC’s Regional Policy’ by Mr. Osilizlo.
Extracts from speech by UWK at Financial Times Conference ‘The EC and the Third World’.
Exposé de M. Henri Simonet - ‘La grande negociacion: les rapports entre l’Europe et les Etats-Unis’.
Documents from a symposium on European integration and the future of parliaments in Europe organised by the EP.
Draft press release by Soames for the Royal Institute of International Affairs on international trade and payments.
Address by President Ortoli at the Xllth Congress of the Association of European Journalists on Europe.
Brief for Soame’s visit to Berne regarding multilateral trade.
Office of Sir Christopher Soames - VIII
Confidential information memos from members of Soames' Cabinet concerning
Community farm prices and British farm prices, British farmer's organizations and the
EEC, energy for Europe, stocktaking of the CAP, Northern Ireland, New Zealand,
Soames' agenda, reports of meetings with diplomats, speaking engagements.
Report by the Confederation of British Industry: Evolution of the European Community.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS-53  15/02/1974 - 07/03/1975

File: UWK-NS-54  1972 - 1975
Office of Sir Christopher Soames - IX
Drafts of speeches and briefs drawn up by staff of Soames Cabinet and briefing notes,
includes: texts of speeches by Sir Christopher Soames, Vice President of the
Commission of the European Communities includes speech at the WEU, Paris 1973.
Confidential note presented by the President of the Expert Group on the 'near-East' to
the Political Committee.
Secret memo on Proposed EEC/Middle East Economic Cooperation.
Brief on Commercial Cooperation Agreement between the Community and India.
Note on the Community and China.
Details of high level consultation between the European Commission and the USA on
energy.
Notes by the Commissioner to M. Ortoli on the CAP.
Speaking note for Soames' press conference on multilateral trade negotiations.
Note for the attention of M. Gudelach, Member of the Commission on relations between
the Community and eastern European countries.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS-A-2.2 Speeches

Speaking Notes 1973
Drafts for speeches by Soames at Asean, Bangkok, New Dehli, Tokyo, European
Parliament Strasbourg, Brussels.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-56  12/12/1972 - 20/11/1975
Speeches by Sir Christopher Soames, Vice-President of the European Community I
Copies of speeches, interventions in debates by Soames on various occasions on
diverse themes: British industry in Europe, responsibility of the Community in regard
to external relations, common legal order in the Community, forthcoming multilateral
trade negotiations, agriculture in the Community, Britain in the Common Market,
Europe in the world, dialogue at the European level between the Commission and
industry, foreign relations, UK referendum on continued membership of the EEC,
ASEAN joint study group for developing closer links between Europe and the Nations
of South East Asia, World economy, relations between EEC and Latin America.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file
**Speeches by François-Xavier Ortoli, President of the European Commission**

Interventions by President Ortoli on the EEC and the United States of Europe and speeches on the occasion of his visit to India.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

**Speeches by Sir Christopher Soames on EC-US Relations**

Speech by Sir Christopher Soames during the debate on US/European relations, European Parliament, Strasbourg.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**Preparatory Notes and Memos for Sir Christopher Soames**

Drafts of speeches and briefs drawn up by staff of the Soames Cabinet includes: Note on EEC preferential agreements.

Drafts of speech for 'Times' dinner, Brussels 5 April 1973; 'Ends of the Earth' speech on Association for Foreign Affairs Club 13 April 1973.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**Speeches by Sir Christopher Soames, Vice-President of the European Community II**

Speech by Soames, Vice-President of the Commission of the EC at a dinner given by Time magazine, Brussels 5 April 1973.

Speech by Soames in the debate on US/European relations, at the European Parliament Strasbourg.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**Notes for Speeches**

Speeches and draft speeches prepared by Uwe Kitzinger on behalf of Soames at Delhi, Asean Bankok, National Council of the Malta International Trade Fair, dinner to be given by Time Magazine, Brussels, Annual dinner of the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, signing of Commercial Cooperation Agreement with India.

Interventions at meetings such as the OECD Ministerial Meeting May 1974 and in the European Parliament.

Speaking notes on the Nielsen Report.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**Speeches and Talks on Europe and North American Issues**

Includes: background documents for Kitzinger's talk to members of the HBS of London on the topic of the Community and the US.

Outline of address by M. Otto Drag, EEC Ambassador to Washington, at the International Symposium on Foreign Investment in the US.

Text of American TV interview with Soames concerning the Washington Energy Conference.

Final version of background note 'The European Community and the US: 1973'.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file
UWK-NS.A-2.3 Advisor in the Soames’ Cabinet

Christopher Soames’ Appointment as Commissioner to the EEC
Letters offering congratulations on Soames’ new post and invitations to address various functions and events, including an invitation to participate in a BBC television programme ‘Friday Talk-In’ to discuss the importance and effect of British entry into the Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Kitzinger’s Speaking Engagements
File concerning Kitzinger’s participation in conferences and other engagements with visiting groups, includes: list of engagements for 1973, invitations, programmes of events, protocol arrangements in his capacity of advisor in Sir Christopher Soames’ cabinet (Vice-President of the Commission of the EEC).
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-64  19/01/1973 - 08/06/1973
Christopher Soames’ Engagements
Details of Soames’ agenda, records of conversations, handwritten notes, records of commission meetings, notes on items on agendas of meetings such as rejoining the SNAKE, reserve pooling, support measures, includes: memo on the division of portfolios in the Soames’ Cabinet.
Note by George Thomson, Cabinet advisor on the need for an indepth re-examination of the problems connected with the CAP.
Review of the CAP by Graham Avery, Cabinet advisor.
Memo on courtesy call by the Mexican delegation to the Community on Soames.
Note of conversation with economic advisor to the US State Department.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Notes from the office of Sir Christopher Soames
Records of meetings, speaking notes, diplomatic calls on Soames, concerning multilateral trade negotiations, follow-up to Washington conference, speaking notes on relations with Eastern Europe, exploratory talks with Iran, sugar from Caribbean, energy coordinating groups, Sir Lankan relations with the Community, proposal of Community position for the UN conference on the Law of the Sea in Caracas June 1974, Commission meetings in Strasbourg, administrative and budgetary question, relations between the Community and the State trading countries, export credits.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

The European Commission
Official background notes and press releases on British food prices and the CAP, reform of the CAP, protection for dismissed workers, economic and monetary union, EEC social fund grants, European Community aid to Ethiopia and the Sahel, energy and the environment, energy policies.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
File: UWK-NS-67 1974 - 1975
Cabinet Work - General
Press cuttings on renegotiation.
Itinerary of Soames' visit to Australasia and South East Asia with New Zealand speech.
Speech by F.O. Gundelach, Member of the Commission of the EC responsible for external relations in absence of Soames at the New York Trade Council.
Press cuttings on economic and financial matters.
Brief on monetary crisis by the Council of Ministers.
Memo on the main internal policy developments which would facilitate external policy.
Relations on the Community's relations with the outside world.
Language: ENGLISH/ FRENCH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Information visits to the Commission I
Programmes for visits from politicians, journalists, US congressional aides, members of Norwegian Parliament, leading civil servants from member countries, parliamentary committee members, Swedish industrialists, includes: speech given by Soames, to the European Conservative Forum.
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Information visits to the Commission 2
Programmes for visits to the Commission organized by the DG for Information. Mainly visits by journalists and newspaper editors.
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Visit to Canada - June 1975
Copy of OECD annual review of Canada 13 June 1975.
Letters of thanks.
Language: ENGLISH/ FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-71 01/06/1974 - 27/01/1975
British Visitors to the Commission Programme
Notes for the attention of the Cabinet of Sir Christopher Soames regarding official visits to the Commission with lists of visitors, organization of such visits, details of priority visits, includes: handwritten notes, report of visits and programme planning for UK visitors, details of meetings to discuss policy to be adopted in relation to British visits in 1975, notes on visitors and their organizations.
Uwe Kitzinger and Noël Salter Fonds

Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS.A-2.5 International Organisations and Associations**

**File: UWK-NS-72** 07/02/1973 - 22/10/1974  
**North Atlantic Assembly**  
Uwe Kitzinger’s involvement with the North Atlantic Assembly on behalf of Soames. File is mainly composed of letters inviting him to meetings or to address meetings on worldwide economic relations.  
Programmes for meeting of north atlantic assembly.  
Paper prepared for Committee on Atlantic Studies, Atlantic Institute: Political Consultation within International Organisations.  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-73** 09/01/1973 - 19/03/1975  
**Labour Committee for Europe**  
Minutes of meetings and information from the Labour Committee for Europe on various international conferences they organised, invitations to Kitzinger to attend.  
Programme of conference organised by the Mouvement gauche européenne (Europe Left): ‘Constructing a Socialist Europe - A Progamme for Action’.  
Report on session regarding ‘Europe - A Policy for the Third World’.  
Reports for meetings re regional policy, social policy and European policy, EEC and food prices.  
Agendas and minutes of executive committee meetings.  
Organisation of seminars.  
Topic sheets - Uniting Europe, the EEC in Crisis, American European relations.  
Pamphlets.  
Booklet entitled ‘Labour’s programme for Europe’  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-74** 1974 - 1975  
**Mid-Atlantic Club Brussels**  
Correspondence regarding meetings.  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-75** 1971 - 1973  
**UNCTAD**  
Reports on export promotion, the programme for the liberalisation of quantitative restrictions on products of export interest to developing countries, reviews of trade in manufactures of the developing countries, the generalized system of preferences, the international development strategy in action - the role of UNCTAD.  
Open letter to Soames on the European Community and the Third World  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-102** 06/03/1973 - 21/03/1975  
**International Bank for Reconstruction and Development**  
Includes: statement prepared by Bela Balassa, Prof of Political Economy at the John Hopkins University 'The Implications for the US of the expanded Common Market'.
Correspondance between UWK and Balassa with exchange of ideas concerning European economic integration and monetary unification with written comments.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

The European Movement
Drafts of article on the British Council of the European Movement.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A-3 Media, Books and Publishing
Uwe Kitzinger given his academic background specialising in European politics was a prolific writer and publisher on the subject of Europe:
German Electoral Politics - OUP, 1960
The Challenge of the Common Market - Blackwell, 1961
Britain, Europe and Beyond - Sijthoff, 1964
The European Common Market and Community - Routledge, 1967
The Second Try - Pergamon, 1968
Diplomacy and Persuasion - Thames & Hudson, 1972
The 1975 Referendum (with David Butler) - Macmillan 1976, new ed. 1996
Furthermore, in 1962 Kitzinger founded the Journal of Common Market Studies the leading journal in the field, publishing high quality, and accessible articles on the latest European Integration issues.
Kitzinger regularly broadcast for the BBC, starting the Third Programme series ‘Personal View’, conducted TV interviews of leading European and US politicians and acted as anchorman on political subjects.

UWK-NS.A-3.1 Germany

File: UWK-NS-142 03/06/1954 - 29/08/1955
Analysis of the Saar Negotiations
Letters from Kitzinger requesting information concerning the Saar region and drafts of report for Council of Europe includes: draft note on the effects of convertibility on the van der Goes Plan exploring the balance of payments position of France, the Saar and Germany of convertibility.
Note on economic work on the Saar.
Draft chapters for report on Saar concerning the Dual currency system.
Draft notes for talk on East-West Trade with explanatory memo by the Committee on Economic Questions on the efforts by Western Europe to promote normal trade relations with the East.
Note on the effects of convertibility on the Council of Europe plans.
Three possible texts on the draft recommendation on Saar statute and their interpretation.
Draft note to the rapporteur on the text of the Franco/German Agreement on the Saar (economic aspects).
Draft note to the rapporteur on the economic work of the European Commissioner.
Notes on the balance of payments.
Drafts of reports on the economic aspects of the Franco-German agreement on the Saar.
Draft note on projects to assist underdeveloped areas brought before the Council of Europe.
Information document by the Committee on General Affairs on the Saar Statute.
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN/ FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-143  1953 - 1969
West German Politics
Statistics, articles, press clippings, reports and material from the main political parties on election campaigns, includes a copy of the Financial Times Survey on Western Germany.
German election predictions.
Transcript of BBC Schools Programme: 1965 - The Hand of Friendship.
Language: GERMAN/ ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-144  1961 - 1966
Anglo-German Relations
Essays, papers and press cuttings concerning Anglo-German relations for book on German Electoral Politics. Includes, GALLUP POLL on Germany 1950 - 1959 on neo-Nazism.
Newspaper article: transcriptions of radio / TV transmissions on Outlook for Europe - Germany and Why do we hate the Germans?.
American Survey in `The Economist` on German manoeuvres.
Language: GERMAN/ ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Kessing’s Contemporary Archives on Germany
Extracts from Kessing’s Contemporary Archives on Germany.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-146  16/01/1960 - 30/01/1964
German Publishers Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht
Correspondence with Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht concerning the publication of German edition of Uwe Kitzinger's book - German Electoral Politics
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-147  1957 - 1965
Typescripts on Germany - I
Trade figures, indices of industrial production.
Draft annotated articles.
Article in `The Listener` - The Death of Ideology: new political consciousness in Germany by UWK.
Extracts from transcripts for BBC broadcasts: ‘Ten O’Clock’ and Panorama on the election campaign and results in West Germany.
Articles on Germany such as Western Germany since 1949 for Encyclopaedia Britannica such as ‘Germany in election year’.
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Typescripts on Germany - II
Various drafts of articles by UWK and other authors on Germany, includes:
Erwin Faul (Ed.) Wahlen und Wahler in Westdeutschland
Kitzinger, ‘Will Willy Win’.
Kitzinger, ‘West Germany in Election Year’.
Kitzinger, ‘Political Advertising and Election Law’.
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-149 1960 - 1960
Handwritten Notes on Germany
Notebook with manuscript notes by Kitzinger.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-150 1965 - 1969
German Elections in 1965 and 1969.
Newspaper articles, press cuttings, handwritten notes, figures and statistics
bibliography of German Electoral Politics includes:
Special report entitled ‘Towards the elections: The Germany political parties at the
beginning of 1969.
Paper by Wolfram F. Hanrieder ‘West Germany Foreign.
Policy and Czechoslovakia, the Non-proliferation Treaty and the Currency Crisis’.
Language: ENGLISH/ FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-151 1957 - 1957
German Elections 1957 - Interest Group and Trade Unions Printed Material
Copies of Gesellschaftspolitische Kommentare 1957.
Copies of Pressenachrichten - Industriegewerkschaft Metal 1957.
Copies of Schnelldienst and Unternehmerbrief des Deutschen Industrieinstituts 1956 -
1957.
Copies of Der Arbeitegeber 1957.
Interest Groups Periodicals and Pamphlets including : Der Angestellte, Deutsches
Handwerksblatt, Der Steuerzahler 1957.
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-152 1965 - 1969
Articles on Germany published in International Magazines and Newspapers.
Columns on Germany published in the Economist, New Statesman, The Spectator,
Statist.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

German Economy
Handwritten notes, graphs and tables: balance of payments table, statistics, currency
reserves, investment, export, discount rates, GDP (comparisons also to UK and
France).
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Kitzinger Correspondence - Germany

Correspondence organized alphabetically concerning preparation for book: research, visit to Germany, organization of interviews for book on German Electoral Politics and later the publishing of his book on the Challenge of the Common Market arrangements to meet to discuss material for book and in the aftermath of the book invitations to give lectures on Common Market issues, includes letters from the Common Market Campaign and European Cultural Fund.

Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Forum - `Germanias unglückiche Liebe zu John Bull`

Notes for radio broadcast on German/Great Britain relations, includes: biography of John Bull.

Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A-3.2 Common Market

The 1975 Referendum I


Letters from the Office for the Campaign to Keep Britain in the European Community director Ernest Wistrich and from the Liberal European Action Group on efforts to suppress the European Movement for the period of the Referendum campaign

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

The 1975 Referendum II

Interviews made by David Butler (author of 'The 1975 Referendum' with Kitzinger) and UWK on the 1975 referendum and the personalities involved. Details of how conversations went, interview location and position of interviewees and on the campaign itself: Richard Mayne, Dickson Mabon, Sir Richard Webster, Nigel Forman, Tom McNally, Clive Jenkins, Sir Robin Williams, Gwilym Morgan, Judith Hart, Donald Hardy, Matthew Oakeshott, Roy Hattersley, Teddy Taylor, John Selwyn, Shirley Williams, Christopher Frere-Smith, Neil Marten, Norman Buchan

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-158  27/10/1971 - 17/01/1972
Correspondence I
Correspondence concerning the organisation of interviews for book `Diplomacy and Persuasion`.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-159  09/07/1971 - 23/06/1972
Correspondence II
Correspondence concerning the organisation of interviews for book `Diplomacy and Persuasion`.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Correspondence III
Correspondence concerning the organisation of interviews for book `Diplomacy and Persuasion`, opinions from various associations, requests for information to use as material for book, details of positions taken by various organisations, entities and trade unions on Britain and the Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Correspondence IV
Correspondence concerning contacts with various figures on articles concerning the political process of British entry into the EEC with particular reference to the 1970/71 period.
Request for comments on book chapters - `Diplomacy and Persuasion`.
Memo recording thoughts of Norman J. Hart on the campaign conducted by the Labour Committee for Europe, March - October 1971.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-165** 1970 - 1971
*Proofs of Chapter of book - The Log-Jam Resolved for Kitzinger's book 'Diplomacy and Persuasion'.*
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-166** 1970 - 1971
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-167** 1970 - 1971
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-168** 1975 - 1976
*Letters to Commission Officials*
Letters mainly from Kitzinger to ex-colleagues such as Christopher Soames, D. Hannay, concerning matters of mutual interest both academic and professional such as visits by his students to the Commission and the possibility of an honorary degree being awarded for M. Ortoli.
Copy of article written by UWK in 1969 'The Bid for Greatness' for the attention of Richard Mayne.
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-169** 1971 - 1972
*Book Material*
Annotated drafts of book chapter on Unions, Churches and Confederation of British Industry (CBI) for Kitzinger's book 'Diplomacy and persuasion'.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-170** 29/05/1969 - 06/08/1971
*Commission Internal and External Policies*
Press releases, summaries of speeches and Information sheets from EEC and other information centres concerning: the European Dev Fund, association agreements between EEC and Tunisia and Morocco, prevention of industrial accidents, structural changes in the EEC, Community's trade relations with the USA, European Joint Research Centre, relations between the EC and the Andean Group, activities of President Malfatti (Commission) and Vice-President Raymond Barre, implementation of generalized preferences, partnership on Africa: the Yaoundé Agreements, common trade policy.
Language: ENGLISH/ FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-171** 1979 - 1979
*The Community Budget*
Commission documents on budgetary questions and convergence.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-172  1979 - 1980**

**Financial and Budgetary Notes**

Articles, memos and commission reports on convergence and budgetary questions and copies of Eurostat, includes: A synthesis of some European views on the Community Industrial Research Priorities for the 80's by the Oxford Centre for Management Studies.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-173  1980 - 1980**

**Britain's Contribution to EEC Budget 1980**

File concerning Margaret Thatcher's (Prime Minister) request for budget rebate with transcript of French TV interview with Thatcher.

Language: FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-174  1979 - 1981**

**European Commission I**

Background reports and press releases concerning: lead in petrol, unemployment, agricultural prices, social fund contributions, generalized system of preferences 1981, food aid 1981, combating poverty, community relations with Africa, ECSC budget, quota changes in the Community regional fund, emergency measures for steel industry, British business in the EC, helping small firms, patent licensing and consumers, energy policy, pollution in the Mediterranean, speech by HRM the Queen on visit to the Commission, 24 November 1980, budgetary problems and proposals, textiles and clothing industry guidelines, community posts and telecommunications, UK employment training schemes funded by social fund.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-175  06/1959 - 05/1965**

**European Commission II**

Internal documents, reports and press releases, written questions and information bulletins concerning: movements in industry and Commerce in view of a common market, investment by third countries in the countries of the EEC, concentration and rationalization plans carried out under the National Plan under of influence of the progressive realization of the Common Market.

Memo by the Commission to the Special Committee responsible for examining the problems concerning a European economic association.

Statistics - Europe in a world economy.

Recommendations by the Commission with a view to developing a transport infrastructure within the framework of the Community.

Programme of action of the Community in the area of study grants for associated countries.

Association of the overseas countries to the Community

Investment in oil industry of the Community.

Exchange of young European and young Africans within the framework of Community development.

Contribution to questionnaire addressed to the African and Malgache countries on the technical assistance programme of the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-176  02/1965 - 05/1985**

**European Commission and Parliament**
Internal documents, reports and press releases, written questions and information bulletins concerning the free movement of workers in the Community, creation of a multilateral nuclear force, agricultural prices, meeting between the President of the EEC Commission Walter Hallstein with US President, Lyndon B. Johnson, natural gas in the EEC, extract from statement on monetary matters made by Robert Marjolin, Vice-President of the EEC Commission to the EP, address by Walter Hallstein in London ‘The Commission, a new factor in international life’, EEC’s trade balance, EEC revenues, Hallstein statement on signature of the merger treaty, freedom of establishment in various sectors.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-177** 1978 - 1983

**Commission Communications to the Council and Staff Working Papers**

- Aircraft programmes, COM(78)211.
- Common policy in the field of science and technology, COM(79)281.
- Budgetary Questions, COM(79)462.
- Convergence and budgetary questions, COM(80)50.
- Recommendations on telecommunications, COM(80)422.
- The European Aerospace Industry, SEC(80)1287.
- Community’s generalized tariff preferences scheme for 1984, COM(83)441.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-178** 1969 - 1969

**Article `A Milestone in Western European Integration` by Carol Ann Cosgrove and Kenneth J. Twitchett**

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-179** 1969 - 1969

**Article - `Britain and the EEC: Factors in the Balance of Payments` (Author unknown).**

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-180** 1969 - 1969

**Article - `The European Arms Base` [A. Buchan]**

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-181** 09/1968 - 09/1968

`La Ventilation des Dépenses Communautaires - Le Juste Retour` by Bernard Heidelberger.

Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-182** 05/03/1965 - 05/03/1965

**Arab Common Market (author unknown)**

Communication from the Permanent Representative of the United Arab League for submission to the GATT.

Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-183** 1965 - 1965
The Legal Structure of Monetary Policy in the EEC by Jerry L. Mashaw.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Economic Integration and Economic Growth: A Theoretical Note - Author and date unknown.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-185 29/01/1966 - 30/01/1966
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Economische integratie in ontwikkelingslanden: Aspiraties en perspectieven by D. Van den Bulcke.
Language: DUTCH
Material: Paper file

Neutrals in European Integration (Switzerland, Sweden, Austria) Controversies and Alternatives, Vienna by H. Mayrezedt
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-188 08/03/1957 - 08/03/1957
Copy of Draft Treaty Instituting the Common Market
Marked confidential.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Committee of Permanent Representatives of the Commission
Notes from the Committee of Permanent Representatives of the Commission on the enlargement of the Community - negotiations with the UK destined for the members of the Commission, items discussed during sessions: transition period, tariff preferences, agricultural price review, agricultural products, EIB, Gibraltar, Hong-Kong, Euratom, financial regulations, produce from New Zealand, financial contributions, development of the Commonwealth, transitional measures for agriculture, ECSC, free circulation of capital, discussions with Ireland, Denmark, Norway and UK, legislative acts, fisheries, drafting of the treaty, European court of justice, institutional problems, transitional tariff measures.
Decision of the Commission of the 30th June 1971, regarding the establishment of contacts with the accession of candidate countries to the Community during the elaboration of drafts of proposals of the Commission.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-239 04/04/1963 - 16/12/1963
Visits to the United States.

Notes from visits.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A-3.3 Journal of Common Market Studies


JCMS Vol. II, No. 2
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


JCMS Vol. III, No. 3
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-192

Index to Volumes V-VII
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-193 15/01/1966 - 01/10/1968

JCMS Vols. V & VI
Correspondence between Kitzinger (as Editor of the JCMS) and Blackwells publishers regarding the production and publication three times a year (May, November and February) of the Journal of Common Market Studies, concerning distribution, subscriptions, publicizing of the Journal, editorial responsibility, punctuality, advertising, list of contributors.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


JCMS Vol. IX, No. 3
Proofs: contributions to J.C.M.S. - articles, book reviews, notes on contributors
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-195 08/1971 - 08/1971

JCMS Vol. IX, No. 4
Proofs: contributions to J.C.M.S. - articles, book reviews, notes on contributors
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


JCMS Vol. X, No. 1
Proofs: contributions to J.C.M.S. - articles, book reviews, notes on contributors
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-197** 12/1971 - 12/1971

**JCMS Vol. X, No. 2**

Proofs: contributions to J.C.M.S. - articles, book reviews, notes on contributors

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-198** 03/1972 - 03/1972

**JCMS Vol. X, No. 3**

Proofs: contributions to J.C.M.S. - articles, book reviews, notes on contributors

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-199** 03/1972 - 03/1972

**JCMS Vol. X, No. 4**

Proofs: contributions to J.C.M.S. - articles, book reviews, notes on contributors

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-200** 01/1973 - 01/1973

**JCMS Vol. XI, No. 1**

Proofs: contributions to J.C.M.S. - articles, book reviews, notes on contributors

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-201** 02/05/1966 - 23/12/1971

**JCMS Correspondence - I**

Chronological outgoing-correspondence file concerning administration issues and Kitzinger’s tasks as editor in the publication of the JCMS, includes: requests for contributions, letters rejecting articles, letters concerning book reviews to be included in Journal, requests for ‘notes on contributors’, financial matters, expressions of interest in contributing, comments on pieces.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-202** 01/1970 - 12/1971

**JCMS Correspondence - II**

Letters exchanged between Kitzinger (Editor) and contributors concerning galleys and typescript proofs, UWK’s comments on articles with authors, reviews of books and articles, copies of papers, biographical notes, includes: text of talk by M. Raymond Rifflet (chef de cabinet of M. Jean Rey, President of the Commission of the European Communities) to the seminar of the Labour Committee for Europe: ‘The Commission View after the Hague’.

Article by Linda B. Miller Associate Prof. of Political Science, Wellesley College ‘The New States and the International Society’.

Address ‘National States in the EEC’ by Dr. J. Linthorst Homan, chief representative in the UK of the Commission of the European communities.

Paper by E.S. Kirschen, Professor at Université Libre de Bruxelles ‘Intégration monétaire et integration politique’

Paper by Peter Coffey, Economics lecturer ‘Monetary Co-operation within the EEC’ - Recent Monetary Plans and Possible Implications and Suggestions for the UK.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-203** 1962 - 1969

**JCMS Correspondence M - N**
Correspondence file organized alphabetically M - N concerning the selection and reviewing of articles concerning the common market for the JCMS. Sources, contacts with universities and various institutions and study centers, includes: letters concerning Robert Marjolin's (Vice-President of the EEC Commission) at a conference on Rome on the 'Programme for Europe', with extract of his speech 'Faut-il un Plan European?'

Digest of selected articles prepared by the Nigerian Institute of International Affairs on international questions.

Letter from Emile Noël, Commission of the EEC concerning his study on the Committee of Permanent Representatives published in JCMS March 1967.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-204  18/01/1965 - 31/12/1969
Miguel Wionczek (1)
Correspondence between Kitzinger and Wionczek of the Centro de Estudios Monetarios Latinoamericanos, Mexico (aided UWK in administration of JCMS) concerning the subsidies granted for the purpose of disseminating in international academic circles knowledge of problems of economic integration in the developing regions as well and letters on the publication of articles and reviews includes: draft note on the future of the Journal.
Note of future of developments of the Journal.
Copy of decisions and recommendations of the Council of Arab Economic Unity in its Second Ordinary Session (The Arab Common Market).
Letter from Robert Triffin, Yale University requesting his comments on the new Mexican Administration to Wionczek.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-205  07/01/1970 - 19/02/1973
Miguel Wionczek (2)
Correspondence between UWK and Wionczek of the Centro de Estudios Monetarios Latinoamericanos, Mexico (aided UWK in administration of JCMS) concerning the administration and publication of the JCMS and his evaluation of certain articles.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-206  30/01/1970 - 06/12/1972
Prof. Joseph Nye
Correspondence between Kitzinger and Prof. Nye, Center for International Affairs, Harvard University concerning his role in contacting on behalf of the JCMS the American publishers, reviewing of articles, notes on contributors etc.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-208  17/08/1967 - 08/05/1972
JCMS - Copyrights Correspondence
Memo to contributors concerning subsidiary rights to material published in the Journal.
Correspondence with Basil Blackwell publishers concerning rule for offprints/reprints.
Memo to editors of political science journals from the Committee on Professional Ethics of the American Political Science Association concerning the reprinting of articles in books.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**UWK-NS.A-3.4 Publishers**

- **File: UWK-NS-210** 16/07/1973 - 28/01/1974
  *Correspondence with Publishers (1)*
  Letters for French publishing house AM- Editions Alain Moreau, printout of election poll results and other results.
  Language: ENGLISH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: UWK-NS-211** 1975 - 1976
  *Correspondence with Publishers (2)*
  Mainly letters concerning royalties for Kitzinger’s book ‘Diplomacy and Persuasion’.
  Language: ENGLISH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: UWK-NS-212** 1962 - 1963
  *German Publishers*
  File concerning Kitzinger’s efforts to get his book ‘The Challenge of the Common Market’ published in Germany.
  Language: ENGLISH/GERMAN
  Material: Paper file

- **File: UWK-NS-213** 1962 - 1963
  *Italian Publishers*
  File concerning Kitzinger’s efforts to get his book ‘The Challenge of the Common Market’ published in Italy.
  Language: ENGLISH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: UWK-NS-214** 1962 - 1963
  *French Publishers*
  Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: UWK-NS-215** 1962 - 1963
  *Dutch Publishers*
  Language: ENGLISH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: UWK-NS-216** 1963 - 1967
  File concerning Kitzinger’s efforts to get his book published in Spanish with some proofs also for Latin-American Market.
  Language: ENGLISH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: UWK-NS-217** 1963 - 1965
  *Pall Mall Press*
  Correspondence concerning the publishing of scripts, articles etc.
**File: UWK-NS-218** _1962 - 1967_

**Swedish Publishers**


Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-219** _1961 - 1962_

**Book Reviews**

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**UWK-NS.A-3.5 Radio and Television**

**File: UWK-NS-220** _12/07/1962 - 28/08/1964_

**BBC Notes**

Administrative documents and correspondence regarding Kitzinger's varied and frequent collaboration with the BBC. Includes: contributions to programmes and contacts with the BBC mainly on Europe and the Common Market but also includes letters on his and his wife's participation in a family oriented programme.

Letters concerning the Adenauer broadcast, with brief synopsis of his policies, profile of Ludwig W. Erhard (German Chancellor) and details of the historical material he possesses from the 1957 election campaign.

UWK's participation in the 'Panorama' Common Market discussion.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-221** _02/1967 - 02/1967_

**BBC 'AS Broadcast Scripts' on Britain and the Common Market.**

A series of programmes broadcast on Third Programme with UWK presenting the views of Michel Boscher, Claude Bourdet, Bo Karre, Max Kohnstamm, Richard Mayne, Theo Sommer and Rt. Hon. Edward Heath M.P.:

No. 1 - The new situation in Europe
No. 2 - The EEC system
No. 3 - British policy
No. 4 - The sterling question
No. 5 - The economic prospects
No. 6 - The problem of agriculture
No. 7 - The realities of sovereignty

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-222** _05/1964 - 05/1964_

**BBC 'AS Broadcast Scripts' on Germany after Adenauer**

A series of programmes broadcast on 'Third Programme':

Programme 1 - 'Ideological Temptations - A View from Berlin' by Prof. Dietrich Goldschmidt introduced by UWK

Programme 2 - Strategic Views and Policies - Herr von Hassel interviewed by UWK

Programme 3 - In Business Stability Suspect? By Dr. J.K. Zeidler introduced by Zeidler

Programme 4 - The Political Arena, discussion between UWK, Theo Sommer and Erik Blumenfeld

Programme 5 - 'Women, Families and Work' by Dr. Helge Pross, introduced by UWK
Programme 6 - 'The Next Generation' a symposium conducted by UWK
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-223 02/1965 - 06/1965
BBC 'AS Broadcast Scripts' - Second Thoughts on Aid
A series of programmes broadcast on 'Third Programme':
Programme 1 - 'Politics and Philosophy of Donor Countries' conversation between Andrew Shonfield and John Kenneth Galbraith
Programme 2 - 'Some Political Realities in Recipient Countries': Speakers - Andrew Shonfield, Victor Urquidi, Dennis Austin, Hugh Tinker
Programme 3 - The pace of aid by Andrew Shonfield
Programme 4 - 'The Role of Private Investment': Speakers - Andrew Shonfield, Michael Clapham, Val Dunca, R.D. Young
Programme 5 - 'The Changing Role of International Institutions' conversation between Andrew Shonfield and John Duncan Miller
Programme 6 - 'The Special Problem of Agriculture' by R.P Dore, introduced by Andrew Shonfield
Programme 7 - 'Technical Assistance: the threshold': Norwegian recordings introduces by Adrian Moyes with comment by Andrew Shonfield
Programme 8 - 'Priorities of Education' by Peter Williams
Programme 9 - 'Economists are not kings': speakers - Andrew Shonfield, Prof. Everett Hagen, Prof. R.P. Dore
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-224 1964 - 1964
Notes for 'Personal View': Germany after Adenauer
Preparatory handwritten notes and drafts for above programme (disorganized).
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Contributions to BBC Programmes
Administrative documents pertaining to Kitzinger's contributions to BBC broadcasts and transmissions: 'President Nixon in Berlin', Panorama and 'University Forum'.
Copies of contract etc.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Transcripts of Programmes - Contributions by Kitzinger (1)
INCLUDES: PANORAMA programme on economic crisis
Extract from TEN O'CLOCK on the strength of the German deutschemark
THE WORLD TODAY on the Common Market on the Eve of the Customs Union
THE WORLD TODAY on the French political crisis and its political and economic impact
THE WORLD TODAY on the Future of the Common Market
THE WORLD TODAY on Political trouble in west Germany
THE WORLD TODAY on Germany, France and the European Common Market
THE WORLD TODAY on Political Unrest in West Germany
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Transcripts of Programmes - Contributions by Kitzinger (2)
INCLUDES: THE WORLD TODAY on Britain and Western Europe
President Nixon in Berlin
THE WORLD TODAY on Franco-German Relations
TEN O’CLOCK on Covering of German elections 1969 for BBC
TEN O’CLOCK on the announcement of floating mark
TEN O’CLOCK on the formation of Government in Germany Sept 1969
TEN O’CLOCK on the coalition between the Free Democrats Party and the Christian Democrats in Germany
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-228 1968 - 1968
Broadcast for German Television
Material for portrait broadcast where Kitzinger interviewed Mr Arnold Toynbee, of the Royal Institute of International Affairs with transcript of interview.
Language: ENGLISH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-229 31/07/1964 - 12/12/1966
BBC - General
Correspondence concerning the organization of meetings on Kitzinger’s involvement and mediation in broadcasts on the election campaign 1966, Kiesinger, Rhodesia, Latin American Economic Integration.
A conversation with Willy Brandt (German Chancellor).
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A-4 Academic Career
Uwe Kitzinger was elected a Fellow of Nuffield College, Oxford in 1956 and was subsequently promoted to Ford Fellow in European Politics and granted repeated leaves of absence for work overseas. He remained at Nuffield until 1976. His other academic appointments were as visiting Professor at the University of the West Indies, Harvard University and the University of Paris. From 1993 to the present he is a visiting scholar of Harvard University.

UWK-NS.A-4.1 Correspondence Files

File: UWK-NS-76 1958 - 1962
Occasional Correspondence I
Correspondence file organized alphabetically concerning UWK’s activities and interests while in Nuffield College, such as publication of articles, research, contacts with universities and other academic institutions, contacts with publishing houses and libraries in particular with regard to his book ‘The Economics of the Saar Question’ and draft for piece on the ‘Evolution of Electoral Law’, comments on his writings, reviews of books, requests for background material, information and statistics for his study on the facts of the establishment of the EEC and of the Free Trade Area or European Economic Association on the trading of New Zealand.
Includes: invitations to speak at conferences and lectures.
Note on the British debate on entry into the Common Market 1962.
Language: GERMAN/ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-77  1960 - 1962**

**Occasional Correspondence II**
Correspondence file organized alphabetically concerning UWK’s activities and interests while in Nuffield College, concerning his research for book on German Electoral Politics, requests for research material and information, comments on articles sent to him, invitations to speak at seminars and conferences in various universities, his contributions to publications and newspapers, includes: letters from the United Nations Association of Great Britain and Ireland on the UN development decade. Request to Central Office of Information giving details of newspaper correspondents in Bonn.
Correspondence with François Duchêne.
Information on the Konigswinter Conference March 1960.
Language: GERMAN/ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-78  1961 - 1964**

**Correspondence O - P Oxford University**
Correspondence file organized concerning UWK’s activities and interests while in Oxford University, such as the publication of his articles, research, contacts with universities and other academic institutions and study centers, lectures by Kitzinger on European themes. Some letters concerning articles for JCMS. Includes: letters exchanged with the Overseas Development Institute on the organization of a conference on Planning and Development in Africa and report on the Anglo-American Project by the Director.
Two papers concerning British membership of the EEC, by Noël Salter, Assembly of Western European Union: `Adhésion de la Grande-Bretagne à la Communauté Economique Européenne` and `An analysis of the Rome Treaty proposing solutions to the problems arising from Britain's relations with the Overseas Commonwealth`.
Letters between Roy Pryce (Delegation of the High Authority in the UK) and UWK asking him to write article on Italian electoral politics; copy of `A guide to the study of the EC` by the EEC information service, London; Article written by Pryce `Britain and Europe`.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-79  1960 - 1964**

**Correspondence R -S Oxford University**
Correspondence file organized alphabetically concerning Kitzinger’s activities and interests while in Oxford University, such as publication of articles, research, contacts with universities and other academic institutions and study centers, request for him to give lectures or participate in conferences includes: programme of conference of officers from NATO countries `The Present State of East-West Relations`.
Letters exchanged with `The Reader's Digest` concerning an article by J.B. Rabier `Comment les peuples européens se voient et voient les autres`.
Material regarding European Conference of Culture `L'Europe et le Monde` and a colloque organised by the Institut d'Etudes Européennes `L'avenir du fédéralisme en Europe`.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-80  06/08/1964 - 21/10/1965**

**General Correspondence I**
Correspondence concerning attendance at seminars, requests for research material, organization of conferences and speaking engagements, organization of trips for research purposes in central and south America and the Caribbean. Includes: letter from Henry Kissinger requesting Kitzinger's assistance in attracting participants for the 1965 session of the International seminar; Summary of interview with Alexander Kojeve, regarding the Baumgartner Plan.

Language: ENGLISH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-81  06/01/1966 - 30/12/1966
General Correspondence II
Correspondence concerning lecture programmes, requests for books and lecture series, letters to publishers, requests to speak at symposium, responses to researchers seeking meetings, letters from various universities, study centers, includes information on the College of Europe.
Language: ENGLISH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

General Correspondence III
Correspondence concerning lecture programmes, requests for books and lecture series, letters to publishers, requests to speak at symposium, responses to researchers seeking meetings, letters from various universities, study centers, includes: suggestion for course content.
Gallup poll questionnaire results on the Common market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-83  01/01/1969 - 31/12/1969
General Correspondence IV
Letters regarding: fellowships, requests for contributions by UWK to articles etc. Requests to partake in selection committee for scholarships for research projects on the relations between Europe and America at the Institut de la Communauté Européenne jou les études universitaires. Requests from academics and researchers to meet him. Requests for information and help with studies on points such a German electoral system and Europe. Seeking advise for running seminars on European subject; research material.
Speech by Dr. Strauss at the European/Atlantic Group concerning `A European Identity within the Atlantic alliance'.
Invitation to conferences.
Letter from François Duchêne concerning Monnet's request to find a writer/researcher to write his biography with help of François Fontaine.
Draft note by Norman Hunt on mobilizing the assistance of academics in the work of the Commission on the Constitution.
Author's proof of article 'Towards a United Europe'.
Language: ENGLISH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-84  24/01/1969 - 30/12/1970
General Correspondence V
Correspondence with various individuals, think tanks, international organizations, academic institutions and universities and research bodies concerning workshops, lectures, requests for research material, invitations to conferences, references for academic posts, exchange of letters with publishing houses and editors (some personal letters), administrative issues such as vacancies at Nuffield College. Includes: information note on Common Market.
Energy Policy and related paper `UK entry into the Common Market Implications for BP`.
Letter to Altiero Spinelli congratulating him on his appointment to the Commission.
Letter from Centre International de Formation Européenne’s Director-General, Alexandre Marc, concerning the appointment of Jean Rey, as President of the Centre (with Curriculum Vitae).
Info on summer schools.
Copy of lecture by Jeremy Thomas, Foreign Office at All Souls ‘Problems of European Integrations: Technology’.
Correspondence with colleagues such as Max Kohnstamm, an Roy Jenkins on various matters.
Material on ‘Agenor’ the European review
Address by M. Raymond Barre, Vice-President of the Commission of the EC at the Fifth International Investment Symposium, ‘The EEC in the Seventies’.
Correspondence with the University of Sussex, Centre for Contemporary European Studies regarding UWK’s participation at the conference entitled ‘An Enlarged European Community and the Less Developed Countries’.
Exchange of letters between the British Council of the European Movement and UWK concerning the anti-Common Market League and various pro-Common Market events.
Information note from the European-Atlantic Group concerning a meeting on ‘American-European Relations with speaker, J. Robert Schaeztel (US representative to the EC).
Language: GERMAN/ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-104 20/02/1967 - 08/07/1968
 Correspondence with the Press and Information Service of the EEC
Correspondence concerning request by Washington Office of EEC for scholars in European integration to lecture in American universities.
Request by Kitzinger for statistical information.
Visits to Brussels and Bonn by university lecturers organized by EEC.
Organisation of visit by Jean Rey (President of the Commission of the EEC) to Oxford.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A-4.2 Universities

Oxford University I
Material concerning UWK’s connections with various universities and in particular with Oxford University, includes: copy of his CV, references for UWK, letters applying to become Ph.D. student and for academic positions (at the time was Secretary to the Economic Committee of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe) forms, university prospectum, details of fellowships, details of academic vacancies, details of fellowships.
Correspondence concerning UWK’s thesis on the Saar question with comments by various professors.
Copy of degree of Bachelor of Letters, 1956 New College, University of Oxford.
Application forms for posts in Asian universities
Letter requesting employment in the International Monetary Fund.
Language: GERMAN/ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-86 22/02/1959 - 04/08/1961
Oxford University II
Memos and letters concerning the organization of summer schools, conferences etc.
Includes requests by Kitzinger for association by academics at the Oxford summer seminars.

Academic notes, reports and comments on British agriculture.

Draft recommendation concerning the accession of the UK to the EEC as a full member.

Language: GERMAN/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

FILE: UWK-NS-87  13/02/1968 - 10/03/1972

Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques

Correspondence between Kitzinger and members of the Fondation Nationale on collaboration with regard to seminars, events, meetings

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

FILE: UWK-NS-88  25/02/1959 - 14/05/1963

Harvard University

Correspondence concerning the organization of conferences with invitations to Kitzinger to attend representing the Council of Europe.

Includes note from Henry A. Kissinger (Executive Director of Harvard University, Centre for International Affairs) to Council of Europe on Kitzinger as possible candidate for international congress.

Reports on seminars at Harvard and info on programme.

Letters concerning Kitzinger’s activities while at Harvard as participant in 1959 session of the Harvard International Seminar 29 June to 19 August.

Letters concerning the publishing of article after Harvard experience on Common Market.

Letter from Kissinger regarding his concern about relations between the US and Europe and lack of knowledge on day-to-day issues, and the lack of knowledge in states of the new Europe that emerged since 1945.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file


British Institute of International and Comparative Law


Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

FILE: UWK-NS-90  05/05/1972 - 17/04/1972

City University of New York

Correspondence and academic article on economic and industrial strategies for collection of essays edited by Steven Warnecke (City University of New York). Includes: draft of article entitled, ‘Problems of an European Political Economy’.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**VIII World Conference of the International Political Science Association, Munich**
Programme and details of Working Party on European Integration headed by Jacques-René Rabier of the European Commission in which UWK participated.
Conference publication.
List of working papers and list of participants.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-95** 1966 - 1972

**Political Studies Association of the UK**
Material concerning the Political Studies Association Conferences, programmes etc and registers of research in political sciences prepared by the Royal Institute of Public Administration.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-96** 1970 - 1975

**Deutsch-Englische Gesellschaft/Königswinter Conferences**
Agenda, invitations, programmes and letters. Kitzinger's notes for speeches.
Material on conference - ‘Western Europe’s Place in a Changing World’.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-97** 19/02/1971 - 25/08/1973

**International Political Science Association**
Correspondence mainly with A. Philippart, Secretary General of the IPSA and Prof. Carl J. Friedrich, Institut Belge de Science Politique and Comite de Recherche ‘Unification Européenne’ regarding events, publications and lectures; Information note of the International political science association, invitations to conferences, lectures and discussions organized by IPSA, programmes of seminars and circular letters concerning activities. Includes: text of intervention by M. Pierre Pescatore, judge at the European Court of Justice ‘La politique de l'intégration économique en Europe’, Louvain September 1971
Reports on meetings of the Research Committee on European Unification (President Carl Friedrich).
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-99** 1962 - 1962

**Centre Européen de la Culture**
File concerning meetings of Centre and conference on ‘L' integration de l'Europe et la science politique’.
Programme of seminars, reports of meetings and papers.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-100**

**Charles F. Kettering Foundation**
Material concerning Kitzinger’s involvement with the Foundation on a consultancy basis.

Trip to Middle-East and Africa
Material concerning Kitzinger's trip at the Foreign Office's request giving lectures for the British Council in Greece, Lebanon, the United Arab Republic and Tanzania including travel details (Nov- Dec 1965) includes post travel letters expressing his gratitude for kindness during trip.


Eurodiner's Federal Trust
Reports of meetings, programmes, lists of participants and topics discussed include: posture of the Labour Party, Government vis à vis Europe, the European situation, correspondence, invitations to speak at conferences and events organized by the Federal Trust for Education and Research on the Future of the European Community such as the Ditchley foundation conference on the Future of Europe February 1966, The Common Market in 1965, March 1965.

Discussion papers and articles for conferences and talks, includes: 'The Six and the SPD'.
Mr Beaton's Europe - a Footnote by Richard Mayne, A Policy for Britain. The European Party and European defence by Noël Salter.
The Case for Economic Integration - Technology against Nationalism by John Pinder. Practical Interim Measures for Britain by John Bower.
Europe, Road to Co-Existence by Christopher Layton. Prospects for the Community by J.R. Lambert.
Facing the Future by Roy Pryce.
New Paths for World Trade by David Howell. Harmonisation of Laws by Dennis Thompson.
Press release: All-Party Group urges Britain join EC.


Kemp-Gee Symposia
Conference report for Fifth International Investment Symposium, Lake Como, Italy, June 1970 on Investment in the Seventies. Programme, letters and papers concerning the Sixth International Investment Symposium on Society in the Seventies, with paper by Kitzinger with same title.


Urwick, Orr & Parnters Ltd. (1)
Letters from the Urwick Management Centre concerning Kitzinger's contributions to the General Management Courses.

File: UWK-NS-110 29/12/1969 - 17/12/1971

Urwick, Orr & Parnters Ltd. (2)
Letters from the Urwick Management Centre concerning Kitzinger's contributions to the General Management Courses.
Central Office of Information
Material concerning Kitzinger’s participation at conferences, interviews and events organised by the COI.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Encyclopedia Britannica
Correspondence and notes concerning Kitzinger’s contributions to the Encyclopedia’s publication of a modern history of Germany and other articles and comments on pieces by other writers.
Drafts of Kitzinger’s article “Ministry (Government) - Europe”.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Centre d’Etude des Relations Internationales
Reports for the seminar “Les Relations Inégales entre états: domination et dependence” by Pierre Gerbet.
Dépendance et Composition en Afrique by Tatiana Yannopoulos and Denis Martin.
Les Résultats Financiers de la Politique Agricole Commune by Hélène Delorme.
Inégalité, Dépendance et Exploitation - Concepts et Situations by Jean-Claude Casanova.
Inégalité, Dépendance et Exploitation - Domaines et Conduites by Serge Hurtig.
Les Situations d’Inégalité dans les Organismes Multilatéraux by Pierre Gerbet.
L’Interdépendance Inégale : de la Domination Incompète à la Réciprocité Imparfaite by Pierre Hassner.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Civil Service College
File concerning the administrative work behind Kitzinger’s involvement with the College in the organization of lectures and as speaker at courses in International Institutions organized by the College.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Moscow/Leningrad Visit
Material concerning Kitzinger’s visit to the USSR including handwritten notes in preparing his interventions at the conference: “Teilnehmerliste für den 36. Bergedorfer Gesprächskreis in der Sowjetunion 15 - 21 June 1970”
Language: ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

British Aircraft Corporation
File concerning Kitzinger’s professional services as consultant to the British Aircraft Corporation in the preparation of a presentation to the Board of directors of Austrian Airlines.
Language: ENGLISH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file


**Direct Broadcasting Satellites Symposium**
File concerning Kitzinger’s participation at the symposium (5 Feb 1979) organised by the F.C.O (Foreign and Commonwealth Office) on direct broadcasting satellites. Background information on satellite communication.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS.A-4.4 Research**

**File: UWK-NS-91 02/1976 - 10/1979**

**Politics, Management and Industry**
Article entitled ‘Management responses to political situations’.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-92 1969 - 1976**

**Handwritten Notes**
Manuscript notes by UWK for workshops, conferences and publications, includes: outline of contribution on the ‘EEC’s external relations and Canada.
Article on CUBA.
Article for the Times entitled ‘Notes and Beams in the debate on Europe - The Inward-looking EEC’.
Notes for talks and lectures.
Transcript of BBC world service programme ‘The World Today’ on ‘Brandt under Pressure’ where UWK was a speaker.
Notes prepared by UWK for public discussion organized by the Commonwealth Institute ‘Britain, the Common Market and the Developing World’.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-103 02/06/1952 - 27/06/1956**

**Economic Developments in Europe**
Includes: Note by the Secretariat General (Council of Europe) on the Structure of the Sterling Area.
Volume of trade and production of OEEC countries 1928 - 1955.
Report - Inquiry into Salaries in the Benelux.
Report by the Commission of the Common Market on the activities of the Community in particular - ‘Le fonctionnement et le développement du marché commun’.
Report by the Commission of social Affairs of the Joint Assembly financial and social problems as well as labour problems.
Report by the Commission of Social Affairs on manpower issues.
Notes and paper on the harmonization of wages among the Six.
Note on increased competition from Germany as a result of her concentration on Western markets.
Notes on competition between Germany and Britain in car manufacturing.
Supplement to the agreement between the UN, the Government of Norway and the
Government of India concerning economic development.
Material from the Universität des Saarlandes concerning seminars and lectures on the
economic and institutional aspects of the Common Market.
Press release from the European Office of the UN on current economic developments in
Europe.
Details of the Council of Europe and its economic activities.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-105  1972 - 1972**

**ATCO Papers**
Annotated papers concerning the Association/Trade Agreements with the Enlarged
EEC, includes: memo entitled `An Appreciation of the Working of the EEC/EA
Association Agreement.
Brief on aspects of development assistance in connection with enlargement of the EEC
and the options of the Association/Trade Agreements extended under Protocol 22 of
the Treaty of Accession.
Paper by Alister McIntyre 'Some Economic Issues arising from the options offered by
the enlarged EEC to developing Commonwealth countries in Africa, the Indian Ocean,
the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean.
Preliminary papers on sugar, bananas, tropical vegetable oilseeds and oils, cocoa,
beef, tobacco.
Paper by Dharam P. Ghai 'The Association Agreement between the EEC and the
Partner States of the East African Community.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


**Article for 'New Society'**
Drafts and table for article by UWK 'Multilateral Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-114  22/12/1968 - 22/12/1968**

**Article for 'The Times'**
Article by UWK 'The Mark and the Franc: The Historical Pictures - How Germany won
the Peace'.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-115  1985 - 1985**

**Britain's Role in EMU**
Paper by John Williamson.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-116**

**Industrial Policy in the EMU**
College of Europe, Bruges course paper on the 'Industrial Policy in the EEC' by J. de
Bandt and K. Pavitt.
Chapter Six (Community Industrial Policy) of book by S. Woodcock 'Industrial Policy in
the EC'.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Negotiations between the Six and Britain on Sugar

File with briefing papers, press cuttings and reports on British and Commonwealth production of sugar and Britain’s negotiations and agreement with the Six on the sugar question, includes: study of sugar production in the UK and the feasibility of expansion.

Preliminary paper on sugar prepared by the Commonwealth secretariat concerning Association/Trade.

Agreements with the Enlarged EEC: Sugar - the position of Commonwealth countries.

Summary copy of the Commonwealth sugar agreement.

Note submitted by the UK delegation regarding sugar during a conference between the European Communities and the States which have applied for membership of these communities.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-118 1972 - 1973

Institutional Reform- European Parliament

Reports, studies and papers on the evolution of the European Parliament, includes:

- paper on the Consequences for Parliament of British membership of the EC.
- Draft report on European political cooperation and unification.
- Memo for members of the Commission on the enlargement of the budgetary powers of the European Parliament.
- Memo on procedures and practices in the EP.
- Altiero Spinelli’s note ‘Engagements en matiere institutionelle’.
- Memo from Roy Jenkins on ideas for making progress for increasing the powers of the Parliament.
- Report on the adaptation of the European Parliament’s Rules of Procedure to the new situation resulting from the enlarging of the EC.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file


Turkey

File concerning a proposal drawn up in response to an invitation by the Economic Development Foundation (Turkey) to submit proposal for a research study to be undertaken to determine the optimum conditions that the Turkish economy should reach to become a full member of the EEC. (Kitzinger acted as consultant to the proposals), includes: draft outline of project, notes and letters.

Language: FRENCH

Material: Paper file


Miscellaneous Articles

Includes: draft article for ‘Oxford Mail’ concerning the Summit meeting of heads of government on the Common Market and reactivation of Britain’s application with online schedule of arguments about the EEC.

Article entitled ‘European integration new efforts at an old dream’.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file
File: UWK-NS-209 1960 - 1960
Lists of Bibliographies
On political institutions, international relations, modern British government.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-230 1965 - 1965
The Politics of the Common Market
Outline, drafts of article by Kitzinger.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

International Political Science Association
Reports on meetings of the Research Committee on European Unification (President Carl Friedrich)
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-240 1960 - 1960
Miscellaneous Notes
Notebooks and handwritten notes by Kitzinger on various research themes matters of current interest.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-556 1961 - 1961
Belgian Election, 1961
Three notebooks containing handwritten notes by Kitzinger on various matters pertaining to the 1961 general election held in Belgium 26 March 1961 includes: notes on personalities involved and their opinions; questions to ask parties; notes on conversations; contacts.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A-4.5 Committee of Atlantic Studies (CAS)

File: UWK-NS-98 06/05/1975 - 03/11/1975
Committee on Atlantic Studies (CAS)
Material on European section of Committee with details of Seminar organized for June 1975 'Elite Attitudes towards Atlantic Relations'.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-126 06/03/1966 - 01/06/1970
Committee on Atlantic Studies (CAS) - Correspondence
Mainly a correspondence file pertaining to the CAS and various members of the Committee in universities throughout the US (Stanford, Berkeley, Michigan, Mount Holyoke College etc.) concerning study centres in Britain, the decision to merge the Committee on European and American Studies with the CAS, activities of the Committee, draft programmes of meetings.
Letter to Max Kohnstamm, President of the European Community Institute for University Studies, Brussels concerning his participation at the Williamsburg meeting.
Letters from various members giving updates to Kitzinger on recent developments in the North American Section of the Committee.

Letter from Prof. Leslie Lipson, Berkley to Wilfrid Kohl, the Ford Foundation concerning new members of the Committee on the American side Henry Kissinger and on the European side François Fontaine, Alexandre Marc, Max Kohnstamm seeking funding for objectives of the Committee.

Paper prepared by Robert L. Pfaltzgraff, University of Pennsylvania for Third Annual Atlantic Community.

Conference ‘European Joint Armaments Production: Implications for functional and political integration’.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Committee on Atlantic Studies (CAS) - Administrative Documents
Organisation of meetings, Information memos on recent developments, notes on research project for CAS includes: Report on a Five-year Programme for the Committee on Atlantic Studies drawn up by UWK and Leslie Lipson, University of California (Berkeley).
Minutes of Autumn, October 1967 and Spring meeting, April 1968 - North American Section of CAS.
Report entitled ‘Transatlantic Exchanges’ by Philippe Deshormes, Director of Studies of the Atlantic Institute.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-128 27/12/1966 - 14/08/1969
Committee on Atlantic Studies (CAS) - European Section
Information notes and memos sent to the members of the European section of the CAS, with list of members, correspondence concerning membership and the nomination and selection of additional committee members, co-operation with the North-American section, attendance at meetings and activities, disagreement over title of Committee.
File also includes, letter from Kitzinger to Prof. Nils Andrén concerning Max Kohnstamm’s decision not to take up Chairmanship of the Committee.
Report on the Young Leader’s Conference held in Wisconsin, Dec 5-8 1968, published by the Atlantic Institute ‘Western Society and Student Revolts’.
Invitation to Alexandre Marc (Institut Européen), Max Kohnstamm (Institut de la Communauté Européenne) and Francois Fontaine (Bureau d’Information des Communautés Européennes) experts in European and American studies to a meeting of CAS.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Committee on Atlantic Studies (CAS) - Quebec Meeting
Letters, agendas of meetings concerning the organization of the Canadian meeting of the Committee of Atlantic Studies (9-13 September 1968) with relation to speakers, travel arrangements, includes, list of participants.
Details of European members of CAS.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

The Atlantic Council of Canada
File pertaining to Kitzinger’s participation at meetings of the CAS, includes: preliminary report on CAS research by the Committee of One.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS-A-4.6 Latin America**

**File: UWK-NS-93** 1965 - 1966
**Material on Latin America**
Speech given by UWK entitled ‘The Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Councils’.
Broadcast script: Problems of Latin American Trade I and II.
Draft scripts for ‘Latin American Integration’ broadcast.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-131** 28/07/1964 - 13/04/1965
**Correspondence - Latin America (I)**
Letters from Kitzinger mainly to his secretary in Nuffield College, Oxford concerning administrative issues during his absence.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-132** 03/10/1963 - 06/05/1966
**University of West Indies (UWI)**
File concerning Kitzinger’s return to UWI as visiting Professor for the academic year 1965/66 on the Rockefeller grant for International Relations. Includes, correspondence with UWI regarding expenses, reimbursement and other administrative matters and correspondence with Rockefeller Foundation concerning the application of funds in developing international relations training and research at the UWI.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-133** 1964 - 1965
**UWI - Seminars on International Relations**
Correspondence on the organization of seminars and the themes for talks: development finance and the balance of payments in Jamaica and sugar marketing, United Nations and the specialized agencies.
List of people invited to talks.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-134** 1964 - 1966
**International Relations Programme**
Reports on the Dept of Government, pamphlet on (University of West Indies) UWI, letters concerning a proposed diploma course in international relations for 1965/66, note on visits as part of Kitzinger’s time in UWI, reports on lectures, university newsletter, draft calculation of annual costs of programme, minutes of planning committee of programme, details of course content.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-135** 03/06/1964 - 30/09/1964
UWI - Visiting Professor
Details of establishment of an international affairs institute in Trinidad and correspondence from UWK while visiting Professor in international relations.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-136  23/01/1964 - 09/05/1966
Cuba
Material concerning visit by Kitzinger to Cuba with information on the British Community in Cuba, conditions in Cuban prisons, childbirth and political prisoners in Cuba. Includes: speech by Fidel Castro, PM of Cuba on the 12th anniversary of the attack on the Moncada barracks. Correspondence between UWK and British embassy in Cuba and thank you notes.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-137  1963 - 1969
Latin America (General)
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-138  1965 - 1965
Lectures
Lectures by Kitzinger: Towards Latin American Integration. The Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Councils.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-139  13/07/1964 - 12/07/1967
Jamaica (miscellaneous)
Notes, correspondence from Kitzinger's visits to Jamaica mainly personal.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-140  1965 - 1965
Latin America and US Contacts
Details of contacts by country.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-141  1965 - 1965
Press Cuttings
Trade deficit, 10-year university plan for studies on Latin America, visit by De Gaulle to Brazil, international relations course at UWI.
Photos
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
UWK-NS.A-5 Professional Positions, Interests and Activities

In 1951 Uwe Kitzinger was appointed the first British economist of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg. After his time as political Counsellor to Christopher Soames in the European Commission, Kitzinger was appointed Dean of the management school INSEAD in Fontainebleau. He became the founding President of the Templeton College in Oxford in 1984. Furthermore he was founding Chairman of the Committee on Atlantic Studies (1967-70) and consultant to the Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok (1992-93).

UWK-NS.A-5.1 Commonwealth Secretariat

Commonwealth Secretariat - International Affairs Division
Background papers on the Falkland Islands, the Crown Colony of Fiji, Western Samoa, the Kingdom of Tonga, St. Vincent, British Honduras, Nauru, Swaziland, Hong Kong, St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla, Mauritius, the proposed Associated States in the Eastern Caribbean, Barbados, Asian and Pacific Council (ASPAC), Bausutoland (Lesotho).
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Commonwealth Secretariat
Confidential draft paper by E.C. Dommen, “Prospects for agricultural collaboration in the East African Common Market”.
Confidential Federal Trust report ‘The Commonwealth Developing Countries and the Enlarged European Community.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Commonwealth Secretary-General
File concerning the activities of Mr. Arnold Smith, Commonwealth Secretary-General, includes correspondence between Smith and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office concerning Protocol 22 of the Treaty of Accession to the EEC.
Open letter from Smith to the Commonwealth Finance Ministers concerning the negotiations between the Community and the Commonwealth countries.
Article by Smith ‘What future for the Commonwealth’
Speeches by Smith concerning the implications of Britain’s prospective entry into the EEC and arrangements for cooperation with EEC.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Commonwealth Secretary-General
Memo of conversation between the President of the Senegalese Republic and President of OCAM, H.E. Mr. Leopold Senghor and the Commonwealth Secretary-General, H. E. Mr. Arnold Smith, 5 Sept 1972.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
UWK-NS.A-5.2 General Interests and Personal Correspondence

File: UWK-NS-241  12/10/1961 - 15/02/1966
Council of Europe
Correspondence between Kitzinger and officials of the Council of Europe (mainly Hugh Beesley) (Strasbourg) regarding events, comments on articles and speeches, topics of interest: Fouchet Committee, a political federation of Europe, seminars and his visits to Strasbourg.
Booklet on ‘European Co-operation - A new definition of the role of the Council of Europe’, statement by the Secretary General.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

British General Election - Paper Clippings
Correspondence between Kitzinger and officials of the Council of Europe (mainly Hugh Beesley) (Strasbourg) regarding events, comments on articles and speeches, topics of interest: Fouchet Committee, a political federation of Europe, seminars and his visits to Strasbourg.
Booklet on ‘European Co-operation - A new definition of the role of the Council of Europe’, statement by the Secretary General.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-243  1972 - 1973
Notes for Book ‘Diplomacy and Persuasion’
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-244  06/01/1966 - 30/12/1968
Personal Correspondence - 1
Correspondence between UWK and friends, colleagues, collaborators and universities concerning a wide range of topics from studies he undertook, personal and professional invitations, attendance at talks and events, visits abroad, requests for research material, comments on articles and papers organizing meetings.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-245  28/02/1967 - 06/12/1968
Personal Correspondence - 2
Correspondence between UWK and friends, colleagues, collaborators and universities and organizations concerning a wide range of topics from studies he undertook, personal and professional invitations, attendance at talks and events, visits abroad, presentations and lectures, requests for research material, comments on articles and papers organizing meetings and personal household and family correspondence. Includes: research guide by Istvan Szent-Miklosy ‘The Second Attempt of Great Britain to Enter the Common Market’
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Personal Correspondence - 3
Correspondence between Kitzinger and friends, colleagues, collaborators and various universities and academic institutions concerning a wide variety of topics from requests for information from academics to the ordering of books to meetings, invitations to give presentations and attend events, congratulations on his selection by Soames as adviser etc includes: details of the Oxford University Foreign Affairs Club 1972-3.

List of scholars working on German history and Anglo-German relations at the Institute of Historical Research.

Copy of paper by Harry G Belber, Monash University ‘President Nixon’s Peking Journey: towards an assessment’.

Information on Conference organized by the Conference Group on German Politics ‘West German Foreign Policy and Contemporary International Politics in Europe’ June 1972


Paper by Kitzinger: ‘EEC Enlargement and the Third World’


Letter from Edmund Wellenstein, European Commission commenting on Kitzinger’s book.

Language: ENGLISH


Personal Correspondence - 4

Includes letter to François-Xavier Ortoli, President of the Commission regarding his visit to Nuffield college.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file


Personal Correspondence - 5

Includes: letters seeking employment.

Invitations to book readings, to give speeches at various European and Non-European centers, institutions, foundations, universities and organizations on the EC and particularly on external relations.

Invitations to take part in debates and lectures such as that organized by John F. Kennedy Institute on the ‘Lomé convention and world development cooperation: old links or a new departure’.


Conference programmes.

Correspondence from scholars and academics seeking meeting with Kitzinger.

Written eulogy to Noël Howard Salter (died 10/5/1975).

Letters concerning his membership of various societies and associations.

Letters concerning the campaign for Europe regarding the 1975 referendum.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file


Oxfam

Mainly includes the minutes of meetings of the Budgets and Finance Committee, the Council of Management, the Director’s general report to the executive and similar administrative material.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file
File: UWK-NS-392 01/02/1952 - 11/01/1954

Missions - Council of Europe

Material for Council of Europe missions, includes:
preparatory documents for the Working Party invited in the name of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, London to study methods for closer coordination of the economies of Member countries of the Council of Europe and of the overseas territories having constitutional links with them’, with draft minutes of working party, March 1952, draft of the main points of agreement reached by the working party.
Handwritten notes.
International Seminar on Problems and Methods of Technical Assistance in Community Development organized by the Dept of Social Anthropology, Wageningen, Netherlands July 1952.
International Monetary Conference organized by the European League for Economic Cooperation (LECE), January 1953, Brussels ‘The Monetary Reconstruction of Europe and its Contribution to the Economic and Social Progress’ with documents re. conference: note on suggestion for American measures to promote monetary integration in Europe, proposal for the improved association of British Commonwealth Countries within the OEEC also of the sterling area within the EPU, proposal for improving the EP, the ‘Strasbourg Plan’ the recommendation of the Assembly of the Council of Europe. Proposals for improving the economic relations between member states of the Council of Europe with which they have constitutional links, speech given by M. Janssen, Belgian Finance Minister at the closing session of the Brussels conference.
LECE document concerning monetary problems posed by the Schuman Plan.
Kitzinger’s attendance with the Fraternal Workers of the World Council of Churches (Bossey, Switzerland) in February 1953 with copy of his speech concerning Western European Unity.
Kitzinger’s (Council of Europe) mission to Koblenz organized by Europa-Haus (Meeting Centre for the Youth of all Peoples) on Europe and the Commonwealth 3 January - 11 January 1954.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-551 1974 - 1974

European Political Almanac

Letters concerning proposed publication by Gower Press of Almanac.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.A.5.3 Less Developed Countries (LDC's)

File: UWK-NS-299 03/06/1965 - 10/05/1971

The EEC and the Developing Countries (Conseil d'Association à la Conférence parlementaire)

Documents from Association Council includes, annual reports and activity report, information notes, press releases and reports from the Association Council, includes: GATT report of the Working Party on EEC/Association of African and Malagasy States and of non-European Territories.
Letter from M. Rey, President of the Commission to M. Medici, President of the Council of the EC presenting ‘Rapport sur la deuxième session de la Conférences des Nations Unies sur le commerce et le développement (Nouvelle Delhi).
OECD document on recent trends in aid and development.
GATT communication on 'Agreement establishing an association between the EEC and the African and Malagasy States associated with that Community'.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-300 1965 - 1965
L'Association CEE - EAMA Face à L'Opinion Africaine
Article by Elongo Michel-Benjamin
Language:FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-301 01/02/1968 - 01/02/1968
Trade Expansion and Economic Integration Among Developing Countries
Report by the UNCTAD Secretariat on measures to be taken by developing and developed countries and the role of international assistance.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-302 1965 - 1965
Course Notes: EEC and its Yaoundé Associates
Notes for Civil Service College Course on International Institutions.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

The EEC Association System - 1
Memorandum prepared for the Commonwealth Secretary General by UWK.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

The EEC Association System - 2
Statistics and handwritten notes, includes: supplementary memo on the new Yaoundé Convention prepared for the Commonwealth Secretary General by Uwe Kitzinger (fellow of Nuffield college).
Council documents on problems of association.
Statistics relating to the signatory states of the Yaoundé convention.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-305 1968 - 1968
Association Issues
Includes: memorandum on possible African and Caribbean Commonwealth Association with the EEC.
Details of commodity prices of principal products of commonwealth African and Carribean countries, tables.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Evaluation of Association
Printed material, articles and notes on the enlargement of the EEC associated countries includes: reports by member of Soames cabinet regarding - sugar, negotiation with Canada, raw materials, visit to Australasia and South East Asia by Soames, copper and the situation in Zambia.
Brief - ‘La zone du franc français’.
Draft record of interview with European Commission Directorate for Overseas Aid on relations with the enlarged EEC.
Extract of the intervention of the President of the Council of the EC regarding negotiations with candidates seeking to join EEC.
Details of association arrangements made by the EEC under the Treaty of Rome.
Report: Relations with the EEC - The options for Commonwealth Associates.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Overseas Information - Joint Information Services of the EC
Two reports on the developing countries with regard to produce and trade.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

OECD Reports
Tariff preferences for developing countries - documentation forwarded by OECD to UNCTAD.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Council of Europe - Consultative Assembly Reports
Reports on the EECD Development Assistance Committee.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Book Extracts
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Commission Reports
Report by the Commission to the Council on the result of the 2nd phase of the negotiations with the joint Delegation for Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, 3 May 1967.
La deuxième conferences des Nations-Unies sur le Commerce et le Developpement CNUCED and annex.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-312 15/12/1967 - 15/12/1967
Courrier Africain - Centre de Recherche et d'Information Socio politiques
Study on the industrial possibilities of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda and Burundi realized by an EEC initiative.
Language:FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-313  1969 - 1969**

*The Pearson Report: In Brief*
Report by the Commission on International Development.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-314  1969 - 1969**

*Western Attitudes to Aid*
Report by Tom Soper.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-315  1967 - 1969**

*United States Information Service*
Differences and disagreements between the US and the EEC over Agriculture and Agricultural Trade Policy.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-316  1967 - 1967**

*Treaty and Association Agreement 1967*
Convention of Association between the EEC and the African and Malagasy States associated with that Community and Annexed Documents.
Treaty for East African Co-operation signed at Kampala, Uganda.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


*Overseas Aid*
Newspaper clipping and documents concerning the question of overseas aid to less developed countries, includes copies of 'Mayday' and memo from the ODI (Overseas Development Institute) on 'The Pearson Commission on International Development - The Implications for British Policy: A comment by the ODI'.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-319  1971 - 1971**

*Miscellaneous Reports*
Britain and Overseas - a Digest of news and views on Britain's Economy and our Role in Overseas Trade and Payments May-June 1971.
Implications for developing countries of an enlarged European Economic Community in Far East Trade and Development May 1971.
Article on Ian Smith (Rhodesia).
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
UWK-NS-A-6 Press Cuttings

Included in Uwe Kitzinger's material is a series of press cuttings detailing the main issues on Europe under debate at the time.

File: UWK-NS-393  29/05/1966 - 12/12/1966
German National and International Politics
Strategies for peace in Asia and Europe; German political parties; Coalition negotiations between the German Social Democratic Party (SPD) and the Christian Democratic Union (CDU); French foreign policy on European integration; American troops' withdrawal from Vietnam; Female support in Germany; Ludwig Erhard's position towards US policy; Kiesinger-Brandt Government, 1966.
Language:ENGLISH/ GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-394  01/05/1967 - 31/05/1967
Britain's Membership of the EEC
Debate on Britain’s application for membership of the Common Market; Confederation of British industry (CBI) on the Common Market; European and world countries reaction to Britain’s application to join the Common Market; UK membership of the EEC and EFTA countries; Harold Wilson's position against Parliamentary Private Secretaries not supporting EEC vote; France position on Britain’s entry into the EEC.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-395  03/06/1967 - 29/06/1967
Britain's Membership of the EEC
Britain’s application for membership of the EEC; Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI)'s future expansion in Europe; European program for technological cooperation; Negotiations between EEC and Britain; EEC countries' social security system; Anglo-French Variable Geometry Aircraft project (AFVG); Italian attitude on Britain’s entry into the Common Market; French position on Britain’s entry into the Common Market.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-396  20/01/1967 - 10/1967
Germany's International Relations and Nuclear Pacts
United States’ domination of European industry; Reform of the International Monetary Fund; Position of Germany on the nuclear non-proliferation treaty; Attitude to reunification of Germany; German relationships with France, Great Britain, and Soviet Union.
Language:GERMAN/ ENGLISH/ FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-397  15/02/1969 - 17/03/1969
France and Britain’s Differences on the Future of Europe
Crisis of diplomatic communication between the French and British governments on the future of Europe (‘Soames affair’); Charles de Gaulle's proposals for dismantling the Common Market; French economy, franc crisis and Trade Unions' position; French government’s wage policy and general strike.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Britain’s Vote on Entry into the EEC
Political debate on signature of the Treaty of Accession of Britain to the EEC; meeting between Edward Heath and Georges Pompidou, January 1972; Britain's position on Common Market and role of Europe; EEC legislation and British Parliament; Vote of the Ways and Means Resolution underlying the European Communities Bill carrying Britain into Europe; Europe's common foreign policy; France's referendum on enlargement of the Common Market; Parliamentary scrutiny of draft Common Market regulations and directives following British membership.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-399 06/11/1967 - 18/03/1969**

**German Economic and Financial Situation - East and West Germany Relations**

Coalition between Social Democratic Party and Christian Democrats; Position of Germany in capital markets and implications of sterling devaluation; Debate on electoral system in Germany; Increase of West Germany's foreign trade; Withdrawal of troops from Germany; German economic and financial situation; Nuclear role of Germany as effective deterrent to Soviet Attack; Rise of neo-Nazism in Germany; Proposal for a united Europe and possibility of a unified Berlin; Construction by Germany of national combat aircraft; Europe security plan; German transport policy and position of the European Commission; Young's revolt against armed police and emergency bills; Nuclear partnership between France and Germany; German approach to fuel costs; East-West trade in Germany; Structure of the international monetary system and reserve role of the sterling; Kitzinger's position on visa curbs; NATO reprisal plan on new East German travel restrictions; Increase in output of West German machine builders; Atlantic free trade; Debate on prevention detention bill; Discussions between Britain and Germany on centrifuge system for enriching uranium as a source of energy; Soviet and East German manoeuvres across Berlin life line; Election of Gustav Heinemann as president of West Germany; Atom's partners block of uranium production in West Germany.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-400 29/10/1967 - 04/07/1968**

**France and Britain's Membership of the Common Market**

Charles de Gaulle on Community institutions; Negotiations of Britain with the EEC; Candidature of Britain to the Common Market; France's position on British membership of the Common Market; Young people's role in Europe; France's introduction of import restrictions and aids to exports; Plan for pension funds in Europe; Dispute on primary role of France within Europe; Free trade in Europe and Common Market difficulties; Common Market and European political and economic integration.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-401 04/12/1967 - 27/03/1968**

**Britain's Association to NAFTA**

North Atlantic Free Trade Area (NAFTA) as an alternative for Britain; Plan for Britain's association to European Free Trade Area (EFTA) countries with Canada and United States; Role of Churches in economic strategy; Economic and social situation of Britain as opposed to other European countries.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


**Britain's Place in Europe**

German proposal on enlargement and strengthening of the European Community; Debate on direction of European unity; French veto on Britain's entry into the Common
Market and related Belgium position; Kurt Georg Kiesinger's (German Chancellor) position on establishment of a European defence community within the NATO alliance; New means of European cooperation and France’s resistance; Proposals for a European common policy, development and defence harmonization; Harmel plan for closer cooperation between the six Common Market countries and Britain.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-403** 01/07/1967 - 08/08/1967  
**Britain's Entry into the Common Market**

Implications of Britain's entry into the Common Market and Confederation of British Industry's position; George Brown's (British Foreign Secretary) opinion on British membership of the Common Market; France’s opposition to British membership of the Common Market before funding of UK sterling balances; Application of Norway to the EEC; Controversy between Italy and Austria on South Tyrol and Italian veto to Austrian association in the EEC; Nuclear power overselling in Britain; Debate between Britain and EEC concerning research work on Common Market agricultural policy.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-404** 24/03/1965 - 20/01/1966  
**Debate on European Integration and Britain's Entry into the Common Market**

Britain's entry into the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and the Common Market; Britain and the Pleven plan for a European Defence Community; German reaction to Charles de Gaulle's bilateral relations with Russia; Report by the Finance and Administrative Commission of the European Parliament on financing the common agricultural policy and on power of the European Parliament (10 May 1965); French objections to common agricultural policy and debate on Common Market issues; French young people's attitude towards Europe; France's opposition to British membership of the Common Market; Debate on European integration.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-405** 22/11/1965 - 09/08/1966  
**British Membership of the Common Market**

Dispute between the EEC member countries and France on British membership of the Common Market; Britain's role in world politics; Debate on European integration and relationship between Europe and the United States; Graph of diminishing pound in relation to world's politics events; George Brown's position on British membership of the Common Market; Soviet foreign policy; France's dissent on relations between Britain and United States; Agreement within EEC on 'green Europe'; Europe and crisis of NATO; France and Britain negotiations on joining the Common Market; Germany's reaction to entry of Britain into the Common Market; Harold Wilson's endeavor in negotiations on the Common Market; Agreement on European common agricultural policy.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-406** 08/05/1975 - 07/06/1975  
**Referendum on Britain's Continued membership of the EEC**

Debate on Britain leaving the EEC; Effects of Britain’s EEC membership on its sovereignty; Britain’s EEC membership and unemployment; Vote for overseas forces, June 5th, 1975; Recount in the referendum about Britain’s leaving Europe; Britain's Common Market membership as threat to its control over North Sea oil and gas; Election campaign on Britain's membership of the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Referendum on Britain’s Continued membership of the EEC

Debate on Britain leaving the EEC;
Campaign in favour of Britain’s membership of the Common Market (Pro-Market); Anti-Market campaign; participation of Left Labour’s members of national parliament in the anti-market campaign; Debate on the sovereignty concept in the context of leaving EEC; Protest against British Leyland Bill; EEC’s concessions for Portugal on exports and imports; Leaving the Common Market and rise of food prices; Job security in Britain and membership of the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Referendum on Britain’s Continued membership of the EEC

‘Renegotiation’ of Britain’s partnership in the EEC; Leonard James Callaghan and Labour party’s position on Common Market; Norway and Denmark’s referendum on Common Market entry; Harold Wilson’s position on Britain’s EEC membership referendum; EEC’s internal and external energy policy; Britain’s contribution to the Community budget; EEC Heads of government summit, Paris, December 1974; EEC proposal for State aids to industry; France and Italy’s position on Britain staying in the EEC; Progress on EEC reforming budget.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Referendum on Britain’s Continued membership of the EEC

EEC Britain’s membership pre-referendum preparations; Campaign against British membership of anti-market groups; Trade Union Congress attack on the Common Market; Committee of Catholics and Anglicans attack on the Common Market; Lawyers’ position on Britain’s partnership in the EEC; Capitalism and sound money in Britain; Arguments for voting ‘No’ in the referendum concerning Britain’s continued membership of the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Britain’s Partnership with the EEC

‘Renegotiation’ of Britain’s partnership in the EEC; Labour Party’s position on referendum on EEC Britain’s membership; British Government as shareholder in British Leyland; Industry Secretary Tony Benn’s industrial policy; Gallic Energy LTD (GLC) debt; Plessey Company; Questions and answers by William Whitelaw and Douglas Jay on EEC Britain’s membership; Accusations between anti-Market and pro-Market campaigners; Job loss and EEC; Harmonisation of VAT in EEC; Debate on Britain staying in Europe.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

The British Economy and the EEC

Britain’s complaints about the ECSC’s powers; Britain’s deficit and trade and its relationship with the EEC; Britain’s entry into the Common Market and exports; EEC plans for loan borrowed from oil exporters; Campaign against Britain’s EEC membership; Debate on Britain’s present economic crisis and ‘relations’ with EEC membership; Availability of basic food stuffs; Changes in Britain’s trade pattern with
Europe; Economic and political cooperation between Arab countries and EEC; Implementation of the Lomé trade.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-412 08/05/1962 - 22/10/1962
Debate on a European Political Union
Britain’s commitment to join a European political union; France’s position on European political union and Britain’s entry into the Common Market; Charles de Gaulle’s vision of Europe based on Franco-German alliance; European unity and Britain’s participation; Western European Union Assembly’s resolution on Europe; Debate on British entry into the EEC; German view on the European political union; German reservations on Britain’s entry into the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-413 01/05/1962 - 06/11/1962
The Commonwealth and the Common Market
Debate on a Commonwealth free trade area; Australia and Britain’s application to join the Common Market; Reaction of South Africa to Britain-EEC trade prospects; Consultations of Australian Prime Minister Robert Menzies and of Trade Minister of New Zealand on the Common Market problem; International wheat situation and surplus; Commonwealth and Common Market; European aluminum industry and US intake; Canadian reservations about terms for British entry into the Common Market;

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-414 15/05/1962 - 23/10/1962
Britain and International Monetary Policy
British banks and the Common Market; Situation of the Pound and improvement of world liquidity; Integration of the EC Member States’ capital markets; British insurance market versus the Common Market; Differences between Britain and US over the world liquidity problem; Britain and US strategy on position of gold in the international financial system.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-415 06/06/1962 - 17/07/1962
Consequences of Britain’s Entry into the Common Market
Cotton trade and effects of Britain’s entry into the EEC; Pakistan trade and Britain joining the EEC; Safeguarding Asian Commonwealth exports to Britain; Trading relations between India and an enlarged European Community; India’s concern on duty free entry of items into the enlarged European Community; Cloth agreement between Hong Kong and UK.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Consequences of Britain’s Entry into the Common Market (Third Attempt)
EEC’s beef production and overseas producers; Consequences of Britain’s entry into the Common Market on access of American farm products to European markets; Negotiation of British entry into the Common Market and France’s reaction; Confederation of British Industry’s (CBI) consensus on Britain’s entry into the Common Market; British farmers’ pressing on annual price review procedure; Third attempt to determine Britain’s place in Europe; France’s attitude towards future political unity of Europe; European Commission’s membership; Enlargement of the Common Market;
Meeting among United States, Japan and EEC on trade of textiles and sensitive industrial products.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Negotiations on Britain's Entry into the Common Market (Third Attempt)
Debate on Britain's entry into the Common Market; Edward Heath's internal policy; Discussions among the Common Market's Council of Ministers and EFTA countries on trade agreements; Appointment of Anthony Barber as Chancellor.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Britain's Transitional Period for Common Market Membership and Internal Policy Issues (Third Attempt)
Start of negotiations on Britain's entry into the Common Market; Britain's role in technological investments and creation of strong Western European companies; Geoffrey Rippon's position on agricultural and farming problems; Australians' concern on British entry into the Common Market; Political significance of an enlarged Community on the world's scene; Ireland's position on the Common Agricultural Policy; British proposal on industrial tariffs; Irish negotiations for Common Market membership; Common Market Ministers of Agriculture's discussions on new farms structure; European Commission's answer to British estimates of the UK financial burden borne by the UK in an enlarged Community; British economic policy and presentation of mini-budget; France's reaction to Britain's transitional period for adoption of CAP and industrial policy.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Financial Crisis
Debate on revaluation of the Deutsch mark; Balance of payment problem in Germany and investments proposed in the US; Crisis measures in France and raising of the French bank rate; Charles de Gaulle's opinion on devaluation of the franc; Tension in currency markets; France-Germany negotiations on exchange markets and reserve losses; International assistance to surmount the current monetary crisis in France; Change in Germany of export-import taxes.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Financial Crisis
Discussion between UK and Germany on Germany's proposal for tax changes; Debate among finance ministers and central bankers on the international financial crisis and on the future of the German mark and the French franc; Pressure on the reserve currencies: the dollar and the sterling; Devaluation of the franc; Changes of parity affecting Britain; France-Germany negotiations on exchange markets and reserve losses; Dropping of the Bank of France's foreign currency reserves; Bonn meetings on the financial crisis; Tax and credit measures in Britain; Failure of the European Economic Community to cooperate in the monetary field; Agreement of the 10 Finance Ministers to restore confidence and hurt speculators; Refusal of France to devalue the franc.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Financial Crisis

Text of Charles de Gaulle's broadcast on economic crisis, recovery budget cuts and saving of the franc; Effects on Britain's trade balance; American opinion on protection of the sterling; German bankers' solution against speculation; Debate on German revaluation of mark; European monetary authority acting as guide to governments; European Communities' Commission granting economic aid to France; Nixon Shock and economic measures against the Bretton Woods system of international financial exchange; Debate on cuts in expenditure on the Concorde and nuclear testing; Ways of averting monetary crises; Reaction of businessmen to the British Government's import deposit scheme; Prime Minister Maurice Couve de Murville's position on monetary crisis.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Financial Crisis

German monetary policy in relation to the Bundesbank; Charles de Gaulle's policy on franc versus Prime Minister Michel Debré's position; Britain's tables describing indices of industrial production, gross national product, trade comparisons; Commonwealth and United Kingdom trade by area; UK balance of payments, gross reserves of gold and convertible currency; Flow of financial resources to less developed countries and multilateral agencies; Raising price of gold; Currency speculation and value of the mark; Erosion of the purchasing power of money; World's monetary system and central banking circles; Restoring of the balance to the US payments; Weakness of sterling and world monetary system; OECD analysis of the effect of the decision of the 10 Finance Ministers in Bonn concerning economic and fiscal measures; Negation of further aid for the sterling.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Commonwealth and Britain's Membership of the Common Market

Reaction of the Australian Government to British entry into the EEC and consequences for the political future of the British Commonwealth; Proposal of intra-Commonwealth trade; New Zealand and Common Market; Pakistan's reaction to Britain's proposal for safeguarding the trade of the Indian sub-continents; South African's reaction to its export trade due to British membership of the Common Market; Views on Asian Commonwealth trade; Canadian tariff surcharges and UK industry; Effects on Canada's exports to Britain; Negotiations of tariffs covering trade between Common Market countries and Australia; Malta's request for independence within the Commonwealth; Announcement of a Commonwealth Conference between Canada, New Zealand and Australia.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Hugh Gaitskell versus Paul-Henri Spaak

Position of the socialist parties of the Common Market on Britain, Norway and Denmark joining the EEC; Hugh Gaitskell versus Paul Henri Spaak on Britain's entry into the Common Market and Commonwealth membership; Reaction of the European Branch of the Socialist International to Hugh Gaitskell's and Harold Wilson's strategy towards Common Market development.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**Export Cartels and the Common Market**

Articles of the Rome Treaty concerning restrictive trade practices; Intervention of the European Community Court on coal sales agencies, determination of prices for all Ruhr coal and coke and on publishing of transport costs; Registration of trade agreements; Pamphlet ‘Cartel Policy and the Common Market’ about restrictive practices and monopoly questions; Exclusive contracts and export cartels and the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**Trade Union Congress (TUC) versus the Common Market**

Britain’s welfare service versus EEC countries; Trade Union Congress (TUC)’s position on EEC on freedom of national action dealing with national problems; National Union of Railway men’s opposition to Britain’s entry into the Common Market; TUC Congress on wages system; Edward Heath’s commitment to maintain high and stable level of employment; Discussions of TUC and the UK Government on Britain’s entry into the EEC; Fringe benefits and income policy; Common Market’s industrial expansion plans facing the question of shortage of labour; TUC’s concern on stagnation of economy and on unfair competition for steel in case of Britain joining the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**Legal Implications of Britain joining the Common Market**

Common Market European law; Britain’s ‘Bar’ reaction to Britain joining the Common Market; Law of contract’s changes due to Britain joining the Common Market; Discussions on obligations under Community law; Legal complexities of extending EEC; Articles of the German federal law on rules of public international law versus federal (national) law; Sovereignty of Parliament and membership rules of a community.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**The Conservative Party Conference on British Entry to Common Market**

Edward Taylor’s declaration on Government’s view concerning Britain’s negotiations with EEC; Common Market referendum; Extracts of speeches at the Conservative Conference (Brighton, 13-16 October 1971) by Mr. Erik Blumenfeld and Enoch Powell; Anti-market debate; Text of motion and amendments on Britain’s entry into the Common Market; Implications for the world economy of British entry into the Common Market; Economic arguments and duties on imports from the Commonwealth; Address of Mr. Noel Armstrong against entry into the Common Market; Prospects for British industry into the EEC; Britain and the common agricultural policy; Pamphlets on pros and contras British entry into the Common Market; Open reports to Geoffrey Rippon on implications of Britain joining the EEC; Commonwealth Caribbean banana industry; Resolution on Conservative Party’s support for British entry into the Common Market; Text of speeches at the second session of the Conservative Conference.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**Implications of Britain Joining the Common Market**

Common Market British debate; Payments effect of the EEC agricultural policy; Labour member of Parliament’s dislike of Britain joining the Common Market; Sugar exports damaged by Britain’s entry into the Common Market; British adoption of added value...
tax; Common Market's farm finance; German war debt payment to the United States; Discussion between Germany and Britain on peaceful nuclear development; Balance of payments cost due to British entry into the Common Market; Deal between Germany and France affecting Britain's Common Market hopes; General elections in France and election race between Pierre Mendès-France and Jean Vanier; American foreign policy and Britain's EEC membership; Relationship between Britain and Germany; Attitudes of the Common Market countries' governments on British entry into the Common Market; Reduction of British troops in Germany (British Army of the Rhine - BAOR).

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-430 01/06/1962 - 06/03/1963
Defence Strategy and Nuclear Policy
Negotiations of Britain's entry into the Common Market; Britain's acceptance of a European defence policy; Contract between the Euratom Commission and the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) concerning fast-neutron reactors; Production of enriched uranium by France; Defence expenditure in Britain; Aviation projects in Britain; UK's nuclear policy; Atlantic partnership between United States and European countries including Britain as member of the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-431 17/05/1962 - 03/09/1962
British Farmers and the Common Market
Danish agricultural exports and Common Market; British market of dairy produce if Britain joins the EEC; Need for annual reviews of farm prices and income; Changes in the common agricultural policy as arranged by the National Farmers' Union (NFU); Agricultural proposals by the three UK farmers' unions as alternative to Common Market policy.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-432 01/10/1971 - 16/10/1971
Pre-vote Conferences of the Parties on Britain's Entry into the Common Market
Alternative to Common Market policy and doubts on Britain's membership of the EEC; Roy Jenkins on British withdrawal from the Common Market; Britain's policies to be proposed for Europe; Request to members of Parliament to vote against entry into the Common market; Labour party conference's recommendation to oppose Britain's entry into the Common Market; Conservative party's position on Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

TUC Conference on British Entry into the Common Market
TUC Conference's rejection of British membership of the EEC; Position of the National Executive Committee of the Labour party towards the Labour Committee for Europe report; Transport and General Workers' Union against unemployment.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Debate on British Membership of the EEC
Reasons for Britain not to join the EEC; Britain's political and economic situation; Comments and opinions of various economists on Britain joining the Common Market and on Harold Wilson's position; Pressure on pro-Europe Labour members of Parliament to vote against the Common Market; Exploiting opportunities to join the
EEC; France's proposal for a two-stage security Conference; Teachers leaving Britain to work in the US; Discussions on successful British entry into the EEC; Roy Jenkins' decision to vote for entry of Britain into the EEC;
Also includes: letters and program concerning the Conference of Students for a United Europe, University College London, 23rd October 1971.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-435 09/10/1971 - 21/10/1971**

**Vote on Britain's Membership of the Common Market by Conservative and Labour Parties**

Requirement for protecting interests of national economies and progress towards currency issues; Common Market negotiations and conditions for British entry into the EEC; Christopher Soames British Ambassador's opinion on Britain joining the Common Market; Edward Heath's announcement of free vote for Conservative members of Parliament in the Common Market debate; Vote of the Labour party on endorsing the official Labour party line of opposing Common Market.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-436 22/07/1971 - 30/08/1971**

**British Membership of the EEC**

Preservation of the 12-mile limit around Britain by Scottish fishermen in relation to EEC negotiations; Propaganda campaigns in Britain against British entry into EEC; Shirley Williams position on national politics and Common Market; Criticism by anti-Marketeteers; Division of Labour party's members over EEC; Cost of EEC membership; Opinions of various politicians on Britain and EEC; Debate on contribution of Churches to the Common Market; Electoral problems of European Parliament; French writers and Common Market; EEC as perceived by Dutch artists; European currencies and the sterling.
Also includes: documents on proposed loan from US, French offer to participate in the Schuman Plan negotiations.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-437 01/01/1970 - 29/01/1970**

**Debate on British Membership of the EEC**

Preservation of the 12-mile limit around Britain by Scottish fishermen in relation to EEC negotiations; Propaganda campaigns in Britain against British entry into EEC; Shirley Williams position on national politics and Common Market; Criticism by anti-Marketeteers; Division of Labour party's members over EEC; Cost of EEC membership; Opinions of various politicians on Britain and EEC; Debate on contribution of Churches to the Common Market; Electoral problems of European Parliament; French writers and Common Market; EEC as perceived by Dutch artists; European currencies and the sterling.
Also includes: documents on proposed loan from US, French offer to participate in the Schuman Plan negotiations.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-438 02/02/1970 - 27/02/1970**

**Debate on British Membership of the EEC**

British coal and cokes exports in West Germany; Common Market safeguards campaign launched in London; Government White Paper on the economic cost of British entry into the Common Market and related debate; Agricultural policy in the Common Market and implications of British entry for British farming; Preparation of the negotiations between EEC and Britain; Opposition of some MPs to British entry;
British parties position on British membership of the EEC; Election challenge on Common Market issue.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-439  02/03/1970 - 27/05/1970**

**Debate on British Membership of the EEC**

German Chancellor Willy Brandt's talks with Harold Wilson; George Thomson responsible for negotiations with the Common Market; National Economic Development Council's position on British entry into EEC; House of Lords' opinion on the White Paper: 'Britain and the European Communities: an economic assessment'; Question of flexible exchange rates; Foreign Office's announcement of names of senior members of the British delegation for the negotiations on Britain's Common Market membership application; UK calls for East-West talks on troop cuts.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


**Debate on British Membership of the EEC**

Reconstruction of the steel industry in UK and difficulties in join the Common Market; European space policy; BICEM on West Europe as an engine market; Sterling deficit and obstacles to entry of Britain into the Common Market; Views on European monetary cooperation; Concern on inflation in the Common Market; Protection of the sterling; Scandinavia and the EEC; International currencies problems; Dispute on cost of entry into the EEC; Need to merge small companies in Britain; Clauses of the Wheat agreement to be enforced; Currency fluctuation in Europe and worldwide; Talks on Common Market entry among political parties in Britain; Problem of long-term security for Britain and the Common Market; Conservative party sponsoring new pro-Market Group; British companies' fear of losing major East German orders; Liberals' position towards Britain's membership of the EEC; Impact of the European strikes.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-441  01/10/1969 - 31/12/1969**

**EEC Policy Issues and British membership**

Revaluation of the Deutsche mark and question of payments for British troops in Germany (British Army of the Rhine - BAOR); Negotiations for Britain's entry into the EEC; German concern on suspension of farm imports from EEC countries; Weakness of the franc on European exchange markets; Search by EEC countries of a currency policy; EEC agricultural prices policy; Protest of EEC workers; Plans among EEC countries to invest on technology and computer industry; Attempts within EEC to dispose of agricultural surpluses; Preparation, among EEC countries, of talks with Britain for her entry into the EEC; Report on British developed and vital commodity markets; Need for a European foreign policy; Criticism of EEC farm plan; Common Market steel output; US-German aluminium link in Europe.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-442  05/09/1962 - 24/10/1962**

**British Economy and Trade**

Measures for better storage facilities for coal and project for a Channel tunnel; Treasury control and maintenance of economic stability; Commercial motor industry policy versus trade figures on exports and imports; Britain's balance of payments; Expansion of steel industry; Agricultural arrangements with the EEC; Export activities of the British industry; Cars and the Common Market; Nylon lingerie's sale to Europe; Improvement in shipbuilding prospects.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-443  04/05/1962 - 03/08/1962
British Economy
Marketing methods of Britain joining the Common Market; Britain's foreign trade's improvement; Setting up shop in Europe; Investments in the Common Market; Common Market prospects for nickel; Film trade and the Common Market; Problems of British entry into the EEC in relation to coal and steel; Advantages of EEC membership to car industry; Prospects for Britain's exports to Caribbean good; Changes in pricing system of steel if Britain joins the EEC; Effect of the Treaty of Rome on British businesses; Motor industry's danger due to Britain's membership of the EEC; Textile industry and trade; UK economic indicators; Discussions on Channel bridge or tunnel.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-444  16/05/1962 - 30/08/1962
EEC Member Countries' Economies
Common Market as a solution for Britain to accelerate internal tariff cuts; German motor industry policy to halve the duty charged on cars of Common Market origin; Britain's entry to the European Coal and Steel Community; Common transport policy of the EEC; Economic union as foremost task for EEC; Approval of a Common Market energy policy; Expansion of EEC industrial production; Decrease in the European steel output; Energy policy for Europe; Towards common fuel policy; French farm policy supporting small farmers; Germany's fear of French surpluses; Common Market farm policy and Germany; New Economic Planning Board in Italy; Chart of average annual percentage increases in manufacturing output of the Common Market countries, Britain and US during 1958-1961; Increase of wave of food price in France.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

EEC Member Countries' Economies
Operation of the farm policy regulations introduced by EEC; Steel products' orders within the European Steel and Coal Community; Common market trade balance; Euratom Commission's plans concerning nuclear research; Farm machinery's growth; Competitiveness of Europe's coal prices; Pipeline from Genoa to Southern Germany; Industrial production situation in the EEC; Harmonisation of EEC turnover taxes; European companies' earnings in 1962; Common Market's countries' energy policy; Konrad Adenauer's economic plan; Danger of recession in EEC; Movement of EEC workers; Freedom to take jobs in EEC countries; Move towards a common monetary policy.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-446  14/05/1962 - 26/09/1962
EEC Member Countries' Economies
France-Britain talks on Britain's entry into the Common Market; Negotiations between Britain and EEC on Commonwealth farm products; EEC overall trade deficit; France's position on financial regulations of the agricultural policy; Duty free import quotas for lead and zinc to be granted to West Germany and Holland; State of play on Common Market negotiations
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-447  02/06/1975 - 05/06/1975
Issues on British Participation in the Common Market
Balance of payments recovery in Italy; German limit on intervention purchase of cereals; List of writers for Europe, (extract from The Times): British Churches’ position on British membership of the EEC; British textile industry and EEC; Reduction of jobs in Britain; British people’s perception of membership of the EEC; EEC support to Portugal achieving democracy; Revision of Portugal's agreement with EEC; Referendum in Britain concerning its membership of the EEC; EEC bureaucracy.

Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file
payments; Cost of living impact of membership of the EEC; Discussion on industrial companies’ situation in a deeper economic integration environment; Prospects for farmers in relation to British membership of the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


Harold Wilson's position on Britain joining the Common Market

Harold Wilson's position on entry of Britain into the Common Market in the present state of economy; Resolution and statements of policy of the National Executive Committee of the Labour party on Britain's entry into the Common Market; Labour party's anti-marketeers position; Labour party's views on Europe; Pamphlets against Britain's entry into the Common Market; Britain and the common agricultural policy; Harold Wilson's position on the Labour party's pro-marketeers; Roy Jenkins and Harold Wilson fight on Britain's entry into the EEC; Question of Harold Wilson's position and relationship with the Conservative Party; Harold Wilson's tentative of putting Labour Unity first; Labour party’s vote against Europe.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-453 12/06/1971 - 02/08/1971

Edward Heath's position on Britain joining the Common Market

Edward Heath and the Conservative party on entry of Britain into the Common Market; Reasons by Edward Heath in favour of British entry; Harold Wilson's position on entry of Britain into the Common Market; Enoch Powell's position on British entry.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


World Monetary Crisis and Sterling

Ruling out the devaluation of the sterling; Problems of the sterling exchange and of the sterling area; George Brown's position on the sterling as an international trading currency; Crisis of the dollar; Crisis of imbalances; Monetary role of gold; Unit of account in agriculture; Overseas sterling countries; Survey of the international banking system.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-455 03/09/1962 - 02/10/1962

Commonwealth's Prime Minister's Conference, 1962

Australian delegation in the September 1962 Conference; Prospects of opposition to British entry into the EEC; Australia-Japan trade; Planning by Canada (John George Diefenbaker) of alternatives to Common Market; Britain's case for entry into Europe; Critical arguments of Commonwealth leaders about British EEC membership; Debate on EEC terms; Main aims achieved in Commonwealth premiers's talks; Harold Macmillan's broadcast on the premiers' talks.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-456 22/10/1966 - 15/12/1967

World Monetary Crisis and the Sterling

Economics of British entry into the EEC; Report on future activities of EEC in the field of monetary policy and on establishment of a European monetary union; Defence of the sterling by Britain; Britain-US plan for world money; US opinion of EEC unity on liquidity issue; Gold crisis; Debate on Britain's investment decline; French plan for sterling; Sterling's importance in a new world monetary system; Sterling and origins of
the sterling crisis; Consequences of the devaluation of sterling; Monetary and balance of payments problems in relation to EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


Summit Conference of the EEC
Planning of the Summit Conference in Paris on October 1972; France-Italy consensus on the European Summit Conference; Paul-Henri Spaak's celebration; Debate on British membership of the EEC; British firms' reaction to Common Market; European Commission's recommendation to cut public expenditure; Steps to monetary union; The Queen's opinion on Britain's entry into the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


Debate on British Joining the Common Market
Norwegian vote in the Common Market referendum; Reform of the international monetary reform; Referendum in Denmark on entry into the EEC; Europe's measures against inflation; Prospects for political union; European Communities bill in the British Parliament; European Regional Development Fund; Welsh European Division; Use of referendum on joining EEC; Edward Heath's choice of Eurocrates; Britain and the Treaty of Rome; British commissioners Christopher Soames and George Thomson; Labour party and Conservatives' position on the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-459 01/10/1971 - 26/10/1971

Debate on British Joining the Common Market
Labour party Conference's vote on Britain joining the Common Market; Labour Party's pro-marketeers (Roy Jenkins); Common Market Commission's concern on effects of separate monetary policies; Harold Wilson's interview on contribution to the Community budget; Speech of Enoch Powell at the Conservative Party's Conference, October 1971; Vote in favour of Europe at the Conservative party's Conference; British Government's weak campaign against crime; Edward Heath pressing of Labour party's rebels regarding Common Market partnership; Minutes of a meeting discussing British entry into the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-460 14/03/1966 - 27/06/1966

France and NATO
French intentions in NATO and American withdrawal from Western Europe; Participation of France in the Atlantic Alliance; Federal Government of Germany's position on bilateral negotiations on stationing of French troops; Nuclear task of Britain; NATO's role in Europe; Charle de Gaulle's world strategy.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-461 02/05/1967 - 22/05/1967

Britain's Application to Joint the Common Market
Harold Wilson's announcement of Britain joining the Common Market; Arguments concerning British membership of the EEC; France's opinion on British membership of the EEC; Labour party's vote against Harold Wilson's decision; Members of Parliament's vote on Europe; Labour party's claim against British Government and request for clarification of political commitments.
Uwe Kitzinger and Noël Salter Fonds

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


Labour Party and Europe
Liberalisation of trade with the third world; Trade Union Congress' opposition to Britain's entry into EEC; Trade Union Congress' votes on Common Market negotiations; Norway's position on the Common Market; Conflicting policies in the Labour Party on the Common Market; Benefits and disadvantages of Britain entering into EEC; Britain and Italy talks on EEC; Labour party annual Conference 1972.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


European Summit Conference, 1972
Economic union prerequisites; Preparations for the Summit Conference on EEC's strategy, Paris October 1972; France's expectations from the 1972 Summit Conference; Enlargement of the EEC from 6 members to 9; Speech by Edward Heath at the Summit meeting of the enlarged European Communities, Paris, 19/10/1972; Setting up of a European monetary fund; Britain-Italy problem of getting regional development money; Future European space programme; Reactions of members of the European Parliament to the outcome of the Summit in Paris; Dutch delegation's delay on the final communiqué of the European Summit Conference in Paris; Full text of the communiqué of the European Summit Conference in Paris.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-464 22/01/1972 - 27/03/1972

European Summit Conference, 1972
Britain joining the Common Market; US assurance in nuclear defence exchanges; British Opinion Research Centre's survey on benefits for Britain of joining the EEC; Economic union in Europe; Lord Mackenzie Stuart as British judge in European Court; Advertisement of publications dealing with European law and British law; European Conference on security and cooperation; Belgian crisis bringing difficulties for EEC; EEC entry affecting British wine imports; European Court membership; European defence policy; Spanish membership of the EEC.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-465 06/10/1966 - 12/10/1967

Britain's Entry into the Common Market and International Policy Issues
British-American relationship; South Africa's role in Africa as a whole; Pope Paul VI's message on problems of attacking world poverty; Bibliography on European integration; Memorandum on scientific and technological progress and the European Community; EEC balance sheet; British manufacturers' competitiveness; Britain's world exports; Border industries and Africans entering the labour market; Meeting of the finance ministers and presidents of the national banks of Common Market member countries on liquidity policy; Political price of Britain joining the EEC; Lord Robens' attack on Britain's nuclear power programmes; European production of enriched uranium; Union of European Federalists; French veto on British bid to join EEC; World liquidity problem; British candidature to EEC; EEC Commission pressure for a joint Community policy towards sterling; Start of negotiations with Britain; US policy on trade.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
File: UWK-NS-466  30/03/1967 - 01/05/1967

Britain's Entry into the Common Market
Debate on Britain joining the Common Market; Dangers of joining the Common Market; German relationships with France; Charles de Gaulle's position on Britain entering the EEC; EFTA countries on a final consultation on Britain's application for Common Market membership; Harold Wilson giving account of EEC bids to Canadians; British Government's second application to join the Common Market; Arguments for and against Britain's entry into the EEC.
Language:ENGLISH/GERMAN/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-467  09/05/1967 - 26/06/1967

French Position on British Candidature to the Common Market
Charles de Gaulle's concept of Europe; Harold Wilson's visits to Paris for talks with Charles de Gaulle; British parliamentary debate on British accession to the EEC; House of Commons' vote in favour of EEC; Labour party's rebels voting against the Common Market; EEC Council of Ministers discussing Britain's decision; Charles de Gaulle's refusal of Britain's entry into the EEC and Harold Wilson's reaction; George Brown interview on changes in Anglo-American relations; Choice of delegation in charge of negotiations with EEC for British entry; German Government's position on British entry in relation to the French Government.
Language:ENGLISH/GERMAN/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-468  04/10/1971 - 31/12/1971

Britain's Accession to the EEC
Choice of Labour party's deputies and vote on Common Market; Attitude of the EFTA towards enlargement of EEC; Britain's position on EEC proposals on national fishing rights; Signature of the Treaty of Brussels (accession of Britain); Swedish Government and the Common Market; Geoffrey Rippon's talk on British farmers in EEC; Anglo-French declaration, 12/11/1971; Labour party's crisis of leadership; London as Europe's legal capital; Labour party's EEC 'rebels'; Location of British firms' Common Market offices; Devaluation of the dollar and Europe's farm policy.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file


British Approach to the Common Market
Entry terms by Harold Wilson of British entry into the EEC; Foreign ministers of Europe's talks on British approach to EEC; Charles de Gaulle's position on Britain's entry into the EEC; Edward Heath's speech on British entry into the Common Market at the Westminster Chamber of Commerce, 26/01/1967.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file


British Approach to the Common Market
Opinion poll on degree of support for British membership of the EEC; Press Conference of Charles de Gaulle on the EEC; Harold Wilson's declarations on consultations needed for Britain's entry into the Common Market; Britain's role in Europe; Charles de Gaulle's veto to Britain's entry into the EEC due to Britain's relations with US; Political and defence questions in Europe.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file
**Britain and the United States**

Position of the sterling and question of British entry into the EEC; ECSC and member countries’ fuel policies; Text of US President Johnson’s speech (New York, 07/10/1966) on American interest in Europe; Strengthening of relations between US and Britain.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-472  19/09/1965 - 04/02/1966**

**British Approach to the Common Market**

Computer revolution in US and Britain; Analysis of world politics in relation to building Europe; Article by Jean Monnet on need for equal partnership between United States and ‘United Europe’ (02/1966); Ireland’s desire to join the Common Market; Liberal party’s annual conference on NATO and French policy; British bid to join EEC; Development of a European science policy depending on experience of Britain; Debate on Commonwealth or Common Market; System of variable agricultural levies instituted by the EEC; Harold Wilson leading Britain into the Common Market; Charles de Gaulle’s position on place of Europe in the world; Britain’s campaign to enter the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-473  30/10/1968 - 11/12/1968**

**Trade Arrangements, Britain and the Common Market**

EEC agricultural ministers’ discussions on cutting cost of EEC agriculture policy; French proposals for trade arrangements between the Common Market and other interested European countries; Prospects for Britain establishing links with Common Market countries; Henry Kissinger’s opinion on Europe and German reunification; Pressure of Valery Giscard d’Estaing on Charles de Gaulle for admission of Britain to the Common Market; Creation of the basis for a European technological community of Britain, COMMON Market countries and most of the rest of Western Europe; European Commission’s programme of farm policy and structural reform.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-474  07/05/1969 - 02/07/1969**

**Prospects for Britain’s Entry into the Common Market**

Extracts from House of Commons official report concerning sugar price and supply; European policy on aid; Foreign investment in developing countries; Food prices in Britain and EEC; EEC trade policy and Britain; British application for membership of the EEC; Extracts of speech by Lord Chalfont, the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, at Western European Union Assembly in Paris (17/06/1969) on the enlargement of the EEC; Prospects for Britain’s entry into the Common Market following the election of Georges Pompidou as French President.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-475  04/07/1969 - 06/09/1969**

**Prospects for Britain’s Entry into the Common Market**

Integration of the European economy; European Commission’s proposal concerning Communities’ own resources and replacement of the financial contributions of Member States; Question to convene a Conference with EFTA countries about European unity; Georges Pompidou’s position on European farm policy; Britain’s entry into the EEC’s effect on Britain’s balance of payments; Resolutions and joint declaration of the Action Committee for the United States of Europe (15th session, 15/07-16/07/1969); EEC summit discussing entry of Britain into the Common Market; US trade policy.

Language: ENGLISH
Second and Third Reading of the EEC Bill
Process of negotiating Britain into Europe; European Communities bill; Parliamentary
debate on Britain's entry into the EEC; French referendum on Britain entering into the
Common Market; Georges Pompidou's view of Europe; Dutch criticism of EEC procedures;
British courts and EEC legal decisions; Currency crisis and threat to EEC monetary union;
Vote at the House of Commons in favour of Britain joining the EEC
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Discussions on Britain's Entry into the Common Market
Germany's position on Britain's entry into the EEC; Pressure in US for anti-missile
system; French-German attitude towards Britain's membership of the Common Market;
Italy's position on Britain's new approach to the Common Market; Britain and the
Treaty of Rome; Talks between Harold Wilson and Charles de Gaulle on Britain's entry
into the Common Market; Speech of Harold Wilson to the Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe in Strasbourg, 23/01/1967 on Britain and the Treaty of Rome;
Britain-EFTA nations contacts on British EEC entry; Harold Wilson and George
Brown's rounds of the Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Labour party and British Entry into the EEC
Labour party's position on Britain's entry into the Common Market; Proposals for
making nations' money system working; Labour party's Europe campaign.
Language: ENGLISH

Discussions on Britain's Entry into the Common Market
Discussion on the Treaty of Rome and British membership of the Common Market;
Conservative party's discussions on British membership of the EEC; Geoffrey Rippon's
speeches at the House of Commons on EEC negotiations; EEC members' assurance to
Britain about balance of payments; Georges Pompidou's confidence in French-British
relations; Importance of the sterling's role in British EEC entry; Edward Heath's talk
on NFU and British entry into the Common Market; Norway, Sweden, and Denmark's
attitude towards EEC; Labour party's anti-marketeers and pro-marketeers; House of
Commons' official report on EEC (10/05/1971); Common Market negotiations and
issues of sugar production and trade; Common agricultural policy, British farm
structures and rural land.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Cost of Joining the Common Market
Summary of the White paper: 'Britain and the European Communities: an economic
assessment'; Discussions on common agricultural policy and industrial policy; British
entry into EEC and rise of food prices and cost of living; Deficit and dynamic of Britain
going into Europe; Figures on price of Britain's entry into the EEC.
Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

France's Position on Britain's Entry into the EEC
Comments on the passing of Charles de Gaulle; French views on Britain's entry into the EEC; Britain's macro economic strategy; France's approach to Common Market negotiations; French veto on Britain's entry into EEC; EEC farm policy; Reconciliation between Georges Pompidou and Edward Heath on Britain's entry into the Common Market; US support for the policy of a united Europe.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-482 22/01/1972 - 24/02/1972

British Signature of the Treaty of Accession to EEC
Unity of Europe and national governments; British signature of the treaty of accession to EEC; Ink attack at Edward Heath's face signing Britain's access to the Common Market; Europeanisation of members of British Cabinet; Discussions on united Europe; France's reaction towards economic and monetary union; Welcome of Britain into the Common Market by Italy (Giuseppe Saragat).

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file


Vote on the European Communities' Bill (second reading)
Vote of the European Communities Bill at the House of Commons; Edward Heath's warning of Conservative Party and anti-Marketeers; Debate at the House of Commons between Harold Wilson and Edward Heath on the European Communities Bill.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-484 21/10/1969 - 03/12/1969

France's Position on Britain's Entry into the EEC
Paul-Henri Spaak's view of the Common Market members; Marplan survey on Common Market situation; Hague Summit, 1-2 December 1969; EFTA and British policy; Debate on new financial framework for a common agricultural policy; Georges Pompidou's view of financial arrangements among EEC members; Georges Pompidou's position on opening negotiations with Britain for her entry into the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


Debate on British Entry into the Common Market
Predictions about British entry into the Common Market; France's position on British entry into the EEC; Edward Heath's push for British entry into the EEC; Debate on British entry into the Common Market; Belgium's decision not to introduce VAT; Britain's balance of payments and entry into the EEC; Labour and Conservative parties anti-Common Market challenge; Harold Wilson's attempt to go to general election; French tactics on farm prices; Studies on costs of British entry into the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-486 06/05/1967 - 31/10/1967

Debate on British Entry into the Common Market
Christians' place in the Common Market; Extract of Press Conference by Charles de Gaulle in Paris 16/05/1967 on Britain's entry into the Common Market; Pope Paul VI meeting CEE chief executives; Charles de Gaulle's pressure for France-Germany unity; Discussions on role of the sterling; Edward Wilson warning France and Germany on
their vote against British entry into the EEC; Sweden’s dilemma regarding participation in the Common Market; Maurice Couve de Murville’s obstacles to British entry into the EEC; European Communities’ Council on scientific research problems; Technological cooperation in the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file
of European policy (speech at the Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelm University); Henry Kissinger's on the Common Market countries' view of Atlantic relations; American disapproval of the EEC proposal of an Arab-European foreign ministers' meeting; Britain's negotiation with the European Commission on zero rating for foodstuffs; Debate among British parties on renegotiations of Britain's entry into the EEC; Labour Party on renegotiation of Britain's terms of membership of the EEC; Leonard James Callaghan's view of European Community plan for cooperation with the United States; Question of British contribution to the EEC budget; Differing views of Britain and West Germany on the future of Europe and relations with the United States.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-559 01/04/1974 - 29/04/1974

Renegotiation of Britain's entry into the EEC
Renegotiation of the terms of Britain's membership of the EEC as a political problem; Leonard James Callaghan's call for a radical change in Europe and getting better terms for Britain or getting out of the Common Market; France's virtual ultimatum on Britain's continuing membership of the Common Market; Britain's block of decisions on future relations with the African and developing countries; EEC challenging situation in relation to Britain's renegotiations of the terms of entry into the EEC; Ireland's opposition to British move to open EEC sugar imports; Labour Party's towards Common Market; Question of legality of a Member State's withdrawal from the EEC; European Parliament in favour of access to EEC market for Commonwealth countries' sugar; Harold Wilson's direction of British application to join the EEC; George Pompidou's criticism of Britain's renegotiation of membership of the Common market; Economic debate in Britain of the costs and benefits of the Common Market membership; Effect of EEC membership on British parliamentary institutions; France's internal political situation, 1974; Italy's internal political situation, 1974; Enoch Powell's position towards Britain's membership of the EEC; Plans for the referendum on Britain's membership of the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-560 01/04/1974 - 29/04/1974

Renegotiation of Britain's entry into the EEC
British exports to the European Community; Fear of loss of power by national parliaments due to membership of the Common Market; Leonard James Callaghan's call for renegotiating Britain's membership of the EEC; Debate on the concept of political union within the EEC Council of Ministers; France's opposition to British attempts to renegotiate Common Market's membership; Debate on the decline of the Common Market; Willi Brandt and Helmut Schmidt's attitude towards the EEC; Italy's plan to introduce controls on imports; International debate on Britain staying in Europe; Criticism of the European Parliament; British initiative for commissions examining European Commission regulations affecting Britain; Expectations for a new political leadership in Western Europe; Call for a united front by pro-Europeans; Plan for a referendum on British membership of the EEC; British plan to lighten the load of the EEC budget on the British economy; Confederation of British Industry (CBI) consensus on improvement in Britain's terms of membership of the EEC; Cost analysis of British membership drawn up by Treasury experts; OECD and the problem of trade deficits.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-561 01/06/1974 - 29/06/1974

Debate on British membership of the Common Market
Political relations between Britain and China; Debate on British economy and broader market perspectives; Presentation of a Treasury Paper on balance of payments costs of the British contribution to the EEC budget; British plan to buy beef by Market...
authorities to force up prices; Leonard James Callaghan’s request to lighten the financial burden imposed by EEC membership; Debate in Britain on terms of Britain’s membership of the EEC; Jacques Chirac’s position towards Britain’s request for renegotiation; America’s and Commonwealth countries’ consensus on Britain staying in the EEC; Sir Christopher Soames’ position towards common objectives and respect of the EEC treaties rules; Labour Party’s consensus on participation in the European Parliament; Britain’s requests for changes in Europe’s common farm policy; British Union of Engineering Workers’ position towards the Common Market; Britain’s position towards harmonisation of company law in the EEC; Leonard James Callaghan’s reaction to the Questionnaire on European union; British debate on common agricultural policy; European Commission’s policy on beef imports.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Labour Party’s attitude towards Britain’s Common Market membership; Future of the EEC common agricultural policy; Harold Wilson’s judgement of the Common Market; British Government negotiations for sugar supplies with Caribbean countries; Britain’s call for a reform of the common agricultural policy; Britain’s criticism and condemnation of the Common Market; Enoch Powell’s address on Britain’s general election; Labour Party’s commitment to a fundamental renegotiation of the present terms of Britain’s EEC membership, rejection of maintenance of a fixed exchange parity; Referendum on British membership of the EEC as the main issue of the electoral campaign; Debate on difficulties to equate the welfare of all Europe’s farmers under one system; Roy Jenkins’ admission of the need of renegotiating the terms of British membership; Issue concerning the decision to veto the farm price increase; Italian ministers sitting at the EEC Council of Ministers; Adjustment of Australia and New Zealand’s trade to the enlargement of the EEC; Germany and Britain’s view on the common agricultural policy; Tory EEC group’s proposal for direct elections to the European Parliament; Britain’s request to EEC to implement measures for reduced prices in sugar imports.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/DANISH/DUTCH/ITALIAN/GERMAN
Material: Paper file


Economic issues of Britain’s Common Market Membership
European Commission’s plan to revive the European Regional Fund; Sir Christopher Soames’ opinion on Britain’s economic situation and membership of the EEC; Debate on integration between EEC countries and COMECON; Queen’s speech on renegotiation of Britain’s membership of the EEC; Valéry Giscard d’Estaing’s proposal for a Conference on oil; International relations between France, Britain and Germany; European Commission’s concern for wine surplus; Britain’s contribution to the EEC budget; Comparison of British and European food prices with; White papers on progress of Britain’s renegotiation with EEC; Action required on sugar supply; Issue of decreased demand for beef and price; John Kenneth Galbraith’s thought on fight against inflation; Louis Harris Opinion Poll on attitudes to Britain’s membership of the EEC; New arrangement by Britain concerning imports of sugar; Common Market extending trade preferences to developing countries; Harold Wilson’s warning on acceptance of British public’s verdict on Britain remaining or not in the Common Market; Oil question and position of Scotland in the EEC; Britain’s measures to help increase the market price of beef; Labour Party Conference pressing for early referendum on Britain’s Common Market membership; Debate within the European Commission on farm prices; House of Lords’ warning on energy strategy advocated by the EEC.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-566 02/12/1974 - 31/12/1974

Renegotiation of Britain’s entry into the EEC and British economic and trade policy
Helmut Schmidt’s position on Britain’s membership of the EEC; Talks between Helmut Schmidt and Harold Wilson on harmonisation of national economic policies; Discussions in Britain on regional funds; Britain’s request to EEC for a temporary freeze on Britain’s import tariffs; Report on Common Market negotiations with Britain; Britain’s future contributions to EEC budget and mediation of France and some EEC members; Peter Shore’s attempt to prevent Britain agreeing to a new alignment with EEC common tariff wall; British industry in favour of remaining in the EEC; Britain-France discord on renegotiation terms of Britain’s EEC membership; Principle of Britain’s membership of EEC as main issue for Labour Party; Plan to hold the referendum on renegotiation in June 1975; Division within the Labour Party over British membership of the Common Market.

Language: DUTCH/ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Referendum on the renegotiation of Britain's entry into the EEC

Talks on the establishment of a new relationship between the EEC and 46 developing nations; British Government’s attempts to renegotiate the common agricultural policy; Conservative Party’s campaign to keep Britain in the Common Market; Harold Wilson and Leonard James Callaghan’s efforts to speed up the renegotiation of Britain’s Common Market terms; Talks on EEC regional fund; EEC consensus on plan to recycle oil money through the International Monetary Fund (IMF); Issue of a new beef market regime; Roy Jenkins’ concerns on possibility of Britain withdrawing from the Common Market; EEC policy on sex discrimination; Negotiations over sugar prices; Debate in Britain on the referendum on membership of the EEC; Start of the Common Market referendum campaign; Text of Anthony Wedgwood Benn’s letter on Common Market and the referendum; Debate on national future in the EEC; EEC delay in introducing farm price rises; Peter Shore’s point on deterioration of the British trade balance and attack on the continued membership of the EEC; Announcement of dates of the referendum on Britain’s membership of the EEC; Opening of the British campaign over the EEC; British political parties’ attitude towards the referendum on the renegotiation; EEC’s plan to reduce British share of budget.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/ITALIAN/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Referendum on the renegotiation of Britain’s entry into the EEC

Conservative Party’s position towards the referendum on Britain’s membership of the EEC; British Trade Union Congress (TUC) rejection of the British referendum; Sir Christopher Soames’ view of the concept ‘exclusive national sovereignty’; Germany and France’s position on Britain staying in the Common Market; British debate on the referendum for renegotiation of terms of membership of the EEC; Discussions on the White Paper on the form of the referendum on British renegotiation; EEC Member States’ position towards Britain membership of the EEC; EEC Ministers’ examination of the British Government’s renegotiation package; Breakdown of Britain’s Common Market trade deficit; Increase of EEC agricultural prices; Comments on the 1973 Norwegian referendum on Common Market; Plea for European policy on energy; EEC membership and British trade balance; Welsh national party’s claim for a central count of votes in the referendum.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/ITALIAN/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.B Noël Salter

The material reflecting the various steps in the career of Noël Salter is a must for those researching the history of European Integration from the Congress of Europe 1948, the Council of Europe 1950-, the WEU 1954-, the British Council of Churches: this was an important post - absolutely consistent with the rest of his career - for turning the Church towards European integration, involvement in the Commonwealth Secretariat and finally the European Commission from 1973-75.

Noel Salter (1929-1975) was a close friend of Uwe Kitzinger from their days together as Scholars of New College, Oxford, and then a colleague, first at the Council of Europe in Strasbourg (where Salter preceded him 1950-55) and, some twenty years later, again at the European Commission in Brussels (1973-75). A man of deep Christian convictions, he worked tirelessly until his early death for their common ideal of a united Europe and of its playing a positive economic and political role for the world at large. He served as Clerk Assistant of the Assembly of the Western European Union in Paris (1955-63) and then worked for the British Council of Churches (1963-68) and the Commonwealth Secretariat (1968-73) in London. Outside his civil service duties he and his wife Elizabeth urged fellow-Christians to social and political activism.
**UWK-NS.B-1 Professional Life**

During the period 1946 to 1963, Noël Salter as a European civil servant in various positions, took a particular interest in relations with the Commonwealth Countries and European relations with the Third World. This meant wide contact with the concerns and citizens of many Commonwealth countries with particular emphasis on Africa, and to a lesser extent, Asia.

From 1946 to 1950 Salter was a member of the European Movement, then in 1950 he was appointed to the Secretariat-General of the Council of Europe. He later joined the Western European Union a position he held from 1955 to 1963.

**UWK-NS.B-1.1 Council of Europe**

**File: UWK-NS-249 06/08/19491952 - 10/09/19491954**

*Diary of Salter `The Road Towards the Parliament of Europe`*

Private diary kept by Salter, (Private Secretary to R.W.G. Mackay, M.P.) member of the British Delegation, recording the initiation at Strasbourg of the First Session of the Council of Europe. Diary contains press cuttings, prayers and handwritten entries by Salter detailing events, copy of resolution, 13 August 1949 for the establishment of a Consultative Assembly.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-251 1950 - 1954**

*Appointment to Strasbourg*

Material of confidential nature concerning Noël Salter’s appointment to the Council of Europe in 1950 and administrative documents concerning his employment.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-252 1953 - 1954**

*The Saar Statute*

Material concerning the Saar Statute of 23 Oct 1954, includes: Notes on the role of the European Commissioner in the Saar in areas of defence, foreign affairs, human rights and economic questions.

Agreed and non agreed interpretative texts.

Confidential memo of the Saar government concerning the powers and functions of the European Commissioner and his office.

Council of Europe reports: ‘Future Statute for the Saar’ and ‘Proposals defining the European Statute of the Saar’. Handwritten notes.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-253 1954 - 1954**

*Saar - Official Documents*


Statement by Sir Anthony Eden (British PM) on the British Government’s attitude towards the Saar, 9 March 1955.

Council of Europe information document ‘Final Communiqué of the Baden-Baden conversations’.
French National Assembly documents on accord on the Saar and FRG Bundestag documents on same.
Council of Europe working papers.
Draft recommendation of Committee on General Affairs on the future statute of the Saar - revised following rejection of EDC Treaty.
Confidential draft protocol on agreement between France-Germany on the Saar.
Confidential memo on the nomination of the European Commissioner and the organization of the Commissariat to be placed at his disposal.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-254 06/02/1953 - 10/01/1955

Europeanisation of the Saar

File market secret, for the eventual use of the European Commission, includes handwritten notes and memos, correspondence regarding the Saar negotiations etc. on the lead-up to the agreement signed between France and Germany, includes: memo concerning historical, legal and human rights sections of the Saar report.
Report on discussion of the Saar in the constitutional Committee concerning institutions.
Correspondence marked personal or confidential mainly between Salter (Secrétaire de la Commission des Affaires Générales, Conseil de l’Europe and M van der Goes van Naters (Rapporteur) who worked on the WEU.
Report: ‘Future Position of the Saar presented on behalf of the Committee on General Affairs concerning various aspects of statute and the drafting of the report, with suggestions, amendments and modifications etc in order to achieve a just solution and decision of Chancellor Adenauer to suggest to Georges Bidault (French Minister for Foreign Affairs) that the bilateral negotiations be conducted on the basis of the proposals adopted by the Committee on General Affairs on 6 feb 1954 (defining the European Statute for the Saar).
Preface by the rapporteur.
Note for the rapporteur summarizing the arguments which led the Committee on general affairs after careful consideration to reject some of the proposals made in the French protocol of 8 March 1954.
Confidential note of the deadlock in Franco-German negotiations on the Saar on permanence (guarantees) and the economic problem and letters from Salter to various diplomats in effort to resolve situation, includes letter to Emile Noël, Constitutional Commission of the Ad Hoc Assembly on the economic issue, position of Saarlanders, Anglo-American support for the French position, the magnitude of the German sacrifice.
Personal memo drawn up by Salter on the present situation with regard to the Saar 7 Oct 1954 and positions of directly interested parties.
Salter’s reply to van Naterials giving his personal views on the memo concerning the possibility of settling the Saar problem.
Report on early account of trends of thought in the Saar following the conclusion of the Franco-German agreement signed in Paris on 23 Oct 1954.
Confidential memo on the Saar question after the Baden-Baden discussions following conclusion of agreement on 23 Oct 1954.
Provisional draft concerning the office of the European Commissioner - statutory and other authority, functional criteria, relationship with France and Germany and structure of the office.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Nomination of European Commissioner to Saar
Correspondence including letter to Emile Noël on the nomination and on the agreement in general.
Draft English translation of protocol signed between the governments of France and the Saar.
Text of the Agreement on the statute of the Saar concluded between the Government of the federal republic of Germany and the Government of the French Republic.
Confidential note on the European Commissioner and the organization of the Commissariat to be placed at his disposal (European Commissioner was nominated by the Council of Ministers of the WEU); General biographies of British Commission personnel involved.
Memo on the office of the European Commissioner.
Confidential memo of the Saar government concerning the powers and functions of the European Commissioner and of his office.
Preliminary note on the Franco-German agreement on the Saar of 23 Oct 1954.
Confidential note by Salter on a few reflections about the Saar Commissioner.
Various notes on delay in appointing European Commissioner and collateral effects such as no representative for Saar at foreign Ministers of ECSC meeting to discuss future of the European Community.
History of the Saar in documents.
Confidential report of meeting between M.M. Pinay, de Menton at Van der Goes van Naters on Saar referendum on the European statute.
Documents on run-up to referendum 23 Oct 1955.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Council of Europe - Africa
Press articles and Council of Europe recommendations and reports on Africa, includes:
Article by Dr. G. Kiano ‘On what points can Christianity make a difference to political
and economic development in Africa.
Report by the Group of Experts presented to the Consultative Assembly of the Council
of Europe ‘The Development of Africa’.
Preliminary draft report on ‘The expansion of Technical Assistance by the European
Countries’.
Policy of WEU member states to Africa.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-260  07/1950 - 10/1957
Contribution to the Council of Europe
Material from the Council of Europe, such as recommendations, reports and includes,
introductory statement and appendices on European defense by Mr. Duncan Sandys -
statistics and information.
Recommendation for the adoption of a new statute of the Council of Europe.
Report on the integration of the OEEC and the Council of Europe.
Working document on the future position of the Saar.
Introductory report on European policy in relation to the USSR, South-East Asia and
the question of disarmament
Information document concerning the situation resulting from the setback to the Treaty
of Paris, with a view to possible alternative solutions.
Memo by Salter on the new building for the Council of Europe.
Paper by Salter ‘Great Britain’s stake in Western European Union’.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-261  1949 - 1949
Council of Europe - 1
Documents concerning the initiation of the European Consultative Assembly including
the Statute of the Council of Europe.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-262  1952 - 1954
Council of Europe - 2
Drafts of resolutions on the administrative regulations governing the staff of the
secretariat of the Council of Europe and the reorganization of the Secretariat-General
of the Council of Europe.
Draft recommendation to the Committee of Ministers re appointments to the post of
Secretary General and Clerk to the Assembly.
Memo written by Salter concerning the Protocol for the amendment of the Statute.
Memo to the Secretary General: The Council of Europe after two years’ existence 1949
- 1951.
Note - ‘Is the Coal and Steel Community a supra-national authority?’.
Memo by [Dunstan] on the work of the Assembly.
Reports of meetings of the Committee on General Affairs of the Consultative Assembly
of the Council concerning the reform of the Statute.
Draft resolution of the Committee on General Affairs endorsing the European Defense
Community treaty.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-263 09/12/1971 - 20/07/1972

**EEC Association/Trade Agreements**

Correspondence, briefing notes, reports and memos, records of joint meetings of representatives of ‘associables’ exchanged between the delegation of the Commission of the European Communities and the Commonwealth secretariat concerning the extension of association to 20 Commonwealth countries listed in Annex VI of the Treaty of Accession to EEC and Existing Associates under the Yaoundé Convention, and in particular to maintain the association as a free-trade area with preferential treatment in European markets for African products, includes: working paper on the situation in Mauritius.

Organization of UNCTAD III.

Memo on the DG for Development Aid outlining the enlarged community’s offer of cooperation to twenty Commonwealth States.

Records of discussions held in Santiago, Senegal, the Niger Republic and Mauritius.

Lists of points for discussion and summary records of meetings of High Commission Representatives of the countries listed in Annex VI and existing associates.

(main points of discussion were trade questions, aid questions, legal questions (right of establishment etc), joint institutions, monetary arrangements, economic diversification).

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-264 03/1972 - 03/1972

**Economic Issues in Association Agreement**

Details of some economic issues arising from the options offered by the Enlarged European Economic Community to developing commonwealth countries in Africa, the Indian Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean.

Preliminary paper by Alister McIntyre, March 1972.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file


**Defence Issues in Commonwealth**

File marked confidential, includes: memo entitled the ‘Simonstown Strategy’ concerning the defence aspects of the proposed sale of arms to South Africa.

Memo on Western strategic interests in the Indian Ocean.

Details of Soviet naval deployment.

Secret memo from Salter to the Commonwealth Secretary-General regarding possible meeting of Commonwealth Defence ministers to consider the security of sea routes in the Indian Ocean.

Press release from Commonwealth Heads’ of Government meeting, Singapore January 1971 issuing the Commonwealth declaration (included in file), where defence, international affairs and possible entry of Britain into the EEC were mentioned.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file


**Copies of letters from Noël Salter - 1**

Salter’s correspondence while in the Office of the Commonwealth Secretary-General, includes: paper for the CFA regarding a statement on behalf of the British Government at Luxembourg by Mr Barbar (lead the British delegation in its negotiations for entry into the EEC) on main problems for UK: agricultural policy, contribution to Community
budgetary expenditure, commonwealth sugar exports, New Zealand’s special relationship and other Commonwealth issues.

Record of meeting between the Commonwealth secretary-general and the Chancellor of the Exchequer concerning negotiations into the EEC and South African arms issues.

Minutes of meetings and organization of Executive Committee of Commonwealth Office, commonwealth representatives to discuss EEC, and Commonwealth Finance Ministers meetings and Heads of Government and various other committees.

Confidential memo on France-British colloquium - ‘The organization of European defence in face of the progressive retreat of American forces in Europe’.

Confidential draft report on visit of the Secretary-General to the agency for cultural and technical co-operation of the wholly and partially French speaking countries, Paris July 22-23 1970.

Memo on the Commonwealth in the 1970’s.

Confidential notes on sale of arms to South Africa.

Record of meeting on UK/EEC negotiations - progress.

Address by the Commonwealth Secretary-General to the opening session of the 6th meeting of the commonwealth scientific committee.

Some personal correspondence on Christian fellowship.

Confidential summary reports on briefing given by the leader of the British negotiating Delegation Geoffrey Rippon to the Ambassadors of Commonwealth countries accredited to the European communities and records of conversation on same topic between the Secretary General and Rippon regarding their favouring British participation but concerns about the effects on trade of other Commonwealth countries.

Various letters on actual workings of the Commonwealth itself.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-267  16/02/1971 - 06/08/1971

Copies of letters from Noël Salter - 2

Salter’s correspondence while in the Office of the Commonwealth Secretary-General on general Commonwealth issues such as maritime trade routes, commonwealth fund for technical co-operation and maritime security, includes: record of conversation marked confidential with Mr. Reddy of the UN secretariat, on British decision to sell helicopters to South Africa.

Protocol letters and administrative letters.

Record of meeting with New Zealand government official concerning secretariat commodity publication; summary record of briefing given by Mr. Rippon to Commonwealth representatives accredited to the Communities - 17 March 1971.

Record of meeting of the Secretary-General with US ambassador to Pretoria, H.E. Mr. John Hurd.

Revised draft of press release - Commonwealth exports and changing trade patterns.

Organization of third commonwealth medical conference or senior officers’ meetings.

Letters concerning the ‘Christian in the Common Market’.


Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-268  01/09/1971 - 26/03/1973

Copies of letters from Noël Salter - 3

Salter’s correspondence while in the Office of the Commonwealth Secretary-General on general Commonwealth issues, includes: uutgoing letters concerning Caribbean attitudes, Zambia/EEC report.

WEU visit to inspect NATO assigned units.

Organisation of visits for Commonwealth matters.

Report on Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland on association with South Africa or EEC.

Report on Uganda’s economic difficulties.
Record of meeting with the Fiji delegation and meeting with PM of the Bahamas.
Note for the record on meeting of the Commonwealth Secretary-General with the British Home Secretary, Robert Carr regarding immigration.
Meetings with various representatives from Nigeria.
Memo on revolution in French-African relations.
Notes on Protocol 22 of the treaty on the enlargement of the EEC which arise for consideration by Governments of the developing countries of the Commonwealth were offered 3 options under the protocol.
Memos on summit conference in relation to association with the enlarged EEC.
Invitation to a joint meeting of Yaoundé associated states.
Report on reverse preferences in the South Pacific.
Records of meeting between Commonwealth Secretary General and the British PM on reverse preferences and Nigeria and immigration.
Minutes of the 4th plenary meeting of Commonwealth Finance ministers - Agenda item 5 - Aid question.
Secretary-General's speech on flow of intra-Commonwealth aid.
Draft memo concerning relationships with the enlarged EEC.
Report on meeting of officials concerning the proposal from the PM of Fiji which included a joint meeting of the Commonwealth 'associable' countries signatories to the Yaoundé conventions. The Fiji proposal was discussed and the Secretary-General to explore its feasibility.
Daft memo on Zambia/EEC report.
Report issues by the Governments of Commonwealth 'Associable' States 'Association/Trade Agreements with the Enlarged EEC'.
Draft confidential note to the Commonwealth heads of governments on political aspects of relations with the enlarged European Community (Political aspects of protocol 22).
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-269  19/09/1967 - 06/06/1968
Commonwealth Relations Office - Britain and the EEC
Material on the main principles governing the Yaoundé type Convention of Association with EEC prepared by the head of the EEC department of the Commonwealth Office, includes: communication by the EEC Commission to the Council on relations between the Community and East-African countries with regard to tariff preference.
Draft of the EEC and Convention of Association with appendices.
Memo by the government of the Federation of Nigeria to the EEC, Nigeria and the EEC, EEC aid and technical assistance to African associates.
Confidential communication by the EEC commission.
Problems with renewing the Yaoundé Convention.
Report by Uwe Kitzinger on his visit to Brussels with Salter for discussing the renewal of the Yaoundé Convention.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Supplementary Memo on the New Yaoundé Convention Prepared for the Commonwealth Secretary-General
Memo (and draft) entitled 'The EEC Association System' prepared by Mr Uwe Kitzinger (Fellow of Nuffield College, Oxford).
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-271  1972 - 1972
Commonwealth Secretariat - Association/Trade Agreements with the Enlarged EEC
List of meetings held and documents circulated.
Protocol 22 - Letters and Memoranda of Commonwealth Secretariat

Correspondence, memos, minutes of meetings of senior officials, information circulars on association/trade agreements with the enlarged EEC includes: letter produced by Commonwealth Secretariat on the New Yaoundé Convention.

Checklist of issues and preliminary paper relating to the options offered to associable Commonwealth Countries.

Minute of meeting between Secretary-General and the Nigerian delegation on problems and opportunities arising out of EEC enlargement - arrangements between EEC and Commonwealth developing countries of Africa, the Caribbean, the Indian Ocean and the Pacific, and for a preliminary exchange of views at an official level early 1972 with preliminary paper on same.

Secretariat paper on Association with Enlarged EEC.

Letter from the Department of Trade and Industry to Salter detailing figures about the reverse preferences enjoyed by the UK in the Commonwealth Caribbean.

Brief notes on discussions with EEC officials on UNCTAD III matters.

Draft paper on reverse preferences.

Draft introductory note for seminar on association of commonwealth developing countries with the enlarged EEC.

Text of statement by the Commonwealth Secretary-General introducing item 2 ‘Global context of possible arrangements for co-operation with EEC at officials’ meeting’.

Note concerning joint meeting between Commonwealth countries listed in annex VI of Treaty of Accession to EEC and existing Associates under Yaoundé Convention.

Brief on association with the EEC: economic aspects of the trade relationship.

Study on implications of EEC enlargement for Asian Commonwealth countries.

Briefing note on the level of aid following EEC enlargement.

The Three Pacific Associables

Reports commissioned by the Commonwealth Secretariat on Tonga, Fiji and Western Samoa, includes: note by R. H. Wade (Deputy Secretary-General) to Salter and Srinivasachar stating his dissatisfaction on report written by Prof. Kitzinger on his visit to Tonga (report attached with recommendations marked confidential).

Notes on framework for eventual negotiations.

Copy of Kitzinger report on Fiji and the EEC - report submitted to the Government of Fiji at the request of the Commonwealth Secretary-General marked confidential and draft of recommendation.

Project Calcutta

File concerning efforts by Dutch and German Churches and Noël Salter that on the occasion of the enlargement of the Commonwealth a special gesture be made to India with additional aid for the Calcutta region by means of Calcutta’s development project includes: correspondence between Indira Ghandi (PM of India) and Prof. Jan Tinbergen of the World Council of Churches concerning possible assistance.

Letter from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development on its work with the City of Bombay to Tinbergen.

Letters exchanged between Salter and the Ford Foundation regarding the latter's study on urbanization in India.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS. B-1.3 Western European Union**

**File: UWK-NS-274  1955 - 1963**

**WEU Mementos**
File with various memorabilia from Salter's time as Clerk Assistant of the Assembly of the WEU, includes: Ledger of work related expenses.  
2 black and white photos of NATO leaders.  
Copy of Charter and Rules of Procedure of the Assembly of the WEU, Strasbourg.  
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-275  1952 - 1952**

**Federal Institutions**
Material concerning examination of existing federal institutions and plans for the future, includes: WEU memo  
Memo entitled 'Atlantic Union: Lessons of Strasbourg 1949-1952'.  
Note for WEU Secretary-General concerning Emile Noël's proposals on a draft 'European Pact', with preliminary observations of Noël's memo concerning the drafting of a Federal Constitution for the Six States.  
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-276  02/06/1960 - 02/06/1960**

**WEU Dossier de Séance**
File concerning the draft recommendation on the accession of the UK to the European Atomic Energy Community.  
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-277  1958 - 1963**

**WEU (General)**
Briefs and information documents: Examination of the invitation to join Euratom - Difficulties for the UK (marked confidential) [produced by WEU].  
Examination of the invitation to join Euratom - Part Two: difficulties in the Six.  
To what use is a united Europe to be put? - Speech pronounced by a member of the Dutch delegation to the assembly of WEU, London May 1961.  
The Political Role of the Assembly of WEU 1955-1963  
Great Britain's stake in WEU (marked confidential).  
Memorandum on the future pattern of European organization.  
Future organization of western defence: Parliamentary organs and parliamentary supervision.  
Hague Conference on European Assemblies - Comparative study on the powers of existing assemblies.  
Aide-mémoire concerning the Western Defence Assembly by Noel Salter .  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-278** 14/07/19581958 - 23/11/19621962

**Contribution to WEU**

File including articles, internal reports of WEU, details of assembly meetings and letters concerning Salter's involvement with the WEU, includes: Draft of protocol No. VI on the development of cooperation between the member states.

Copies of WEU bulletin.

Note on recommendation 76, adopted by the WEU Assembly on 6 June 1962, on the progress of the negotiations for the accession of the UK to the EEC, with special reference to Commonwealth temperate foodstuffs.

Report entitled 'Future organization of western defense: parliamentary organs and parliamentary supervision.'

Aide-mémoire concerning the Western Defence Assembly.


Study prepared by the Council of Europe secretariat on the Commonwealth and Europe.

Aide-mémoire concerning the proposals for a six-power political secretariat.

Memo prepared by Salter on the Structure of the WEU Assembly.

Report on the Policy of member States of Western European Union.

Confidential report on the examination of the invitation to join Euratom - difficulties for the UK.

Report on the rationalization of European institutions other than those of the Six.

Article by [Salter] entitled 'Misunderstandings' regarding efforts to build a United Europe.

Working paper submitted by Salter at Conference on European Assemblies, the Hague April 1959 - 'Minimum Requirements'.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-279** 11/07/19551955 - 18/12/19621962

**Correspondence I**

Letters exchanged between Salter (WEU) and academics, journalists, politicians and EEC officials, friends and colleagues etc concerning various items of interest on Europe, entry of UK into EEC supranationality, writing of articles, invitations to conferences and events organized by NATO and Council of Europe, includes:

Correspondence with Kitzinger commenting on a chapter of Uwe Kitzinger's book 'Britain at the Crossroads'.


Letter to Emile Noël, Secrétaire executive de la CCEE on negotiations for British entry to EEC.

Draft recommendation and draft resolution that Britain become a full member of the EEC.

Various letters on picture of united Europe given by General de Gaulle at his press conference on 'What kind of Europe?'

Letters to C.J. Audland, part of the UK delegation to the Brussels conference.

Correspondence with Peter Kirk M.P., Chairman of the General Affairs Committee concerning work of the WEU.

Private reflections by Salter to T.A.K. Elliott, the Western Dept., the Foreign Office concerning meetings of WEU Council.

Letter to Max Kohnstamm concerning the amendment necessary to article 148 of the Rome Treaty to take into account new weighted voting with addition of new members.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-280** 1952 - 1960

**Miscellaneous**

Mainly concerns Noël Salter's request for special leave from the WEU to sit the All Soul's fellowship Examination (Oxford).
Letters concerning Salter’s possible appointment to the Saar Commission.
Draft minutes of bureau of WEU, September 1957.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-342 02/11/1955 - 19/05/1961
Correspondence II
Mainly correspondence between Salter in a private context and the Council of Europe and other European officials and diplomats concerning the WEU Assembly work. Some private correspondence regarding drafting of papers and reports includes: letter to the office of the Clerk of the WEU Assembly and criticism regarding its ‘inactivity’.
Letters concerning appointments for jobs at Council of Europe.
Handwritten notes by Salter on the reasons for existence of Three European Assemblies.
Letter from Salter to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe resigning as clerk of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe as he feels he can do more effective work for Europe as Clerk Assistant at the WEU.
Letters concerning defence, the progress of the Common Market, his ‘Grand Design’ for an EEC including Britain.
Study prepared by the Council of Europe Secretariat on the Commonwealth and Europe on the fundamental differences between the approach of the Economic Committee of the Council of Europe and the Political Committee of the WEU Assembly.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-382 06/02/1959 - 26/04/1961
Correspondence III
Mainly correspondence (some marked personal and confidential) between Salter in a private context and Council of Europe and other European officials and diplomats concerning the WEU Assembly work, invitations to conferences, requests for information for speeches and research papers. Letters exchanged with other like-minded Europeans such as François Duchêne, Paul-Henri Spaak and Uwe Kitzinger regarding lectures, articles and seminars. Includes: invitation by the Conference of European Assemblies to attend Steering Committee meetings.
Letters from Dunstan Curtis, Council of Europe on Spaak’s resignation.
Letter to Dr. Karl Carstens, regarding a report before the WEU Assembly, examining the arrangements necessary for the accession of the UK to the EEC.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.B-1.4 Congress of Europe

File: UWK-NS-281 07/05/1948 - 10/05/1948
Hague Congress
File concerning the Congress of Europe held at The Hague May 1948 with material for the British delegations includes agenda, programme, draft proposals, reports of sittings, resolutions, cultural and political reports.
Memo prepared by the Economic Sub-Committee of the United European Movement ‘Aspects Economiques de l’Unité Européenne’.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-282 23/06/1972 - 03/05/1973
Congress of Europe - The Future of European Society (11 - 13 May 1973)
Documents produced for Congress, includes: Official invitation for Noel Salter on the occasion of the Congress of Europe to government reception.
Declaration produced by the European Movement (British Council).
Copy of Sir Winston Churchill's opening words at the Hague Congress of Europe 7 May 1948.
Administrative notes on venue, objectives, procedures etc
Supplementary list of delegates.
Brief biographical notes on the panel members of the Commission.
Programme.
Address by Vic Feather, TUC General Secretary
Opening speech by Walter Hallstein, President of the European Movement.
Speech by Duncan Sandys, founder President of the European Movement.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-548  26/04/1948 - 10/10/1953
The United Europe Movement and the Congress of Europe
Documents, press cuttings and photos relating to the Congress of Europe, the work of the British Delegation at the Council of Europe (7th - 10th May 1948) with some press cuttings dealing with the rejection of the European Defence Community in the French Assemblée Nationale and France's veto on Britain's attempt to join the EEC, includes:
List of participants from Great Britain at the joint international Committee of Movements for European Unity.
Minutes of proceedings of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe.
Text of the speech made by Mr. Churchill at the opening of the Congress of Europe.
Draft of motion presented by the Political commission on a European passport.
Circular on the Congress of Europe containing the proposals for the British delegation.
Material from the Oxford University United Europe Movement
Various drafts of resolution prepared for the Council (political section) and resolutions prepared for Cultural and Economic and Social Sections.
Cultural report, economic and social report, political report from the Congress of Europe.
The Statute of the Council of Europe.
Speech by M. André Philip, published by the European Movement - Comité d'action pour la Communauté supranationale Européenne: Second Hague Congress
Proposals defining the European Statute of the Saar
N. 7 Photos in black and white depicting moments of the Congress of Europe including a picture of Winston Churchill delivering his speech during the opening ceremony.
Cartoon on construction of Europe (handle with great care).
Press cuttings from international press on failure of EDC and French opposition to Britain's attempt to join EEC.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.B-2 EEC
From 1946 Noël Salter exhibited unfloundering support for European unity. He was the founding President of the Oxford University United Europe Movement. He was Secretary for European questions to R.W.G. MacKay, MP, Chairman of the all-party group for European unity in the House of Commons. In 1947 he was British delegate to the First Congress of the European Union of Federalists at Montreux and in 1948 British delegate to the First Congress of Europe at the Hague where he voted in favour of the creation of the Council of Europe. During the period 1950 - 1951 he was Clerk to the Committee on Legal and Administrative Questions of the Consultative Assembly (European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms) and from 1952 - 1955
he was an adviser on the drafting of the European Statute of the Saar. He later joined the WEU in 1955. In 1964 Salter gave up his diplomatic career to work for the British Council of Churches. From 1968 to 1973 he was at the Commonwealth Secretariat in London. He then joined the European Commission in Brussels at the Directorate General for Development and Cooperation.

**UWK-NS.B-2.1 Britain and the Common Market**

**File: UWK-NS-283 06/12/1951 - 25/03/1952**

**Britain the European Army**

Material for a study to be carried out by Salter, includes:

Speech given by Frank Figgures, Secretary-General of the EFTA - Britain in Europe - The European Free Trade Association: A review of the prospects for bridge-building with the EEC.

Paper produced by Federal Union - British membership of the EEC - An analysis of the Rome Treaty proposing solutions to the problems arising from Britain's relations with the overseas Commonwealth.

Bibliographical list on historical, political and cultural aspects of Europe.

Letter from Emile Noël regarding Salter's request for the Treaty Commentaries realized by M. von der Groeben.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-284 1960 - 1963**

**Britain's Attempt to Join EEC**


First monthly note on the principal developments concerning Western European Union 1963.

Document from the European Community information service 'The European Community at a glance'.

Copy of a European Community bulletin: The Common Market enters stage 2.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file


**Britain and Europe**

Material for a study to be carried out by Salter, includes:

Speech given by Frank Figgures, Secretary-General of the EFTA - Britain in Europe - The European Free Trade Association: A review of the prospects for bridge-building with the EEC.

Paper produced by Federal Union - British membership of the EEC - An analysis of the Rome Treaty proposing solutions to the problems arising from Britain’s relations with the overseas Commonwealth.

Bibliographical list on historical, political and cultural aspects of Europe.

Letter from Emile Noël regarding Salter’s request for the Treaty Commentaries realized by M. von der Groeben.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

Trade
Article in European-Atlantic Review - 'Comparison of Trade Rules in the EFTA and the EEC'.
Council of Europe study: The position of certain European Studies other than the six in the event of the UK joining the EEC.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Pro and Anti Common Market Campaigns
Propaganda in the form of pamphlets, booklets and leaflets from both pro and anti common market sides.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-288 01/01/1960 - 01/09/1960
Britain and Common Market - 1
Letters, articles, press clippings and memos regarding the analysis of issues concerning Britain's membership of Common Market, includes letter to Mr. Duncan Sandys, concerning the Six's attitude to Britain and [Salter's] impressions from talks with key officials in Paris and Brussels.
Brief for discussion - 'After the Summit [London]: Invitation to become a full member of EURATOM' (Various drafts and revisions).
Correspondence between Salter and MEP's on pre-Summit preparations.
Aide-mémoire on basic contention on [possibility of joining the Six].
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-289 01/02/1960 - 27/05/1961
Britain and Common Market - 2
Aide mémoire on progress of negotiations.
Article by [Salter] entitled 'Misunderstandings' concerning problems in efforts to build a United Europe in which Great Britain could play her part.
Article by A. Peyrefitte, U.N.R. Deputy in the Assemblée Nationale - 'Building Europe - Federation or Confederation'.
Letters to editors of British newspapers concerning French's attitude to Britain's full membership of the Common Market.
Report presented by M. Alain Peyrefitte concerning for the Commission des relations extérieures, de la défense nationale et de la construction de l'Europe entitle "L'Europe et la paix ".
Letters exchanged between the editor of " The Times " and Peyrefitte on the misinterpretation of his article.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-290 30/05/1961 - 21/11/1962
The Brussels Attempt
File concerning Salter's attempt to join negotiating team for Britain's 1st attempt to joint EEC, includes: confidential memo reflecting on the role of the Commission with particular reference to Articles 111 and 115 of the Rome Treaty.
Letters from MP's regarding the Common Market.
Correspondence concerning request by Salter seeking a place in the team for negotiating with the Common Market including negative response from Sir Patrick Reilly of the Foreign Office but possibility of including him in secretariat of the negotiations.
Note on the contribution of the WEU to the opening of negotiations for the entry of the UK into the EEC as full member.
Draft copy of Salter's CV.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

British Agriculture and the Common Market
File on delicate issue of agriculture in the negotiations with EEC, includes press cuttings, printed articles, pamphlets
Memo on how the UK membership of the EEC be reconciled with the import of temperate foodstuffs from the Commonwealth.
Notes from Conference on agricultural policy, Oxford 1961 - increase in the cost of food in the UK if her imports were subject to EEC tariff levels.
Address given by Dr. Sicco L. Mansholt, Senior Vice-President of the EEC 'Agriculture in the Common Market'
Booklet entitled 'Proposals for a Common Agricultural Policy in EEC'.
Note on Commonwealth food in parts of the Common Market: Occasional paper published by P.E.P - Agriculture, the Commonwealth and EEC.
Information memo on 'An agricultural policy for Europe'.
Memo on how UK membership of the EEC could be reconciled with the import of temperate foodstuffs from the Commonwealth?
Booklet entitled: British agriculture and the Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-292 01/01/1964-02/11/1966
Memo entitled 'Some lessons from the First Negotiations'
Unpublished paper written by Noël Salter in the Royal Institute of International Affairs 'Western European Union - The role of the Assembly 1954 - 1963 after de Gaulle's veto on Britain' entry to EEC in 1964 and standpoint of the WEU assembly since 1954 when French National Assembly vetoed EDC
Drafts of paper by Salter on 'Some lessons from 1st negotiations with comments.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-293 21/01/1967 - 10/08/1970
Effect of British Entry to EEC on the Commonwealth
Newspaper clippings, letters and notes on new Commonwealth and future European position of the Commonwealth's founder member, includes: paper cutting from 'The Times' - 'Commonwealth as Britain's dowry for Europe'.
Text for Secretary-General of Commonwealth Secretariat on Britain's application to join EEC.
Note prepared by Salter setting down thoughts on effect on Commonwealth of Britain's entry to EEC.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Britain's Defense
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Foreign Office - 1967
Material concerning British negotiations to EEC - Text of Lord Chalfont's speech to the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe on 26 Sept 1967.
Text of Prime Minister's Mansion House speech 13 Nov 1967.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-296 19/01/1968 - 02/02/1970
Foreign Office - 1968
Documents concerning UK/EEC negotiations, includes: extracts from the Benelux Memorandum regarding the extension of the European Communities.
Press release on UK/EEC and technology.
Aide mémoire on Benelux proposals.
Extract from House of Commons debate on EEC.
Press release on UK/EEC: Benelux proposals, Italian Memorandum and Franco-German Declaration.
Speech by Prime Minister Harold Wilson on Britain’s role in relation to Europe.
Language:ENGLISH/ITALIAN/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

British Debate on entry into the Common Market 1971
Includes: press cuttings concerning visit of French Foreign Minister, Maurice Schuman to Britain and Yes vote.
Letter to British Prime Minister from Salter expressing his gratitude on his work in achieving a victory in securing British entry to EEC.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

NAFTA
Documents concerning the project for a North Atlantic Free Trade Area as alternative to EEC including extracts from House of Commons debates.
Notes by Salter on NAFTA.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-336 1963 - 1963
Post de Gaulle - Negotiations after 1963
Handwritten notes by Salter.
Copies of ‘Europe’ on negotiations.
Copy of speech by General de Gaulle, au Palais de l’Elysée at a press conference on 14 January 1963 and his answers to journalists explaining why he vetoed Britain’s application to join Common Market.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-344 1965 - 1972
Miscellaneous
Paper cuttings, booklets, factsheets, reports includes: press communiqué issued in February 1969 following reports of a conversation between the President of the Republic and the British Ambassador to Paris.
Occasional paper ‘Our future in Europe - The long term case for going in’.
Essay by Salter ‘Is Defence the Entry Ticket’.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-358 05/1950 - 06/1950
Schuman Plan
Anglo-French discussion regarding French proposals for the Western European Coal, Iron and Steel industries, includes copy of the Schuman Plan published by UK Parliament and annotated by Noël Salter with handwritten comments/observations.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Press Releases and Statements
Extracts from questions and answers in the House of Lords following the statement on negotiations with the EEC.
Verbatim account of what Heath said on ‘Panorama’ about the Common Market.
Extract from speech by Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary in House of Commons on Political Cooperation.
EEC negotiations - Lords Statement.
News service reports on ‘How stand the common markets?’.
Verbatim extract from interview given by the Secretary of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office with D.P.A. on a European Defence Policy.
Communique on Mr Health - M. Pompidou meeting.
Geoffrey Rippons’ House of Commons speeches on a meeting with the EC, negotiations and the EEC and UN.
Extract of Prime Minister’s statements and questions and answers on sterling supplementaries.
Parliamentary debate on EEC: Capital movements.
Full text of broadcast by Rt. Hon. Harold Wilson, M.P. leader of the opposition on the basic issues of the Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

EEC Association Agreements

EEC Association Project
Annotated preliminary drafts concerning the EEC Association system, includes: Details of points of potential interest to Commonwealth countries with tables concerning imports from developing countries by region.
Draft note for submission to the Commonwealth Secretariat: ‘The EEC Association Sytem’.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
File: UWK-NS-320 22/04/1968 - 07/05/1968
Noël Salter's notes on EEC Association
Handwritten notes by Noël Salter on various perspectives of EEC and Africa also includes, letter concerning East Africa and the EEC negotiations for the Association Agreement. Note from Noël Salter to Uwe Kitzinger on Association agreement with East Africa: Various press cuttings and copies of 'Europe' on the progress of negotiations and on trade with ACP countries.
Note on the research project relating to the Association of the Overseas Countries and Territories with the European Common Market.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

EEC and Africa
Includes: first memo prepared by Uwe Kitzinger on the EEC Association System.
Letter from Salter to Kitzinger requesting 2nd memo consisting of detailed comparisons of the first and second Yaoundé Conventions.
Note on some of the provisions of the second Yaoundé Convention.
Draft of paper on the Yaoundé conventions with reference to law and principles, the trading system and financial and technical assistance.
Memo on Trade Promotion - relevant provisions of the 2nd Yaoundé convention.
Details of Salter's and Kitzinger's mission to Brussels on Trade Promotion, 27th - 28th May.
Confidential report on visit to the Directorate-General for aid and development of the European Communities, 17-18th July 1969 by Salter.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-322 1965 - 1972
Overseas Aid
Includes: extract from paper on the Community and World Market; Memo on implications of EEC entry on India, Pakistan and Ceylon.
Briefing paper from Overseas Development Institute, 'The Resources of the International Development Association'.
Paper by ODI on the Planning of the British Aid Programme.
FCC's paper 'UK membership of the EEC and implications for Malaysia.
Copy of 'développement et civilisations ', Dec 1965.
Press release from Commission on Act concerning the conditions of accession and the adjustments of the treaties.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-323 01/1972 - 09/1972
India and the EEC: Conservative Commonwealth and Overseas Council (CCOC)
Material from the Conservative Commonwealth and Overseas Council, includes: Paper on the impact of UK entry into the EEC upon the outside world especially the Commonwealth - The Indian Ocean (South and South East Asia).
Notes from the Working Group on the Indian Ocean of the CCOC.
Background notes for Conference, including: 'Modern Indian Studies in the Countries of the enlarged EEC' by John White, 'India, Britain and the Enlarged EEC - Some Political Aspects' by Peter Lyon, 'The Political Framework of EEC relations with India' by Dieter Braun.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-324** 08/11/1971 - 10/01/1972

**The Gambia and the EEC**

File concerning Salter's visit to the Gambia on behalf of the Commonwealth Fund, includes: letter from Arnold Smith, Secretary-General of the Commonwealth Secretariat to Hon. S.M. Didda, Minister of Finance concerning possible EEC association and decision to send Salter to produce a report on behalf of the Gambian government. Handwritten notes by Salter concerning assistance to the Gambia. Information sheet of Gambian agricultural products; Itinerary of Salter (Expert from the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation to advise the Gambia on EEC Matters). Letters by Salter thanking officials for the hospitality he received. Letter from Dibba to Smith on Salter's visit to advise him on the subject of possible association with the EEC after the UK had joined.

Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-325** 06/1972 - 08/1972

**Jamaica**

FCC information paper on Jamaica's relationship with the enlarged EEC. Press cutting on Jamaican manufacturing sector.

Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-326** 17/02/1970 - 01/1973

**The Caribbean**

Includes: report from the West India Committee. Memo by Noel Salter on behalf of Commonwealth Secretariat on cane-sugar by-products. Copies of West Indies Chronicle. Commission document 'The developing countries and the enlargement of the EEC'.

Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-327** 27/10/1972 - 27/10/1972

**Cyprus**

Press cutting The Times 'Cyprus - A Special Report'.

Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-328** 28/01/1972 - 01/03/1973

**Accra Conference**

Material concerning the preparation and organization of the Commonwealth Ministerial Meeting on Relations with the EEC in Accra Ghana for February 1973 with reports on meetings of Ministers and Officials of Commonwealth 'Associables' includes; memos by Commonwealth Secretariat officials on further studies on issues related to Association/Trade Agreements with the Enlarged EEC, Reverse Preferences. Correspondence Invitations and replies draft agendas, briefs, declaration. Drafts for wording of Protocol 22 of the Treaty of Accession - relationship with an enlarged European Community. Draft of introductory statement by the Secretary-General. Aide Mémoire on Initiatives and Developments leading to Commonwealth Consultations and on the Role of the Commonwealth Secretariat. Statement by Mr N'zo Ekangaki, Secretary-General of Organisation of African Unity at Accra. Confidential memo on sequence of initiatives and decisions of relations with enlarged EEC.

CEE - EAMA
Language:FRENCH
Material: Paper file


EEC `Associables`
Text of President Senghor’s (President of OCAM) message to Commonwealth Secretary General, his letter to Ambassador Poisson, Secretary General of the EAMA and circular letter to the heads of state of the other 18 Yaoundé associates concerning his wish to maintain in any association of the 19 Yaoundé countries with the EEC, reverse preferences, which was a fundamental element of the Association.
Letter from Arnold Smith, Secretary General of the Office of the Commonwealth Secretary General to the High Commissioner denying he had reached an agreement with President Senghor.
Letter from Noël Salter, Special Assistant to the Commonwealth Secretary-General to the High Commissioner inviting him to a joint meeting with the Yaoundé Associated States to consider the replies of Commonwealth Governments to the invitation from the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Yaoundé Associated States.
Language:FRENCH/ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Salter/EEC Association Project - 1
Miscellaneous material including extracts from articles on association and attitudes held by African and Caribbean Commonwealth countries.
Memos from the Office of the High Commissioner for Australia concerning Britain and the EEC.
Notes for address to be delivered by Mr. Arnold Smith, Commonwealth Secy-General to the Commonwealth Chamber of Commerce.
Extract from the Centennial address given by Smith `The Commonwealth and the EEC` at the University of Toronto
Details of Salter’s and Kitzinger’s mission to Brussels May 1968.
 Copies of `USA Documents` concerning UNCTAD Two
European Commission document on generalized preferences.
Memo prepared by Kitzinger for Arnold Smith on the New Yaoundé Convention.
Commission Memo to the Council on the Co-ordination of economic policies and monetary co-op within the Community.
Language:FRENCH/ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-332 02/07/1968 - 03/07/1968
Salter/EEC Association Project - 2
Penultimate drafts of memo prepared for the Commonwealth Secretary-General by Uwe Kitzinger, fellow of Nuffield College, Oxford `The EEC Association System` with statistical table.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Yaoundé Convention, UNCTAD
Various drafts of paper 'The EEC Association System - Some points of potential interest to Commonwealth Countries.'

Import and export tables for the various Yaoundé countries

Draft for paper 'Yaoundé, UNCTAD - The Six and the Anglo-Saxons'.

Commission memo to the Council of the Communities on the use made of aid by the Associated Countries.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS.B-2.3 An Enlarged Europe**

**File: UWK-NS-334 1962 - 1967**

**France and Europe**

Material concerning Britain's case for entry into the Common Market and the position taken by Charles de Gaulle, includes verbatim extract on Europe in the Foreign secretary's speech in the House of Commons foreign affairs debate, 2 Nov 1967.

Press cuttings on de Gaulle's foreign policy.

Paper by Richard Mayne 'France and Europe'.

Private paper by Prof. Dr. C. L. Patijn 'A Foreigner's Difficulty with the Foreign policy of France'.

Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-335 1968 - 1972**

**Development Policy in Enlarged Europe**

Correspondence and papers concerning economic situation in Commonwealth countries, includes: article entitled 'The African Experience of Common Markets'.

Article entitled 'Europe and the 18'.

Note on EEC-East Africa Agreement.

Case study group paper - 'Yaoundé convention and the external relations of the EEC - The impact of entry into the EEC on Britain's relations for less-developed countries.'

OECD Council working papers on tariff preferences for developing countries.

Documents on generalized preferences, the trading system, the problems of reverse preferences.

Details of EDF contributions and commitments.

Correspondence between the office of the High Commissioner for Canada on the use of force in Rhodesia.

Material: Paper file

**UWK-NS.B-2.4 Europe**

**File: UWK-NS-337 16/05/1962 - 22/03/1965**

**Political Union (1)**

European Community briefs and reports and paper cuttings mainly concerning the post Franco-German Treaty of 22 January 1963, includes: Rapport sur les problems de l'Union politique ainsi que sur la proposition de resolution presentee par MM. Pleven, Dehousse, Vanrullen, Poher et Vedroux et relative a l'unité politique de l'Europe et a sa place dans l'Alliance atlantique.

European Community booklet: Political Unity in Europe.

A selection of documents published by the European Parliament 'Towards Political Union'.

Speech by M. Spaak to Council of Europe, Consultative Assembly on a Political Union for Europe.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-338** 07/12/1961 - 25/05/1962

**Political Union (2)**
Press cuttings, news sheets, letters and briefs on a political union for Europe, includes:
- memo to Salter from G. Higen, Assembly of the WEU regarding French proposals for a union of States.
- WEU Information documents: La politique des etats members de l'Union de L'Europe Occidentale. The policy of member states of WEU: Political unification of Europe.
- Progress of negotiations for the accession of the UK to the EEC.
- Draft scheme presented to the European Parliament by MM. Duvieusart et Dehousse concerning a political union of the Six and its organization.
- Draft recommendation proposed by the UK Council of the European Movement on a political treaty.
- Statement made by the Lord Privy Seal to the Council of WEU.
- Schema de project relative à l'Union Politique des Six et à son organization by M. Duvieusart.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-339** 30/04/1960 - 10/03/1961

**Direct Elections**
European Parliament Reports and briefs concerning the election of the Assembly of European Parliament by direct universal suffrage and press cuttings includes:
- minutes of EP sessions 1960 where direct elections were debated, with amendments.
- WEU Assembly memo - Policy of member states of WEU.
- Letter from Salter to M. van den EEDE, European Parliament Assembly concerning the possibility of a conference on the development of the European parliamentary institutions in the last 10 years.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-340** 07/1961 - 01/1963

**Common Monetary Policy**
Memos and press cuttings, also includes:
- WEU information document summarizing the work made public concerning the elaboration of a common monetary policy in the framework of the EEC.
- News sheet ‘Europe’, ‘The consolidation of the Western monetary system’.
- Note produced by the Actions Committee for the United States of Europe - Note on the European Reserve Union.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-341** 1962 - 1962

**Articles on Europe**
Includes:
- Note on future organization of Western Defences: Parliamentary organs and Parliamentary supervision.
- Memo on the future pattern of European organizations.
- Handwritten article written by Salter entitled European Unity: A reply to the statement of the National Executive of the British Labour Party marked confidential.
Uwe Kitzinger and Noël Salter Fonds


Thoughts on Europe
File containing mainly personal letters and writings dealing with the world economy, the European Communities, apartheid in South Africa and Christianity issues in relation to the European Community and international organizations, includes: paper by Salter on the ‘Political Role of the Assembly of Western European Union 1955-1963’.
Letter to F.H. Jackson (UK delegation to the European Communities) on the need for a supra-national European in the defence and related foreign affairs fields.
Speech to the SCM conference, Manchester ‘What form of political integration makes sense’.
Correspondence with colleagues on ‘Christians and the common market’.
Various letters on the sale of arms to South Africa.
Paper given by Salter in his capacity as Special assistant to the Commonwealth Secretary-General, ‘External Relations of the Enlarged European Community: The enlarged EEC and developing countries - The heritage of the Commonwealth’.
Memo by a German professor on the Community’s external relations.
Memo from the Committee on International Affairs and Migration on ‘Portugal after the Coup.
Language:ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-380  1948 - 1948  

‘The Union of Europe’
Draft paper on ‘Plan for a European Assembly to be convened forthwith to consider proposals for the Union of Europe’
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH  
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.B-3 Personal Interests and Activities

Noël Salter’s was from an early age involved in social causes even from his time at University where he was involved in the Oxford Universtiy United Europe Movement. He was a fervent believer in the development of a ‘united states of Europe’ as a means of eliminating the threat of war in Europe. Furthermore he committed himself to Europe’s service in helping the developing world. He was a devoted Christian who in the 1950’s worked at the World Council of Churches (WCC) in Geneva. In 1963 he took on the task of bring more professionalism to the British church’s involvement in world affairs when he became Executive Secreatry of the Joint International Department of the British Council of Churches. In this position he was responsible for external relations with emphasis in Southern Africa, economic relations with the Third World, Southern Asia, positions of Commonwealth countries, nuclear questions, relations with the Eastern bloc countries and human rights issues.

UWK-NS.B-3.1 Political Interests


Montreux Conference
Material concerning the Conference organized by the World Movement for World
Federal Government 'Stop War', includes: Montreux declaration.
Copy of plan for world government
drafts of declaration on 'Man's rights'.
Translation of speech by M. Habicht, President of the Temporary Council at the
opening meeting.
Minutes of the Congress of the World Movement.
Language: ENGLISH/ FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-345 1965 - 1965
Article entitled 'The European Party and European Defence'
Source material for Noël Salter's article on the 'The European Party and European
Defence', March 1965 also includes: paper clippings on the effectiveness of NATO;
Statement on UK defence estimates presented to Parliament.
Report submitted at Assembly of WEU on the State of European Security with
explanatory memorandum.
Salter's reflections on European Federalists and European defence - Proposal for
setting up a European Conventional.
Defence Community at the same time as an Atlantic Strategic Nuclear Community.
Paper by [Salter] on 'The Defence Issue'.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Atlantic Union
Material on the North Atlantic Treaty, includes: Proposals tabled by Mr. Arthur Conte
on draft additional protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty
Reports and recommendations adopted by the 8th Annual NATO Parliamentarian's
Conference.
Speech by Mr. Jean Monnet at the Commencement of Ceremonies at Dartmouth
College (New Hampshire) United States.
Council of Europe, Consultative Assembly report on trade relations between the
Atlantic Area and other parts of the world with statistics.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-347 1963 - 1963
Decentralisation: Political, Administrative and Economic
Papers from the International Political Science Association on the Indian experience of
decentralisation and approaches to understanding decentralisation in general.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Relations with Latin America and Asia
Commission working document 'Aspects regionaux des relations avec l'Amerique
Latine'.
Plan of preliminary study on a Community Asian Policy by C. Eckenstein.
Etude sur la politique asiatique de la CEE by Nicolas Jéquier.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Luxembourg Congress
File concerning the World Convention of a World Movement for World Federal Government, with agenda, list of delegates, speeches, handwritten notes by Salter (British delegate), draft Luxembourg Declaration submitted by the Political Committee and follow up documents to the Congress such as recommendations and reports: Report of Sub-Commission on People’s World Constituent Assembly, Report of the Committee on World Constitutional Questions.
Report on the Sub-Committee of Policy Commission dealing with the UN’s Approach.
Report of Committee dealing with regional federalism.
Press releases.
Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-350**  1970 - 1972
**Third World: Studies, Articles**
'The Gambia and the EEC' by Noël Salter - study prepared under the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation.
Interdependence in the development of Europe and the Third World: effects and structural changes in the EEC.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-351**  19/09/1963 - 24/09/1963
**Federalism, National and International**
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-352**  1969 - 1972
**UNCTAD III**
Press releases, newspaper clippings and briefs on UNCTAD III April 1972 held in Santiago, Chile, includes: article 'The Developing Countries GATT and UNCTAD' by Sidney Wells.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-353**  1968 - 1972
**UNCTAD III - Papers and Articles**
Includes address to the UNCTAD by Robert McNamara, President of the World Bank Group.
Commonwealth Secretariat memo 'Shipping - Problems of Commonwealth Developing Countries'.
Summary records of informal Commonwealth consultations during UNCTAD III.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-354**  1949 - 1953
**Australian Capital Territory**
File concerning government and administration in Canberra and the rest of the A.C.T.
Brezhnev Doctrine
Extracts from articles, notes and communiqué concerning Soviet Union’s assertion to right to intervene by force in any other Communist States which it considers to be departing from Communism.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Election to fellowship - All Souls College
Correspondence concerning Salter’s request to sit the All Souls Fellowship Examination need for special leave to study, personal letters, study notes, copy of degree.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-356 1951 - 1955
Academic
Press cuttings, literary review cuttings on matters of general historical interest.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-357
Curriculum Vitae
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-359 05/09/1945 - 20/01/1954
Private Correspondence I
Letters concerning articles written by Noël Salter, replies to letters sent by Salter from newspapers, politicians, the foreign office etc with comments on conferences, reviews for press, and private letters on federalism.
Includes negative replies from major newspapers to Salter's request to cover the World Federal Congress for them.
Letters by NHS to publishing companies asking them to publish ‘Europe Unites’ an article written by him.
Exchange of letters with Clark M. Clifford (white House Washington) concerning European unity.
Letter from Hugh Dalton, House of Commons concerning the agreement of all the Governments concerning the Statute of the Council of Europe and the selection of representatives.
Letter to M. van der Goes van Naters on the European Statute of the Saar.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-360 23/01/1951 - 04/10/1957
Private Correspondence II
Correspondence private or personnel in nature between Salter and friends and acquaintances concerning his work activities including his work on the Saar report and
those of a more personal nature regarding his visits as part of the Secretariat at the Council of Europe and requests for work, household business etc, references for persons who worked with him in WEU.
Includes letter to President Robert Schuman of the (ECSC) sending him a copy of the report of the Committee on General Affairs on the future position of the SAAR.
Letters from various federalist organizations.
Reimbursement requests.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-361  17/08/1959 - 06/07/1967
Private Correspondence III
Correspondence private or personnel in nature between Salter and acquaintances concerning his humanitarian and religious interests his personal activities, as well as general administrative letters, such as subscriptions to publications, proof-reading of books for colleagues and routine letters and letters to friends on personal interests such as Salter’s engagement, setting appointments, household business.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-362  06/1949 - 10/1949
Oxford Juvenilia
Book reviews, articles, draft speeches concerning federalism, the WEU, letters to newspapers, reports by NHS to the Council of Europe, includes: speech by NHS, of Oxford University, in the role of British observer at Strasbourg, on the tasks before the Council; Article on Federation for ‘Time and Tide’ (Independent, Non-Party Weekly Review).
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Civil Service Commission
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.B-3.3 Christianity

File: UWK-NS-364  1957 - 1959
Christian Interests
Personal material of a religious nature including letters during his time in the national assembly of Western European Union and notes concerning the Christian vocation in international diplomacy and the names of those working in international organizations who would get involved in retreat at Villemetrie in France, April 1959 on the same theme.
Handwritten notes on Taizé.
Statement by Salter on Commissioning of the international secretary of the British Council of Churches.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-365  1959 - 1963
The Christian Vocation in International Civil Service and Diplomacy
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-366** 1961 - 1961

**Congregational Union of England and Wales**

Concerns Salter’s activities as lay preacher.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-367** 08/01/1974 - 28/03/1974

**World Council of Churches**

Material concerning visit of Claude Cheysson, European Commissioner for Development and Cooperation member of the European Commission to Geneva to the World Council of Churches and the return visit by Dr. Ph. Potter, Secretary General to Brussels (Salter Principal adviser to DG VIII head of UNCTAD Division).

Details of visits, reports, organization, notes of items to be discussed, correspondence.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---


**Christians and the Common Market**

Letters, leaflets and other British Council of Churches’ material on Europe includes:

- Report from General Synod ‘Britain in Europe: the social responsibility of the Church’.
- Draft paper by Commission for International Justice and Peace Episcopal conference on the Parliament’s decision on EEC.
- Booklet on the Church of Scotland and the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-369** 29/01/1952 - 08/10/1962

**Committee on Christian Responsibility for European Co-operation**

Correspondence, material for meetings such as lists of participants etc and occasional papers on European issues, includes: Report entitled ‘The Christian and the ‘abandonment’ of national sovereignty in a united Europe’.

Reports and bulletins of the Ecumenical Commission on European Cooperation called European issues.

Memo on Berlin-Germany-Europe and related Issues by Director of the Commission of the Churches on International Affairs.

Supplement to ‘European Issues’: The Search for the New Europe’ by J.H. Huizinga.


Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-370** 1963 - 1963

**Prayer for a United Europe**

Written by Noël Salter

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-371** 1963 - 1963

**Taizé**

Transcript of BBC programme ‘A week in Taize’

Copy of Aujourd’hui - journal of Taizé, March 1963

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file
Christian Service and International Civil Service
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Iona Community
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Church Groups
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Lay Ministry
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Miscellaneous
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Press Cuttings
Press clippings on Christian themes.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Drafts for Religious Addresses
Press clippings on Christian themes.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Commission of the Churches on International Affairs and World Council of Churches
Correspondence, course details, lists of publications etc.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Sermons and Public Speeches on Religious Themes
Drafts of speeches by Noël Salter and others.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Christian Vocation in International Civil Service and Diplomacy Conference
Draft notes for speech by Noël Salter (Secretary of the International Department of the British Council of Churches).
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Vatican II
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

'The Natural Moral Law as a Background for Catholic Social Doctrine and English Jurisprudence' by John Francis Maxwell
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

World Council of Churches - Consultation on the Commission of the churches on international affairs (CCIA) comments from Russian Orthodox, German Lutheran, Dutch reformed, Czech Brethren.
Summary of replies to enquiry regarding the future work of the CCIA
Material concerning visit of Claude Cheysson, European Commissioner for Development and Cooperation member of the European Commission to Geneva to the World Council of Churches and the return visit by Dr. Ph. Potier, Secretary General to Brussels (Salter Principal adviser to DG VIII head of UNCTAD Division).
Details of visits, reports, organization, notes of items to be discussed, correspondence.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

UWK-NS.B-4 Press Cuttings
Included in Noël Salter's material is a series of press cuttings detailing the main issues in Europe under debate at the time.

Role of the Council of Europe
Construction of Europe; Economic unity of Europe; Britain's role in Europe; European Economic Conference of Westminster, 19-25 April 1949; Economic survey of Europe, 1948; Statute of the Council of Europe, 1949; Approval of the Constitution for West Germany; Discussions on unification of Germany; British delegates to the Council of Europe; Ernest Bevin's role in British Labour Movement and in British foreign policy; Strategic role of France in the Brussels and North Atlantic Treaties; The Marshall Plan; France and the Council of Europe; French influence in Europe; Germany's place in the new Europe; World order and war.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Negotiations on a Council of Europe
Peacemaking and unity of Europe; State of the world and relations between Russia, America and Europe; Consolidation of Western Europe; Danger of war with Russia; Resignation of Robert Shuman from President of the French Republic; Design of the
Western Union defence; Prospect for a united Europe; British plan for European Council; Winston Churchill and unity in Europe; Harmonisation of France (Robert Shuman) and Britain (Ernest Bevin) policies regarding an Executive European Council; Foreign ministers’ negotiations on the development of European unity; Agreement of foreign ministers on setting up a Council of Europe.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-493 29/01/1949 - 06/05/1949
Preparation for the Council of Europe
Agreement on Western Union; Preparation for the Council of Europe; Russia’s concern on an united Western Europe; Statement on principle of European policy; Meeting of the International Council, Brussels February 1049; Recommendations on European Court of Human Rights adopted at the meeting of the International Council, Brussels, February 1949; Proposals for a European Council’s constitution; Preparation of Federal Republic of Germany’s constitution; Congress of the International Council of the European Movement, Brussels, 25th February 1949; Signature of the Atlantic Treaty; Preparation of the constitution for a Council of Europe; Visit of Winston Churchill to US.
Language: ENGLISH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-494 05/06/1947 - 01/07/1973
Germany’s Place in Europe
Germany and Nazism; Germany’s social and political situation; Proposal for a Federal German democracy; Germany’s place in Europe and relations with France; Agreement (Petersberg agreement) between the Allied High Commission and the West German federal Chancellor; German nationalism; Criticism of French policy in the Saar; Debate on Franco-German union; German status in Europe; Western proposals for unity of Germany; American opposition to rearmament of Western Germany; Germany’s acceptance of the Council of Europe; Germany’s first move to join the European Council; German industrial role in Europe; Ending of state of war with Western Germany; Defence of Western Germany; Bundestag against rearmament; Conrad Adenauer’s attitude towards Britain and the Commonwealth; Franco-German relations.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-495 09/06/1949 - 17/09/1949
First Session of the European Assembly, Strasbourg
1st session of the European Assembly, Strasbourg, 06/1949; European reconstruction and role of Germany; Discussions on Federal Europe or United States of Europe; Role of the Council of Europe; The European Movement and Britain; Restoration of the balance between Western Europe and the United States.
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-496 01/08/1949 - 31/08/1949
Western European Consultative Assembly
Participants of the Council of Europe; France and the Marshall plan; Session of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe; Admission of Turkey, Greece and Iceland to the Western European Consultative Assembly; Winston Churchill’s position on Europe; Europe’s trade deficit with the United States; Establishment of permanent commissions in the Consultative Assembly; Admission of Germany in the Council of Europe; Western European Consultative Assembly’s decision on human rights; Creation of a federated Europe and national sovereignty.
Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Western European Relations
Conservative party’s Conference discussions on the Council of Europe; French Government crisis and resignation of Prime Minister Henri Queuille; Annecy tariff negotiations, 1949; Revival of inflationary pressure in Britain; Lord Montgomery and Western Union defence; Position of the Labour party in the Consultative Assembly in Strasbourg; Herbert Morrison’s report on the first meeting of the Council of Europe; Agreement in the Council of the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation on carrying out negotiations for the liberalization of trade; Britain between the Empire and Europe; Debate on imperial policy in Britain; Profile of Jules Moch; Man-power crisis in the services; North European defence; Interview of Konrad Adenauer Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany on relations with France; Road network in France; Future of Western Union; Devaluation of the sterling.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Schuman Coal and Steel Plan
Robert Shuman declaration on settlement of France-Germany war and on laying the foundation of a European Federation; Industrial plan for Europe and international control of coal and steel; Franco-German cooperation on coal and steel; Dean Acheson’s recommendation to Britain and West European powers on accepting Germany as partner against Russia; Dean Acheson’s acceptance of the Shuman plan; Coordination of the French and German coal and steel industries; British Government’s proposal on participation in discussions on the Shuman coal and steel plan; French proposals on implementation of the Shuman plan: authority above national sovereignties; Assurance of Robert Shuman to workers on full employment and increased production; Jean Monnet’s profile and activity; Robert Shuman’s speech at Paris Conference, June 1950; Possible single currency in Europe.
Language:ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Recovery of Europe and the Marshall Plan
Recovery of Europe and the Marshall plan; American foreign economic policy; The sterling and free foreign exchange markets; Signature of bilateral treaty between United States and Germany for partnership in the European recovery programme; Reduction of the European dollar gap; Prospects for British exports; Achievements and limitations of European recovery; US expenditure on foreign aid; US aims after end of the Marshall aid; US criticism from press and politicians of British Labour party’s standing out of Shuman plan; Criticism of Italy’s attitude towards the Marshall plan; American and British industry situation.
Language:ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Debate on the Schuman Plan
The Shuman plan and problems of national sovereignty; Council of Europe’s vote on the Shuman plan; Britain and the Shuman plan; Negotiations of the steel and coal pooling under the Shuman plan; Declaration on the Shuman plan as a step to peace; Entry into force of the Shuman plan and Saar plan; Interviews with Robert Shuman and Konrad Adenauer on views of the European Coal and Steel Community; Shuman plan Assembly as ‘first sovereign Parliament in Europe established on a supra-national basis’ (Konrad Adenauer); Italian support for British view of United Europe; Proposal for a European High Court; ‘Eden Plan’ to reform the Council of Europe, 1952; European Assembly’s launch of the new deal (Strasbourg plan) to end dollar gap.
Plan for World Government
Movement for world federal government; Debate on regionalism as an intermediate stage towards an united world; Lord Boyd-Orr’s insignia of the Nobel peace prize; Hindrances to the free flow of literature; Situation of the world, national independence and Communist pressure; Russian move in United Nations Council; Atomic warfare and Hydrogen bomb; Attempt to end the cold war; Proposals for world security; Plan for strengthening the United Nations against aggression; Torquay Conference attempting to reduce tariff barriers.

Commonwealth Policy and the Colombo Plan
Views on amending Canada's constitution; Pleading the cause of native population of Black Africa by Rev. Michael Scott; Commonwealth policy by the British Government; The Indian constitution; Colombo Conference of Commonwealth foreign ministers; Influence of Commonwealth in Asia; Australian mutual aid plan for Asia; British economic aid for Asia; Commonwealth effort for world peace; Proposals for the composition of the Federal Government of Central Africa; American attitude to the Colombo plan for Cooperative Economic and Social Development in Asia and the Pacific; Socialism in India.

Atlantic Union
Currency union between the British Empire and the United States; Council established by the North Atlantic Treaty; Commonwealth Parliamentary Council and relations with America; Agreement asked by the US Secretary for Defence; Louis Arthur Johnson on programme of Western defence; North Atlantic powers drawing up of defence strategy; Towards military aid agreement; Distribution of American military aid; Strengthening of the Atlantic alliance; US promise of aid for Indo-China; Permanent body planned for Atlantic defence; Security of Greece, Turkey and Persia.

Creation of a European Political Community
Project of a constitution for Europe; Ad-hoc Assembly for the European Political Community project; Political union of Europe; History of Europe; Dwight Eisenhower's speech to the luncheon of American Society of Newspapers Editors; North Atlantic Treaty and pacific coexistence; Belgium’s opinion on the European Political Community; Agreement of the six members of the European Coal and Steel Community on the creation of a European Political Community; Jurists suggestions for a constitution of Europe; Position of governments on the Ad-hoc Assembly project; European Defence Community and France; Acceptance of an European Assembly elected by universal suffrage.
Ernest Bevin’s foreign policy; Controversy on national balance; The sterling in Europe; Britain and the United Europe; Britain’s share of Marshall aid; Issues on the movement to Western European Union; British Government’s attitude towards the Shuman plan; Labour party’s policy on European unity (Clement Attlee); Criticism of the Labour party’s pamphlet: ‘European Unity’; Ernest Bevin’s position on Labour party’s pamphlet and on criticism of the Shuman plan; British parties’ debate on Shuman plan; Winston Churchill position on the Shuman plan.
Language: ENGLISH / FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-506 17/11/1953 - 01/01/1955
Debate on the European Defence Community
Discussion of the French foreign policy; French parliamentary debate on European integration; Election of André Le Troquer at the French National Assembly; French debate on the European Defence Community; Opposition of the French Foreign Policy Commission to the European Defence Community.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Trade Liberalisation
Fritalux trade agreement; Plans of food policy for Europe; Europe’s balance of payments and Marshall plan; Britain’s economic cooperation with Scandinavia; OEEC and European currencies; Liberalisation of European currencies; Britain’s terms for joining European payments plan; OEEC decisions on free trade, combating inflation and maintenance of economic stability in Europe.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-508 09/07/1951 - 09/07/1951
French Votes on European Treaties
Scrutiny of votes at the French National Assembly on Euratom and Common Market projects.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-509 11/10/1956 - 13/10/1956
Activity of the European Western Union
WEU/UEO and the Suez problem; Cyprus military basis; WEU pressure to Britain concerning its participation in Euratom.
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-510 29/12/1949 - 16/04/1951
Political and Economic Situation of Britain
Devaluation of the sterling; Debate on Britain and European integration; Rising of the gold and dollar reserves of the sterling area; Retail prices in Britain; Relations between France and Britain; Ernest Bevin’s vision of international political relations; Ernest Bevin’s biography.
Language: FRENCH / ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Economic Integration of Europe
Signature of the social security convention between the five foreign ministers of the Brussels pact; Devaluation of the sterling; European trade and the Marshall plan;
Future of the OEEC; German admission to the Council of Europe; Economic integration of Western Europe; Liberalisation of European trade; French proposal for a European monetary fund; Trade charter for Western Europe; Strategy of Paul Hoffman, head of the Economic Cooperation Administration; American proposal for a European Federation project; Relationship between the Council of Europe and OEEC.

Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-512 27/10/1952 - 01/06/1955

High Authority of the ECSC

Common market for coal; Profile of Jean Monnet; Extension of common market to additional sectors beyond coal and steel; European economic integration; Common Market of steel and price increase; Investment plan of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community; Coal prices; Jean Monnet's proposal for British membership of the European Coal and Steel Community.

Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-513 02/08/1950 - 08/09/1950

Council of Europe

Report on the work of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe; Relationship between the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe and the Consultative Assembly; Debate on Europe's defence; Debate in Britain on the Shuman plan; Debate on an European Army; Debate within the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on creation in all governments of a minister on European affairs, modification of voting system in the Committee and transmission of their wish lists to national parliaments; Strengthening the political authority of the Council of Europe; Social security in Europe; Question of coherence between the vote in the Consultative Assembly and in the national parliament; The Council of Europe versus a continental Federation; Dispute between federalists and functionalists at the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe.

Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-514 21/09/1950 - 07/12/1950

Debate of a European Army and on European Unity

Debate concerning national sovereignty and European Federation at the Council of Europe; Meeting in Rome of the Committee of Ministries of the Council of Europe (November 1950); French critics of British policy on European unity; Debate on a plan for a European Army; Dispute between the Consultative Assembly and the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on European unity; Discussions on a European political authority.

Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-515 24/05/1971 - 16/07/1971

Impact on Australia and New Zealand from Britain's Entry into the EEC

Edward Heath's report on discussions with George Pompidou on European policy; Conference of heads of States of the Organisation of African Unity; Negotiations between Britain and the European Community; Duke of Edinburgh's attitude on Britain and the Common Market; Common market's impact on India; Britain and EEC in compromise on New Zealand; Agreement of EEC members on advantages to be granted to New Zealand; Issue of Australian market cuts in relation to Britain's entry into the EEC; Geoffrey Britton's negotiations for Britain's entry in the EEC and House of Commons' debate.

Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file
**File: UWK-NS-516  15/09/1952 - 24/09/1952**

**Britain and European Unity**

British plan to preserve European unity; British relations with European Communities; Anthony Eden's address at the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe on British role; Britain's attitude to the Shuman plan; Question of Britain's link with forms of Federation on the continent; Plan for the establishment of a European investment bank; Robert Shuman opinion on an elected Assembly.

Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-517  05/05/1953 - 12/05/1953**

**Council of Europe and European Political Unity**

Council of Europe's position vis-à-vis Little Europe; Position of the Council of Europe towards the European organizations; Measures to facilitate European migration overseas.

Language: FRENCH/ENGLISH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-518  05/09/1953 - 26/10/1953**

**Council of Europe Consultative Assembly's Activities**

Debate at the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe concerning the Saar territory; Discussions within the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe on the European Convention on Human Rights; Political debate on Europe vis-à-vis URSS; German rearmament within a European Army; Supporting measures to Greece; Appointment of Léon Marchal as Secretary General of the Council of Europe; Towards a European foreign policy.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-519  20/06/1953 - 05/07/1953**

**Council of Europe Consultative Assembly's Activities**

Discussions within the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe on the Common Market and investments; Joint meeting of the Common Assembly of the European Coal and Steel Community and the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe; Discussions on disarmament in Europe.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-520  18/05/1952 - 01/06/1952**

**Germany's Integration into Western Europe**

Economic trend in Europe; Negotiations on ending the status of Germany as an occupied power; Establishment of a single supra-national political authority; European Defence Community Treaty; Anthony Eden's project for collaboration among the European communities; Britain's role in Europe; Election of François de Menthon as President of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe; Paul-Henri Spaak's project for a European constitution; Discussions on the European Federation; Germany's integration into Western Europe; Franco-German unity and construction of an European Union within the emerging Atlantic Community.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH

Material: Paper file

---

**File: UWK-NS-521  02/01/1953 - 20/01/1953**

**Linking Europe's Assemblies**

Project for a European constitution; British share on a European treaty; First year report of European Coal and Steel Community; Proposal for a European political community;
Question of foreign observers at the European Coal and Steel Community; Relations between the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and the European Coal and Steel Community.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-522  09/02/1954 - 09/12/1954
European Defence Community Plan
Election of Guy Mollet as president of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe; Germany's part in the European Defence Community; Germany's inclusion in the defensive system of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization; Defence of Europe and proposal for an integrated Army; Text of draft resolution adopted by the Committee on General Affairs (14/11/1954) on the policy of Europe and Atlantic alliance; Pierre Mendès-France's plan for new European Convention for inspecting and controlling armaments; Debate on the European defence plan.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

US Attitude towards European Community
Movement towards a united Europe; American view on prospects of European Union; American criticism of British trade; American attitude to an Atlantic Union; American congressmen's view on Europe at the Council of Europe's Conference.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-524  20/11/1951 - 16/12/1951
Debate on an European Army
British view of the Shuman plan; Britain and the European Army; Resistance to the creation of the European Union; David Maxwell-Fyfe's opposition to a European Federation; Bid for European unity without Britain; Council of Europe attitude towards the European agricultural integration ('Green Pool'); Winston Churchill's view on new defence moves; Plans for joint Army; Resignation of Paul-Henri Spaak from president of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-525  01/10/1968 - 31/10/1968
Britain and Europe
French Government's policy on the enlargement of Europe; French veto of British entry into the Common Market; French new threat to the European Launcher Development Organisation (ELDO); German mediation concerning British membership of the EEC; Belgian plan for outside EEC links; Imbalance between the Common Market countries and Britain and the United States; Morocco and Tunisia seeking EEC ties; Britain and nuclear energy; European Communities' Commission proposal for a new research programme and draft 1969 budget for Euratom; Edward Heath's plan to cut immigration; Recommendation for a European Institute of Technology; Access of Ministers to the national Broadcasting Network (BBC); British parties for the United States of Europe; Nationalists in Britain getting foreign aid; French proposal for a commercial arrangement between Britain and the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Britain and Europe
Civil service in Britain: Establishment of a Nordic Customs Union; EEC plan for commercial link with Britain; French consensus on EEC trade link with Britain; Britain’s role in Europe; US attitude to Britain pushing talks on cooperation in fields beyond the scope of the Treaty of Rome; Move to create a European space programme; Summit on European integration; Aid to trade between EEC and the rest of Europe; Britain’s contribution to NATO; Enoch Powell’s policy on immigration; Devaluation and industry in Britain; Norway moving for new EFTA fish deal; EFTA pressure on UK over EEC trade link; Britain’s measures for the improvement of the economy; Import deposit scheme in Britain and industries’ opinion; GATT inquiry into the British scheme.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


**Britain and Europe**

Enoch Powell’s ‘revolution and policy on State intervention; US industry’s spending in Europe; NATO and defence of Europe; Norway’s attack on UK grants; Britain’s trade balance benefits from EFTA trade liberalization; Basel plan for sterling and withdrawal of sterling from its reserve role; Removal of structural defects in Britain’s industrial system; Charles de Gaulle’s opinion on Europe divided into Russian and American spheres of influence; Top twenty companies outside US; US’s straight line on Europe; France against Britain’s membership of the EEC; Redressing British balance of payments; Belgian and Dutch attitude on Britain’s entry into the EEC; Britain’s role as mediator between America and Russia; British MPs rejection of the French plan for European Union; Need for redeployment of Britain’s scientists; EEC discussing German tariff plan; German criticism of Charles de Gaulle’s policy.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-528 02/08/1968 - 31/08/1968

**World Economy and Europe**

Survey on world economic trends; OECD and adjustments to national accounts of different countries; North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and British trade; Malta signature of the Treaty of Rome; British forces in South East Asia; US action to limit ‘brain drain’ coming from other countries; Balance of thermonuclear power; Proposal for a North Atlantic free trade link; Decline of EEC’s visible trade balance; UK balance of payments and calculation of deficit; Technological gap between America and Europe.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


**World Economy and Politics Versus Europe**

Political parties in France; French measures to protect balance of payments; New taxes in France and prevention of franc from foundering; Strengthening the world’s economy; Tariffs and the Kennedy Round; Salary of Britain’s executives; Measures for offsetting fluctuations in the sterling balances; British decision on contribution to CERN; Support of the Common Market countries to Britain’s entry into EEC; Future of European Launcher Development Organisation (ELDO); Defence White Paper and decision to withdraw from East of Suez; Discussions on the sterling area; Current British government’s policy; International Monetary Fund and Britain’s economic measures; Opening of Britain’s public schools; British trade performance; America and Atlantic free trade.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-530 02/06/1968 - 27/06/1968

**International Monetary Situation and the British Economy**
Discussions on popular and participating democracy in Britain initiated by Wedgwood Benn; Britain's prospects in Europe; NAFTA rules on competition; Inflation gap in France; International monetary situation and France monetary measures; Danger of franc devaluation; Sterling area in transition; Crisis of political parties in Britain; French economic policy; Aluminium industry and EFTA; Donovan Commission and labour relations; France's economic difficulties and safeguard measures; Value of British coal to European Community; Reduction of Britain's payments deficit; Confederation of British Industry (CBI)'s inquiry into industrial trends; Concern in Europe on emigration of skilled personnel ('brain drain'); Relationship between Britain and US as seen by George W. Ball; EEC tariff cuts; Study of the British economy by American and Canadian economists.


**British and Common Market Debate**

Political parties in Britain and debate on Common Market; British entry into the EEC and Commonwealth membership issue; Liberals call for British entry into the EEC; Plea for a European Federation; Hugh Gaitskell’s position on Britain’s entry into the EEC; Fear in Britain of Parliament losing its sovereignty; Europe and British Labour party; Harold Macmillan’s wish to speed up plans for Britain joining the Common Market.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-532 10/08/1954 - 24/10/1955**

**European Defence Community**

Conference on the European Defence Community (EDC); Relationship between the EDC and NATO; French plan defended at the EDC Conference in Brussels; Amendments to the protocol on EDC-NATO proposed by Pierre Mendès-France; EDC and the German Army; Vote of France against the EDC treaty and the Bonn agreements on German sovereignty; Warning by Konrad Adenauer on possible destruction of the European idea.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH/GERMAN
Material: Paper file


**Britain’s Entry into the Common Market**

Georges Pompidou’s vision of the Common Market; Top level EEC Conference (The Hague, December 1969) and implications for Britain; Jean Rey’s activity as president of the European Commission in charge of negotiations for British entry into the Common Market; Willy Brandt in favour of a united Western Europe; Common Market countries formal consensus on negotiations with Britain, Ireland, Denmark and Norway; Note on English text of the Common Market summit’s communiqué.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-534 29/01/1970 - 31/03/1970**

**Britain’s Entry into the Common Market**

EEC and mutual aid fund; Negotiations with Spain for entry into the Common Market; Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) investment programme in Western Europe; Willy Brandt in favour of British entry into the Common Market; project of a single currency in Europe; Discussions on powers of the European Parliament; Russia’s fear of widening EEC; Jean Rey’s activity in negotiations for Britain’s entry into the Common Market; Membership of the EEC and membership of the European Parliament; Britain’s full role in EEC; Government White Paper on the cost of British entry to the Common Market; Confederation of British Industry (CBI) optimism on Britain’s entry into the
EEC; EEC plan for steel industry rationalization; French negotiations for reducing cost of British entry; Negotiations for Spain's entry into the EEC; Initiating period asked by Britain for entry into the EEC; Britain's farm policy; Switzerland in relation to EEC; English as dominant Community tongue; Common agricultural system's issues; Comparison between EEC workers and British workers.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-535 01/04/1970 - 30/04/1970**

EEC Talks on Britain's Entry into the Common Market

Flexibility of the sterling and Britain's entry into the EEC; Proposal for association agreements between Commonwealth countries and the Common Market; Trade between West - East Germany and EEC member countries; British political parties' talks on British entry into the Common Market; Britain's food cost and common agricultural policy; Issues concerning adoption of flexible exchange rates among EEC members; Swedish recommendation for EFTA countries' common arrangement with the EEC; Possible departure of Sicco Mansholt from the European Commission; EEC ministers' effort to settle farm policy and reach agreement on new policies for wine; Reasons for demanding a referendum on Britain's entry into the EEC; EEC members' talks on enlarging the EEC; French mediation in Britain's Common Market candidature; Warning on EEC food prices; Big Confederation of British Industry (CBI) majority in favour of British entry into the Common Market; Rodhesian Christian Church against new Land Tenure Act.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-536 01/05/1970 - 31/05/1970**

Prospects for Negotiations for Britain's Membership of the EEC

EEC proposals for agricultural reform; British sanctions against Rodhesia; Prospects for early start of negotiations for British entry into the Common Market; Cost of the reform of the Common Market agriculture; Sicco Mansholt's proposal for a new farming plan; Industrial policy for EEC; Edward Heath's warning on terms of British entry into the EEC; EFTA ministers' talks on forthcoming negotiations with the EEC; EEC conditions for EFTA non-entrants; Comité des Organisations Professionnelles Agricoles (COPA) suggesting consultations with the European Commission on prices and present agricultural policy; Report on EEC monetary union; Step towards European political and economic unity; Rise of food prices on Britain's entry to the EEC; Italy (Franco Maria Malfatti) in charge of negotiations with Britain; EEC Finance Ministers' first steps towards a common currency.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: UWK-NS-537 01/06/1970 - 30/06/1970**

Negotiations for British membership of the EEC

Decision of EEC members on sticking to existing margins of fluctuation of exchange rates; Discussion on the House of Commons' vote on Britain's entry into the Common Market; EEC plan to encourage company cooperation; Discussions on world-wide trading interests of Britain and her entry into the Common Market; Safeguards for New Zealand if Britain joins the EEC; Plan to extend EEC transport policy to shipping and aviation; Consensus of EEC members on Britain's entry into the EEC; Economic and financial problems occurring in negotiations for British entry into the EEC; EEC agricultural prices; EEC company law plan; 10-nation Ministerial Conference opening in Luxembourg (30 June 1970).

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

Negotiations for British membership of the EEC

Negotiations for entry of Britain, Norway, Ireland and Denmark into the EEC; Text of Anthony Barber’s speech on Britain’s entry into the EEC; British mediation between Britain’s entry into the Common Market and Commonwealth’s partnership; Question of appealing to the electorate for Britain’s entry into the EEC; Possible linking of Britain and her EFTA partners with EEC in a large European market; Hope for normalization of relations between the Common Market and the Soviet Union; Negotiations between the Common Market countries and the United Arab Republic; Comecon’s attack of the EEC’s trading; Caribbean Free Trade Association’s (Carifta) anger over Britain’s overture on EEC.

Language: ENGLISH/FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: UWK-NS-539  03/10/1970 - 30/10/1970

Negotiations for British membership of the EEC

Britain’s approach to Common Market; British estimates of the cost of entry into the EEC; Coordination call to EEC candidature; Britain’s request of a transition period to adjust herself to the common agricultural policy; Lee Kuan Yew, prime minister of Singapore, expecting British support; Conservative party’s support of the British Government policy of entering the Common Market; Russia against EEC getting bigger; Geoffrey Rippon’s policy on British entry into the EEC; European Commission possible refusal to put precise figure on financial cost of British entry into the Common Market; European Commission’s possible retaliatory measures against US trade bill; British monetary role in Europe; Recommendation for a supranational decision centre to control Common Market economic policy; EEC steps to political unity; French position on transitional periods requested by Britain for agriculture and industry.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


Negotiations for British membership of the EEC

Question of grocery prices in Britain and trade in Europe; Werner plan for economic and monetary union in the EEC; Sterling balances and issue of Britain’s entry into the EEC; Pro and anti-Common Market campaign in Britain; Ireland’s acceptance of five-year EEC transition; Portugal’s request for full association agreement with the Common Market; German and Italian efforts at facilitating British entry into the Common Market; Geoffrey Rippon’s activity for the Common Market negotiations; Arrangement for longer period for Britain coming to terms with the cost of her contribution.

Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file


Negotiations for British membership of the EEC

Question of Britain’s relationship with underdeveloped Commonwealth countries; EEC and monetary union; Modernization and rationalization of EEC member countries’ agriculture; Geoffrey Rippon’s activity for the Common Market negotiations; Offer by EEC of association pacts to African States; Question of Britain’s position in the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement (CSA); Study on the trade and growth statistics of the Common Market; Economic debate on Europe; Britain’s role in discussions on foreign policy with the Common Market countries; Denmark’s proposal for a short agricultural transitional period; Discussions on referendum on Britain’s entry into the Common Market; Britain’s consensus on adopting Common Market rules within five years; Status of Commonwealth citizens who want to live in Britain; The Rome Treaty and British law; Dutch warning of grave crisis if Britain fails to join the Common Market; Discussions among EEC central bankers about the creation of a European currency; EEC failure to agree terms for economic and monetary union; British
adaptation period for the finance sector; Britain's proposal for her contribution to the Common Market's budget; James Prior's warning on next farm price review; EEC move to reorganize a scientific research plan.

**File: UWK-NS-542 19/01/1971 - 04/03/1971**

**Britain's Economy and Entry into the EEC**

Olof Palme's claim for Sweden's neutrality policy and free trade; Proposals of Germany and France for European unity; Debate in the House of Commons on EEC role; British parties' debate on British entry into the EEC; Britain's trade and proportion of exports sold to Britain and of imports sold by Britain in the Commonwealth countries; Britain and the Rolls Royce crash; New EEC bid for monetary union; Agreement between Common Market countries to create a single currency within 10 years; Labour party's motion against Britain's entry into the Common Market; Interim report on economic positions of British farmers.

**File: UWK-NS-543 09/04/1971 - 28/05/1971**

**Negotiations for British Membership of the EEC**

Italy's role in mediating Britain's finance offer to entry into the EEC; Mediation with France on Britain's entry into the EEC; Warning of Britain on price of her entry into the EEC; Status of British entry negotiations; Question of equality and social services between Britain and EEC countries; British inshore fishing industry; Edward Heath's campaign on entry into Europe not forcing prices up; French proposals for facilitating negotiations on British membership of the EEC; EEC farm policy and Britain; Agreement between EEC and Britain on raw material tariffs; Labour party's activity on Britain's entry into the EEC; Investigation on British concern about the country's present and future conditions and membership of the Common Market; James Prior's reassurance on benefits for farmers after EEC entry; Implications for Britain of the European currency crisis; Discussions between Edward Heath and Georges Pompidou on Britain's entry into the EEC.

**File: UWK-NS-544 01/06/1971 - 26/06/1971**

**Britain's Role in the Sterling Area and Britain's Entry into the EEC**

Germany-US contrast on international monetary system; US attack of the European countries and Japan's monetary policies; Debate on terms of Britain's entry into the EEC; Discussions between Edward Heath and Georges Pompidou on Britain's entry into the EEC; Labour party's debate on Britain's entry into the EEC; Debate on sterling balances and role of the sterling; Cost of joining the Common Market in British balance of payments; Popularity of Edward Heath facing wage inflation and balance of payments; Britain's monetary policy; Debate between Labour and Conservative parties on Britain's entry into the EEC.

**File: UWK-NS-545 25/06/1971 - 05/07/1971**

**Debate on Britain's Entry into the EEC**

French view of Britain's entry into the EEC; Edward Heath's position on British membership of the Common Market; Britain's entry into the Common Market and EFTA; Debate among British parties on terms of British entry into the EEC; Britain, EEC and the Commonwealth; Britain's plan for liberalization of capital movements after joining the Common Market; Georges Pompidou's speech on benefits expected by France from British Common Market membership; Australia and New Zealand's
Concern for British terms of negotiations with the EEC; Britain faced with Common Market rules on free imports of coal from Europe; EEC and developing countries.

File: UWK-NS-546 07/07/1971 - 08/07/1971

White Paper on "The United Kingdom and the European Communities"
Reaction to the decision of Britain to join the EEC; Text of the White Paper on "The United Kingdom and the European Communities"; Critical review of the White Paper; Comments to the historic challenge to Britain; rise in food prices due to British Common Market membership; EEC policy on social security; Proposal for reflationary measures by the British Government; Edward Heath's assessment of arrangements negotiated with the EEC; Comments on deliberate omissions in the British White Paper.

File: UWK-NS-547 14/07/1971 - 18/11/1971

Debate among British parties on British entry into the EEC
British sovereignty and EEC membership; Debate on Britain's entry into the Common Market; Geoffrey Rippon's report on progress concerning harmonisation of capital movements, common commercial policy and fisheries; Debate among British parties on British entry into the EEC; Labour party's position on British entry to the EEC; Edward Heath and Harold Wilson's positions on British entry into the EEC; Opinion pool in favour of joining the Common Market.